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J. Robert Ippolito, director of the Central Management Information 
Center, receives an award from Milton J. Shapp, governor of 
Pennsylvania, for his work in saving thousands of data tapes at the 
state’s computer center during the floods of Tropical Storm Agnes 
last June. 

For flood Recovery 

Governor Commends Crew 
HARRISBURG, Pa. — The director of this state’s computer center 

was recently awarded for his role in saving thousands of data storage 
tapes when the center was hit by severe floods from Tropical Storm 
Agnes last June (CW, June 6]. 

J. Robert Ippolito, director of the Central Management Informa¬ 
tion Center, received the award from the governor for “economic 
and cost conscious achievement.” 

“1 am pleased to single out Ippolito and the members of his staff 
for their work, judgment and foresight during the flooding crisis,” 
the governor said. 

(Continued on Page 4) 

Telex Witness Claims Software 
Locks Users to IBM Processors 

By E. Drake Lundell Jr. 
Of the CW Staff 

TULSA, Okla. — Computer 
users become wedded to their 
suppliers because of the huge 
programming investment and the 
incompatibility problems of 
changing from qne vendor to 
another, a user witness told the 
court here last week as Telex 
neared the end of its presenta¬ 
tion in its $1.2 billion antitrust 
action against IBM. 

James Martin, DP manager at 

Court documents show IBM 
studied profits and discounts of 
its fixed price leasing plan. See 
story on page 31. 

the First National Bank of 
Louisville, Ky., testified that 
software compatibility ties users 
into the central processors of 
one manufacturer, especially 
after making substantial soft¬ 
ware development expenditures. 

In other action in the case. 
Telex witnesses relied almost 
solely on internal IBM documents 
to try to prove that IBM had 
tried to bankrupt companies in 
the plug-compatible marketplace 
and to prove once again IBM’s 
dominance in the market. 

Martin indicated his bank had a 

“considerable investment” in 
programs written for IBM proc¬ 
essors and that it would have to 
make a “very large expenditure” 
to switch to another company’s 
mainframes. 

Translators Work But . . . 
Even though many of the other 

manufacturers talk of translators 
for converting programs written 
for IBM machines to their sys¬ 
tems, Martin noted these only 
work for part of the program 
and the remainder would cause 

the user problems. 
Because of this, the user would 

have to get a “tremendous” 
savings from the other equip¬ 
ment, he said, in order to justify 
making any change. 

In addition, Martin testified 
the only real competition had 
been in the plug-compatible area 
since that was the only major 
non-IBM equipment his bank 
had considered since going to the 
360/370. 

(Continued on Page 2) 

Secure and Accurate? 

Most Vote Officials Seem Content 
CW West Coast Bureau 

LOS ANGELES — Although 
there have been many stories 
about inaccuracies and security 
breaches in computerized vote 
counting systems, most county 
election officials seem to be un¬ 
concerned about the problem. 

At least that is the conclusion 
drawn from a survey of county 
election systems prepared a year 
ago and just released by Systems 
Research Inc. here. 
The survey also found that in 

spite of claims of reducing costs 
of elections, punched card 
voting systems were actually 
more expensive to operate than 
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lever-type voting systems, even 
though both systems were found 
to be cheaper to operate than 
paper ballots. 

In the security and accuracy 
area, county election officials 
using punched card systems 
rated their equipment as 100% 
accurate and secure, the report 
said, compared to paper ballots 
which received only an 83% 
“good” rating in the accuracy 
category and only a 75% “good” 
rating in the security area. 

Faith in Machines 

“It is interesting to note the 
apparent lack of impact of the 
fairly recent controversy sur¬ 
rounding security of computer¬ 
ized vote counting systems,” the 
report noted. “Officials appar¬ 
ently still find it easier to place 
their faith in a machine and its 
faceless operators than in a 
wholly flesh-and-blood vote tab¬ 
ulator,” the report added. 

The survey also found “none 
of the hostility anticipated with 
the advent of the punched card 
is reported by the election of¬ 
ficials,” noting that 82% of the 
officials said public acceptance 
of the systems had been good. 

At the same time, however, the 
survey found the lever-type 
voting machines had a better 

public acceptance with voters, 
with a 95% good rating. 

While 100% of the users were 
giving the computer-based vote 
counting systems good ratings in 
the categories of accuracy and 
security, only 88% rated their 
speed as good, with the re¬ 
mainder giving them only a fair 
rating. 

(Continued on Page 5) 

Apollo, Iceberg, Midas,,. 

The Future IBM Disks? 
By E. Drake Lundell Jr. 

Of the CW Staff 

TULSA, Okla. — In order to try to clarify some of the 
confusion over the code names used for various products in 
the IBM court documents, Computerworld has sorted out 
the documents and projected IBM future products in the 
disk area. 

Here is the present line-up: 
The IBM Merlin file referred to in many of the documents 

has become the 3330 which was introduced in 1970 with a 
capacity of 1OOM byte/drive and a data transfer rate of 800 
kbit/sec. 

There are presently two improvements being made to the 
3330-type dnve: Iceberg and Midas. 

Midas, which is expected to be announced at any time, is 
a 50M-byte file or half-capacity 3330, and involves no 
change in technology over the 3330, according to IBM 
source court documents introduced here. 

The half-capacity on the Midas file will be achieved by 
reducing the number of disks per pack and a new pack type 
will be created and marketed by IBM for this device, it is 
understood. 

The device is intended for the small, medium and inter¬ 
mediate systems markets and the primary users will be 
small lS5s, 145sand the larger 135s. 

However, the decision to push the Winchester type drive, 
which has been announced as the 3340 direct access storage 
facility, may delay the introduction of Midas since they 

(Continued on Page 2) 

Prove Need to Upgrade: GAO 
By Don Leavitt 
Of the CW Staff 

SAN FRANCISCO — Installations can.no longer 
justify requests for new computers solely on the 
basis of an economic analysis, and “the simple fact 
that present equipment is in use 24 hours a day, 
seven days -a week” isn’t enough justification 
either, a computer systems analyst for the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) warned here last week. 

Keynoting a meeting devoted heavily to com¬ 
puter performance evaluation (CPE) tools and 
techniques, Dennis R. Chastain told managers of 
government DP sites, “Performance monitors can 
be utilized in evaluating existing systems to deter¬ 
mine if requests for additional components or 
systems are justified.” 

Policy Change? 

This represents a tentative policy change for 
GAO, he admitted, adding that in time he would 
like to see the “must” in place of the word “can” 
to give the statement some teeth. 

He reminded the audience that GAO had issued a 
report in August 1972, which reviewed the use of 
CPE in government installations at that time, and 
recommended that the Office of Management and 
Budget direct heads of Federal agencies to “con¬ 
sider using” CPE to improve the efficiency of 
computer performance, especially before acquiring 
additional computer capacity. 

GAO recently completed a research and develop¬ 
ment effort to determine the practicality of utiliz¬ 
ing performance monitors to audit the efficiency 
and effectiveness of government DP sites. 

“Our initial conclusion is that these tools will be 
a considerable aid to our auditors,” he said. “GAO 
is preparing now to use [CPE] in an actual audit¬ 
ing situation to further establish . . . the proce¬ 
dure. If successful, GAO will use monitors on a 
more widespread basis.” 

When finally implemented, this “efficiency and 
effectiveness” auditing will be a more penetrating 

(Continued on Page 4) 
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At IBM/Telex Trial 

Economist Says IBM Has Clear Peripheral Dominance 
By a CW Staff Writer 

TULSA, Okla. — The economist testify¬ 
ing for Telex in its suit against IBM said 
last week that the “census” IBM had 
prepared for the Control Data case clearly 
sliowed IBM had a dominant market posi¬ 
tion in the peripherals business. 

Dr. John Bonham, doctor of economics 
and professor at Tulsa State University, 
also told the court a monopolist was one 
who had enough market power to be able 
to do anything it wanted without fear of 
competitive reaction. 

“It is the giant-pygmy concept,” he 
said, noting the large company could 
take an action and force all of the smaller 
ones to react to it in a monopolistic 
industry. 

In addition, he said, this type of market 
power allowed the giant firm to practice 
market price discrimination because it 
allowed it to lower prices in one area and 
then raise them in another in order not to 
have lower revenues across the board. 

A monopoly can also change interfaces 
on products in its middle life, he indi¬ 
cated, forcing aU the other firms to react 
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to it. 
The monopoly firm, he noted, also 

earns monopoly profits that are higher 
than they should be and which in turn 
allow more research and development. 
This “thing feeds on itself after a period 
of time,” he noted. 

Using data from the census IBM had 
prepared of more than 2,700 firms in the 
computer business, Bonham said those 
figures show IBM had 95.5% of the tape 
business at the end of 1970 with the rest 
of the competitors having only 4.1% at 
that time. 

At the same time, he noted the IBM 
market share was probably understated 
because many of the other firms sold 
more equipment than they leased while 
IBM leased the majority of its equipment. 

Outright sales tend to increase revenues 
the year they are made while leases defer 
them over a longer period of time. He 
indicated the census figures were based 
on firms’ revenues and not number of 
units in the field. 

In the memory area, Bonham said in 
1970 IBM had 98.8% of the market with 
the remaining 1.2% split among five other 
companies. 

In the printer market the situation was 
much the same, he said. IBM had total 

revenues in this market of almost SI94 
million where its nearest competitor had 
revenues of only $271,000, he said. 

In the overall peripherals area, he said 
the census figures show IBM had 91.8% 
of the market while its competitors had 
8.2% of the market. He again added that 
the IBM percentage was probably under¬ 
stated. 

Efficiency Measured 

In another analysis, Bonham compared 
the ratio of the net income before taxes 
divided by sales as a measure of the 
efficiency of a firm. He compared IBM 
with several other firms of different sizes 
in different industries to see how well 
their performance measured up. 
IBM, he said, had a 24.5% ratio in this 

category which was higher than any other 
firm. 

He said over the last 20 years the IBM 
ratio had varied very little, showing that 
its earnings had a very stable growth and 
were not affected by business cycles as its 
competitors’ earnings were. 

This type of stability, he said, indicates 
the firm has the ability to control its own 
future and its own life. 

In another comparison, he said IBM’s 
return on investment figures were very 

good even though they were not the 
highest of all the firms measured. Again 
with this measure he noted the IBM 
variation of return on investment was 
very small which indicated that it had 
good stability in its marketplace. 

Summary Judgment 

Motion Expected 
TULSA, Okla. — Telex was expected 

to end its presentation last week in its 
$1.2 billion antitrust suit against IBM. 

Before IBM begins to present its case, 
it is expected the firm will move for a 
summary judgment rejecting the Telex 
claims which should be considered 
early this week. 

In the Greyhound vs. IBM antitrust 
suit, the judge, in a decision that is 
being appealed, granted the IBM re¬ 
quest for summary judgment and IBM 
was never required to present its de¬ 
fense. 

Sources here feel Judge A. Sherman 
Christensen will not grant the IBM 
request and will make the firm present 
its defense, which should begin early 
this week. 

Witness Claims Users locked to IBM 
(Continued from Page 1) 

The main reason for going to the inde¬ 
pendents, he noted, was to save money, 
even though there were often slight per¬ 
formance improvements with the inde¬ 
pendent devices. 

There reaUy is no choice in the CPU 
area, he said, because none are com¬ 
patible, but users have a definite choice in 

the peripherals area today, he said. 
On cross-examination, however, IBM 

attorney David Boies got Martin to admit 
that just recently two banks in the Louis¬ 
ville area had switched the source of their 
mainframes, which seemed to indicate the 
switch might not be as difficult as Martin 
made out. 

However, it was not brought out in 

court that the two banks had switched 
from GE computer systems, made by a 
firm which is now out of the computer 
business. 

Martin also said the cost of the software 
library was not necessarily the major con¬ 
sideration when deciding not to switch, 
but rather the problems of conversion in 
the field. 

While converting from one system to 
another, he said, there are great problems 
and when 300,000 bank customers rely 
on you, you can’t afford to have systems 
problems during a switchover. 

In all, he said not only would a com¬ 
petitor have to offer a great deal of dollar 
savings to get a user to switch systems, 
but it would also have to give him func¬ 
tional advantages he could not get with 
IBM. 
Earlier in the case, Berton Hochfeld, 

now with F. Eberstadt & Co., and for¬ 
merly with IBM as a market analyst, said 
IBM knew that if it cut prices, forcing 
Telex to do the same, it would make 
Telex a marginally viable company and 
give it a great deal of trouble in paying 
needed financing. 

In addition, he said IBM knew that the 
price cutting measures would have largely 
the same effect on other firms in the 
plug-compatible peripherals business 
when it made the move, and he hinted 
that IBM purposely made the move to 
dry up those companies’ sources of 
financing and drive them out of business. 

Thomas Barr, the lead IBM trial attor¬ 
ney, repeatedly objected to the Hochfeld 
testimony, claiming Hochfeld was only a 
low-level “pencil-pusher” while at IBM 
and therefore not qualified to speak for 
the company and its plans. 

Barr also tried to introduce evidence 
that Hochfeld might be guilty of stock 
“scalping” in his new job, but the judge 
ruled that this line of questioning was 

irrelevant to the case. 

Calif, Software Tax Stayed 
SACRAMENTO, CaUf. - The State As¬ 

sembly has passed with one dissenting 
vote a bill which would continue perma¬ 
nently California’s moratorium on the 
taxing of software. 

The measure is now being considered by 
the Senate Revenue and Taxation Com¬ 

mittee. 
Emergency legislation enacted last year 

exempted certain software from taxation 
as tangible, personal property but the 
exemption runs out this year. 

Papers Reveal Future Disks 
(Continued from Page 1) 

compete somewhat in the same mar¬ 
ket and because IBM decision-makers 
are putting more emphasis behind 
the Winchester program than the 
Midas program. 

However, when and if Midas is an¬ 
nounced, its price will probably be 
60% of the 3330-type drive, accord¬ 
ing to the documents. 

The other major development 
under way in the 3330-type drive 
area is called Iceberg and will be a 
double-density 3330 drive. 

Reportedly the doubling of the 
capacity will be achieved in a manner 
similar to that used by the indepen¬ 
dents to double the 2314 capacity, 
according to the documents. 

Twice the number of tracks would 
be written onto a single disk surface 
which would require a new head 
design with narrower track width. 

However, the pack for an Iceberg 
will probably be different and unique 
from that of the 3330, the document 
said, since twice the number of servo 
tracks are required to be written on 
the servo surface. 

Therefore, the documents say, the 
packs for the Iceberg will not be 
interchangeable with the present 
3330 disk packs. 

Both Midas and Iceberg are ex¬ 
pected to have approximately the 
same stated transfer rate as the 3330. 

The Winchester program, which saw 
its first product announcement in the 
3340 [CW, March 21], is a com¬ 
pletely new type of technology and 
is probably the forerunner of a new 
generation of disk drives. 

The 3340 is available in two densi¬ 
ties — 34.9M and 69.8M byte/disk 

pack, but it is expected that IBM will 
upgrade the line with additional ver¬ 
sions being developed under the code 
name “Colt.” 

The Apollo drive is for the future 
generation, 375 family of computers, 
according to the court documents. 

Last week Computerworld incor¬ 
rectly reported the capacity of the 
Apollo drive. The documents ac¬ 
tually show that the Apollo drive 
could have up to 1,000M byte/drive 
and could have a data rate of 1.6M 
byte/sec, double the 3330 speed. 

However, even though some IBM 
documents show this capacity, both 
testimony in the case and other 
documents indicate this may have 
been overly optimistic. 

It appears now that the Apollo 
drive — at least the first Apollo 
drives — will have a capacity of ap¬ 
proximately 400M byte/pack or dou¬ 
ble the planned double-density 3330. 

At the same time, it is understood 
that the Apollo will probably use a 
non-removable disk pack from the 
customer’s standpoint, with the pack 
removable only for service. 

The Apollo is not intended for the 
370 market, the documents show, 
but will be designated for the FS 
systems that are currently under de¬ 
velopment. FS is believed to stand 
for “Future System” which would be 
the 375. 

Presently IBM has funded a full¬ 
blown development effort on the 
Apollo drive and even though it is 
slated for announcement in 1976 
there is some indication that it could 
be moved up to 1975 and used as an 
enhancement on the larger 370 proc¬ 
essors as stepping stones into the FS 
systems. 
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Governor Commends DP Crew for Flood Recovery 
(Continued from Page 1) 

“By his quick action, thou¬ 
sands of data storage tapes con¬ 
taining vital information were re¬ 
covered and restored to a usable 
level. Only quick action on his 

part could have saved the crucial 
information regarding the ac¬ 
counting system and the payroll 
and processing information for 
hundreds of state programs 
which utilize the central manage¬ 

ment information system.” 
More than half of the approxi¬ 

mately 30,000 square feet of 
space in the computer center was 
under 11 feet of water during the 
flood crest. During the flood. 
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the computer operations room 
containing a Univac 1108 com¬ 
puter system and all its ancillary 
equipment as well as 28 key¬ 
punch machines was completely 
destroyed. 

“The tape file storage area 
which contained more than 
18,000 reels of magnetic tape 
was the top priority,” Ronald G. 
Lench, secretary of administra¬ 
tion said. 

“These tapes would have been 
lost, and we came very close to 
that, but for the dedication of 
the 123 persons in the bureau 
under Ippolito’s direction,” 
Lench said. 

Ippolito had been on the job 
only four months when the crisis 
occurred but had sufficiently im¬ 
plemented several recommenda¬ 
tions concerning possible contin¬ 
gencies such as fire or flood as 
recommended in the governor’s 

Review of Management Report. 
Tapes were actually being re¬ 

moved during the period that 
the water was cresting. Those 
which could not be saved be¬ 
cause of hazardous conditions in 
the building were washed with 
household detergent and dried 
with hairdryers. 

During the two-week period af¬ 
ter the flood the entire com¬ 
puter center was reinstalled in a 
nearby facility and operation 
was begun again. 

“It is interesting to point out 
not a single paycheck nor pay¬ 
day was unmet during this hectic 
period,” the governor said. 

It has been estimated that the 
original tapes saved by the re- 
clamation process saved 
$250,000 in man-hours which 
would have been needed to re¬ 
construct the tapes, assuming 
the raw data was available. 

Prove Need Before Upgrade 
(Continued from Page 1 j 

analysis of the installations’ DB 
operations than GAO has per¬ 
formed before. 

The problem with using any 
sort of economic justification 
for new equipment, he ex¬ 
plained, is that almost anyone 
can list enough future applica¬ 
tions to make the request seem 
reasonable. Even pointing to a 
system that is running around- 
the-clock on a current workload 
really avoids the issue, according 
to Chastain. 

The central issue must be a 
determination of how well the 
current configuration is really 
being used “and that should be a 
consideration for any installa¬ 
tion, not just the government 
ones that we ride herd on,” he 
added. 

Does a manager need new 
equipment if his present CPU is 
working less than 50% of the 
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The Computer Installation 
Management System 
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od to supply manage¬ 
ment with pertinent in¬ 
formation in the utiliza¬ 
tion of their data process- 
ing hardware. CIMS 
accepts data collected by 
the System Management 
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programming through¬ 
put, hardware analysis, 
and others are provided. 

A 
BOOM MANAGEHENT SYSTEMS 

A DIVISION OF BOOTHE COMPUTER CORPORATION 
135 West 50th Street . New York, NY 10020 • Tel. 212/489-8710' 
555 California St. • San Francisco, CA 94104 • Tel. 415/989-6580 

Accepted by Banks, 
Aerospace, OH. Univer¬ 
sities, Accounting, and 
many other firms. 

time the system is being used? 
he asked. 

Chastain spoke at the two-day 
Scientific Computer Information 
Exchange Meeting sponsored by 
the Atomic Energy Commission. 

Study Reveals 

Welfare Errors 
BOSTON — A study of the 

computerized state welfare re¬ 
cipient list has revealed errors in 
650 cases. Payments to these 
people have since either been 
reduced or terminated and will 
result in a savings to the state of 
about $57,000/mo, according to 
welfare commissioner Steven 
Minter. 

The study revealed that about 
one percent of those receiving 
public assistance receive both 
welfare and unemployment com¬ 
pensation. A further check of 
the double recipients showed 
361 cases or 26% are the result 
of fraud or misrepresentation. 
Payments in these cases have 
been reduced or terminated and 
are being referred to the Bureau 
of Welfare Auditing for investi¬ 
gation and prosecution. 

In another 289 cases, or 21%, 
it was found that welfare pay¬ 
ments were incorrect because of 
misunderstandings or delays in 
processing and these are being 
corrected. 

In 41% of the cases checked, 
the double assistance payments 
were found to be legitimate. The 
remainder involved incorrect 
Social Security numbers or cases 
which have not been completed. 

Grant Aids Health Research 

DENVER — Health Care Man¬ 
agement Systems, Inc. has re¬ 
ceived a $62,000 grant from the 
Robert Wood Johnson Founda¬ 
tion for research on computer 
applications in ambulatory 
health care services throughout 
the U.S. 

The study is intended to identi¬ 
fy which of the thousands of 
computer projects used in medi¬ 
cine could be of significant 
value; successful completion of 
this study should assist health 
agencies in choosing computer 
applications. 

The project will involve a study 
of literature on existing com¬ 
puter systems followed by a 
study of representative systems. 
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Most Elections Officials Claim 
Systems Secure and Accurate 

(Continued from Page 1) 
According to the study, the average cost 

per registrant in counties using lever ma¬ 
chine systems is $1.39, compared to 
SI.90 for the punched card systems and 
$2.05 for the paper ballot counting sys¬ 
tems. 

The computer-based techniques were 
only less expensive than their manual 
counterparts in one application area — 
the maintenance of voter registration 

lists. 

Counties that have computerized this 
function, the study found, spend 42 cents 
less per registered voter than their manual 

Safety Planning Unit 
To Analyze Data 
On Crimes in Schools 

By Judy Kramer 
Of the CW Staff 

NEW YORK — The Board of Education 
here has set up a unit in the Office of 
School Safety to collect and analyze data 
on crimes and acts of violence in the 
city’s schools. 

The new analysis and planning unit will 
use the Board of Education’s IBM 370 
computers to analyze reports on violent 
incidents in the schools to learn more 
about the types and severity of crimes 
committed, which schools or areas are 
more incident-prone, when these inci¬ 
dents are most likely to occur, and what 
types of people (boys, girls, gangs) are 
involved in the incidents. 

Input for the system comes from formal 
written reports of accidents or incidents 
in the school which are sent to super¬ 
visory personnel and the school safety 
office. The local police also send in re¬ 
ports of crimes in or near schools. 

Everything entered into the computer 
system is of a statistical nature, em¬ 
phasized W. Domenique, systems analyst 
and head of the unit. No names of stu¬ 
dents or teachers are included and all 
written copies of original incident reports 
are destroyed at the end of each school 
year to protect the students, he said. 

Data collected from this system will be 
used to determine trends and plan new 
efforts to protect students and teachers. 
The unit’s reports will be used as a basis 
for training security personnel and for 
assigning day-to-day security guards. 

BmSTD’S 
installed or on order. 

Talk with CSA, a computer 
leasing company prepared to 
show you the way to greater 
prime and extra shift savings, 
all with the extra advantage 
of investment tax credit 
directly or in the form of a 
lower rate. 

For further information, please call; (617) 482-4671 

computerSvstems 
s«i 01 America, inc. 
a oomputer equipment leasing company. 

79 Milk Street, Boston, Mass 02109 

Send for the 12 questions you should 
ask of any leasing company before 
you lease 

Name_ 

Title_ 

Company_ 

Address_ 

City_ 

State_ 

370 on order □ 

Model_ 

-Zip-^ 

installed □ 

Date_ 

counterparts. In all of the other applica¬ 
tion areas, the manual systems and com¬ 
puter systems cost approximately the 
same on a per registered voter basis, the 
survey reported. 

Computer use in the elective process is 
still in its infancy, the report noted, 
pointing out that only 7^ of the counties 
presently use punched card voting sys¬ 
tems and an additional 2% use some sort 
of OCR system to help count votes. 

At the same time, 16% of the counties 
use computer systems to maintain regis¬ 
tration lists and 12.8% of the counties use 
computers to print summaries of election 
results. According to the report, 10.7% 
use computer systems “in some way” for 
ballot counting, since some of the coun¬ 
ties using lever systems as the primary 
counting method, also use computers to 
some extent in the counting process. This 
is why this figure is higher than that for 
just punched card and OCR counties. 

Only 9.7% of the counties use com- 

Accuracy of LA. Vote System Challenged 
By Marvin Smalheiser 

CW West Coast Bureau 

LOS ANGELES — The accuracy of 
the computer punched card voting 
system here has been challenged by 
county supervisor Baxter Ward. 

Ward asked the Los Angeles election 
commission for a “thorough review” 
of the system, which had a number of 
problems initially but which has been 
performing smoothly for the past two 
years. 

Elected to the board of supervisors 
last fall. Ward expressed concern about 
the “security of the ballot” under the 
present system of punched card vot¬ 
ing. 

He said he wanted an extensive post¬ 
election manual recount to check 
against the computer count. There is 
now a manual recount of 20 pre¬ 

cincts after each county election. The 
county has over 7,000 precincts. 

Ward said he was curious about the 

accurancy of the computer system be¬ 
cause of a check of the votes he 
received in the primary election last 
year. In at least 34 instances, he said, 
identical vote totals were reported for 
successive precincts by the computer. 

In some cases, he said, two precincts 
in a row reported an identical total for 
him or his opponent. In some cases 
three precincts in a row and in one 
case four in a row reported the same 
figures. 

Ward told the election commission 
he took the matter to a private com¬ 
puter firm, which said a four-in-a-row 
sequence of identical totals was a “mil¬ 
lion to one” mathematical coinci¬ 
dence. The firm said it could not 
explain what it called an “interesting” 
situation. 

A check of precinct totals for 
another election in 1970, Ward said, 
also showed the “unique” coincidence 
of identical figures in sequence. 

puters to actually produce election re¬ 
sults, the survey found. 

Overall, the survey discovered the 

punched card and OCR methods of elec¬ 
tion recording were most popular among 
larger counties. 

/■ 

One of a series MAKING IBM INSTALLATIONS WORK BETTER 

A 

50(1: of every DP $ is spent 
on program maintenance.^ 

Reciuce it with ADR Software. 
* EDP Analyzer, October 1972, That Maintenance "Iceberg," P.l. (Send for complimentary copy.) 

Program maintenance has been described as an iceberg because the real 
costs are often hidden below the surface. And maintenance keeps costing 
since the average production program has a life span of 10 years or more. 
This means continual change. As machine requirements change. As opera¬ 
tions change. As your computer programs, systems and programmers keep 
changing to keep pace with your company's growth and development. 

Look to ADR’s software products to significantly reduce the time and 
money you spend on program maintenance. Find out today how 
AUTOFLOW, The LIBRARIAN, and MetaCOBOL will improve the quality, 
reliability— and maintainability— of your programs throughout their pro¬ 
ductive life. Just send us the attached coupon, or contact any ADR office. 

APPLIED DATA RESEARCH. INC. 
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS DIVISION 

Route 206 Center. Princeton. New Jersey 08540 
Telephone (609) 921-8550 

Yes. I want to know more about ADR aids i 
maintenance. 

□ AUTOFLOW □ The LIBRARIAN □ MetaCOBOL ‘‘ 

I program 

City 

APPLIED DATA RESEARCH THE SOFTWARE BUILDERS® 

ADR software products: in use at over 2,500 installations worldwide. 

Computer Configuration 

I am also interested m 
□ COP Analyzer article October 1972 

Other ADR software systems 
□ PI SORT for faster sorting 
Q SAM for planning 
Q ROSCOE for on line program development 

n Australia Austria 
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NCC Sessions Offer Chance for User-Industry Dialogue 
NEW YORK - The first Na¬ 

tional Computer Conference 
(NCC), less than a month 
away, looms as an extraordinary 
chance for users and industry 
figures alike to actively engage in 
dialogue and interaction. 

In addition to the “conference 

within a conference” approach, 
by which sessions are labeled 
either methods and applications 
or science and technology, there 
is a special program of in depth 
sessions, which gives attendees 
an unprecedented number and 
variety of sessions. 

Advance registration for the 
June 4-8 NCC closes May 15. 
Prospective attendees should call 
the American Federation of In¬ 
formation Processing Societies, 
the conference sponsor, to ob¬ 
tain registration materials. Afips 
has a toll free number, 800- 

631-7070. 
The conference fee is $50 for 

Afips members and $60 for non¬ 
members and includes a copy of 
the proceedings. A one-day pass 
to both the exhibits and the 
programs is $20 while a five-day 
exhibit-only pass is $ 15. Student 

fee is $5 from 210 Summit Ave., 
Montvale, N.J. 07645. 
The following is a schedule of 

the sessions available at NCC. All 
locations are the New York Hil¬ 
ton except where specified at 
the Americana Hotel. Special 
sessions are in bold type. 

1:30-3:30 

Monday 

Methods & Applications 

1, Regulation of Computer/Com¬ 

munications I ndustry —/toperf 

Bigelow — Sutton North 

2. Voice Answerback Comes of 

Age — Tom Fisher —\Ne%\ Ball¬ 

room 

25. A Day of the Computer Arts 
Music: Demonstrations, Presenta¬ 
tions, Philosophy — Stefan Bauer- 
Mengelberg — Regent Room 

10:30-12:00 

Methods & Applications 

Performance Evaluation and Mea¬ 

surement (contd.) 

Computers in the Elective Process 

(contd.) 

3. Point-of-Sale Systems — Richard 
K. Hampson — Clinton Suite 

4. Computer Use Around the 

World — Bruce Gilchrist — Nassau 
Suite 

Science & Technology 

5. What's the Computation in Com¬ 

putational Linguistics? (ACL) — 
Robert F. Barnes — Georgian A, 

Americana 

6. Conversion Problems — So/7r»/e 

Dunning — Murray Hill B 

7. Design and Development of Appli¬ 

cation Packages for Users — Wayne 

B. Nelson — Georgian B, Americana 

8. Computer Evolution and the Next 

Decade (IEEE Computer Soci¬ 

ety) — Ned R. Kornfield — Sutton 

South 

9. Trends in Data Base Manage¬ 

ment — George Dodd — Regency 

Ballroom, Americana 

3:45-5:45 

Methods & Applications 

10. Legal Protection for Soft¬ 

ware — Robert Bigelow — Sutton 
North 

Voice Answerback Corrffes of Age 
(contd.) 

11. Data Processing Directions in the 
Retail I ndustry —/?/c/ja/-d K. 

Hampson — Clinton Suite 

Science & Technology 

12. Simulation: Past, Present & 
Future {SC\) — Philip J. Kiviat— 

Georgian A, Americana 

13. Intelligent Terminals —/ra Cot¬ 

ton — Murray Hill B 

14. Computing for Statistical Pur¬ 
poses — Expectations Amid Accom¬ 
plishments and Gaps (ASA) — 
Mervin E. Muller — Georgian B, 

Americana 

15. Natural Language Processing — 

Aravind K. Joshi — Nassau Suite 

Trends in Data Base Management 

(contd.) 

16. Information Science and Tech¬ 

nology from a Global Viewpoint — 
Robert M. Landau — Sutton South 

• ™ ■ T uesday ■ ■ ■ 

8:45-10:15 

Methods & Applications 

17. 9-12, Performance Evaluation 
and Measurement — Barry W. 

Boehm — Sutton North 

18. 9-12, Computers in the Elective 
Process — E. Drake Lundell 
Jr. — Sutton South 

19. Publishing — FranAr Amelmo— 

Nassau Suite 

Science 8i Technology 

20. Instrumentation, Computers and 

Process Control (ISA) — Arthur C. 

Lumb — Gramercy Suite 

21. Advanced Hardware — John T. 

Lynch — Murray Hill Suite 

22. Information Science — Promises, 

Realities and Futures — JacAr 
Belzer — Gibson Suite 

23. The Use of Computers in Educa¬ 
tion (AEDS) — Sy/v/a Charp— 
Clinton Suite 

Publishing (contd.) 

26. The Impact of Hand-Held 

Calculators — Gregory Williams — 

Beekman Room 

Science & Technology 

Instrumentation, Computers and 

Process Control (contd.) 

Advanced Hardware (contd.) 

27. Specialized Information Process¬ 
ing (SLA)—Beffy B. Brociner— 

Gibson Suite 

The Use of Computers in Education 

(contd.) 

28. A Day of the Computer Arts: 
The Editors View Computer 

Arts — Grace Hertlein — Regent 

Room 

1:30-3:30 

Methods 8i Applications 

29. Computers in the Congress — 

Ernest C. Baynard — West Ballroom 

30. 1:15 — 3:45, Manufacturing 

Automation — Robert H. Ander¬ 

son — Nassau Suite 

31. Knowledge Dissemina¬ 

tion — >4 rjdrew A. Aines — Gra¬ 

mercy Suite 

Science 8i Technology 

32. Performance Evaluation — Mar¬ 

shall D. Abrams — Gibson Suite 

33. Information Networks—Interna¬ 

tional Communication Systems — 

Betty B. Broc/ner — Murray Hill 

Suite 

34. An Undergraduate Program in 

Information Systems — Gera/d L. 

Engel — Clinton Suite 

35. The Impact of Networking on 

Storage, Retrieval and Transfer of 

Technical Information — Andrew J. 

Kasarda — Beekman Room 

36. A Day of the Computer Arts: 

The Computer and the Arts — 

George Arnovick — Regent Room 

37. Economic Future of the Data 
Processing Industry (Business 
Week) — Lewis H. Young — Sutton 

Ballroom 

3:45-5:45 

Methods Si Applications 

38. Graphics Applications for the 
Garment Industry — Fenton Gil¬ 
bert — Sutton South 

Science 8i Technology 

39. The Auditor's Interface with 
EDP Systems (Aicpa) — Woe/ 

Zakin — Clinton Suite 

Performance Evaluation (contd.) 

40. Automated Project Management 

Systems — Ira Bitz — Murray Hill 
Suite 

41. Academic Computing at the 

Junior/Community College: Pro¬ 
grams and Problems — Harold J. 

Highland — Rhinelander Center 

42. The Growing Potential of Mini/ 

Small Systems — Douglas B. Mc¬ 
Kay — Beekman Room 

43. Networks and Data Banks: What 

Contents? — Michael Lesk — Sutton 

North 

44. A Day of the Computer Arts: 
The Renaissance of Art-Science — 
Kurt Lauckner — Regent Room 

46. 7 p.m., A Day of the Computer 

Arts: Computer Generated 
Films — Kenneth Knowiton — 

Regent Room 

Wednesday 

8:45-10:15 

Methods 8i Applications 

47. Five Year Plans for Computers in 
State Government — John Gen¬ 

tile — Nassau Suite 

48. 9-12, Computers in Automotive 
Design and Manufacturing — Hans 

Kuschnerus — Sutton North 

Science Si Technology 

49. Computer History: Critical Turn¬ 

ing Points and Software Develop¬ 
ments — 14?////am F. Luebbert— 

Gramercy Suite 

50. Interactive Computing: A Mind 
Expander (SID)—Car/ Mach- 

over — Murray Hill Suite 

51. Resource Utilization in the Com¬ 
puting Community (ACM)— 

Herbert S. Bright — Georgian A, 

Americana 

52. Data Security in Government — 
James M. Clayton Jr. — Sutton 

South 

53. A Graduate Program in Com¬ 

puter Science — Michel A. Melkan- 

off — Beekman Room 

54. Wave Form Analysis in Clinical 

Medicine — Harold W. Shipton — 

Regent Room 

10:30-12:00 

Methods 8i Applications 

55. Computer Operations of State 
Agencies and Universities — John 

Gentile — Nassau Suite 

Computer Use in Automotive Man- 

jjfacturing (contd.) 

Science 8i Technology 

Computer History: Critical Turning 

Points in Software Developments 

(contd.) 

56. 10:45—12:45, Graphic Applica¬ 
tions I — Jackie Potts — West Ball¬ 

room 

Resource Utilization in the Comput¬ 
ing Community (contd.) 

57. Information Science and Tech¬ 

nology through the Eyes of Asis 

(As is) — Robert M. Landau — 

Murray Hill Suite 

Wave Form Analysis in Clinical 

Medicine (contd.) 

67. Secure Data Systems — Law¬ 

rence Foster — Murray Hill Suite 

68. 3:45-6.45, Advertising and Mar¬ 
keting — Charles Gulotta — Clinton 
Suite 

69. Simulation of International Rela¬ 
tions — George L. Draper — Gibson 

Suite 

Science 8( Technology 

Views of the Future II (contd.) 

70. 5:15—6:45, Graphic Film Festi¬ 

val — Jackie Potts — West Ballroom 

71. Satellite Packet Communica- 
t ions — Lawrence G. Roberts — 
Beekman Suite 

72. Venture Capital for the Com¬ 

puter Industry — Robert F. John¬ 

ston — Regent Room 

73. 8—10, Graphics in 3D: Sorting 
and the Hidden Surface Problem — 
Rodney Alien — West Ballroom 

Thursday 

8:45-10:15 

Methods & Applications 

74. In-house Training \ — Dorothy 

Tucker — Sutton South 

75. Onboard Computers for Auto¬ 
mobiles — H. Blair Tyson — Trianon 

Ballroom 

76. Data Integrity — Milton 
Bryce — Rhinelander North 

Science 8< Technology 

77. Storage Systems — Ben M. Y. 

Hsiao — Gramercy Suite 

78. Tutorial on Resource Utilization 

in the Computing Process — Herbert 

S. Bright — Regent Room 

79. Managing the Impact of Gener¬ 

alized Data Bases (by special regis¬ 
tration only) — Charles A. 

Philips — Georgian A, Americana 

80. Outlook and Prospects for Mar¬ 
keting Abroad — Joseph Miller — 

Clinton Suite 

10:30-12:00 

Methods & Applications 

81. In ho use Training II—Peter 
Savides — Sutton South 

Onboard Computers for Auto¬ 
mobiles (contd.) 

82. Four Major Reports on Privacy 

and Computers — John Gosden — 

West Ballroom 

1:30-3:30 

Methods Si Applications 

58. Interim Report from the IBM 

Data Security Study Sites — C.L. 

Foster — Murray Hill Suite 

59. Urban Services I — Ed Blum — 

Nassau Suite 

60. Off Vehicle Diagnostics — 
Joseph P. Sweeney — Sutton North 

61. Status and Future of Software 
Products Worldwide — Martin 

Goetz — Sutton South 

Science 8< Technology 

62. 2:30—5:00, Graphic Applica¬ 

tions II (contd.) 

83. Reliability for Integration into 

Human Affairs — Donn B. 

Parker — Sutton North 

Science Si Technology 

Storage Systems (contd.) 

84. Data Communications Via Satel¬ 

lite (AIAA) — M?.G. Schmidt — 
Regency Ballroom, Americana 

Tutorial on Resource Utilization in 

the Computing Process (contd.T 

Managing the Impact of Generalized 

Data Bases (contd.) 

Outlook and Prospects for Marketing 

Abroad II (contd.) 

63. Views of the Future I — Murray 
Turoff — Gramercy Suite 

64. Mathematical Software: State- 
of-the-Art (Siam) — William 

Jameson Jr. — Regency Room 

65. Computing and the Law: Inter¬ 
actions — Philip H. Dorn — Regent 

Room 

1:30-3:30 

Methods 8i Applications 

85. 1:30—3:00, Inhouse Training 
111 — Gail Buerger — Sutton South 

86. 2:30-4:00, Automobiles, Com¬ 

puters and the Consumer — Herbert 
Mainwaring — Trianon Ballroom 

3:45—5:45 87. 1—4, Security and Privacy, in 

Methods 8i Applications Specific Computer Systems — 
James Riley — West Ballroom 

Urban Services II (contd.) 

24. Environmental Quality and the 
Computer — Peter W. House — 

Georgian A, Americana 

45. Computer Technology as a Pub¬ 
lic R esou rce — A/arj Kaplan — 

Rhinelander South 

66. Development of Generalized 
Software P roducts —-/ames 

Porter — Sutton South 

88. Computers Are for People — 

Gabriel Groner — Versailles Terrace, 

Americana 

Science & Technology 

89. Network Computers: Economic 

Considerations — Problems and 
Solution — William J. Barr — Gra¬ 

mercy Suite 

90. Applications of Automatic Pat¬ 
tern Recognition — Louis S. 

Rotolo — Regency Ballroom, Amer¬ 

icana 

Managing the- Impact of Generalized 

Data Bases (contd.) 

3:45-5:45 

Methods Si Applications 

91. 3:15-5:45, Inhouse Training 
IV — Dorothy Tucker — Sutton 
South 

92. 4:15—6:00, Security and Privacy 
in Disaster — Thomas B. Steel 

Jr. — West Ballroom 

Computers Are for People (contd.) 

93. Metrication — W.E. Andrus, 

.//■.—Versailles Terrace, Americana 

Science 8( Technology 

94. Nontechnical Causes of Failure 

of E DP/M IS Groups — Herbert Hal- 

brecht — Trianon Ballroom 

95. Cryptology in the Age of Auto¬ 
mation — Henry Ephron — Royal B, 

Americana 

Network Computers: Economic 
Considerations — Problems and 
Solution (contd.) 

96. Ingredients of Pattern Recogni¬ 

tion — Robert S. Ledley — Regency 

Ballroom, Americana 

Managing the Impact of Generalized 

Data Bases (contd.) 

7 p.m. Managing the Impact of Gen¬ 

eralized Data Bases (contd.) 

Friday 

8:45-10:15 

Methods Si Applications 

97. Economics and Remote Termi¬ 
nals — Dan Printz — Royal B, Am¬ 

ericana 

Science 8i Technology 

98. Virtual Machines — Ugo O. Gag- 
liardi — Sutton North 

99. What's Different About Tactical 
Military Computer Systems — 

James A. Ward — Royal A, Ameri¬ 

cana 

100. Associative Processors — F. 
Bruce Berra — Madison Suite 

101. Computer-based Integrated 
Design Systems — Herbert M 

Ernst — Princess, Americana 

102. Discrete Algorithms, Applica¬ 

tion and Measurement — Michael L. 
Krieger — Sutton South 

103. Career Development for Com¬ 

puter Professionals — Paul Oyer — 

Versailles Terrace, Americana 

Managing the Impact of Generalized 

Data Bases (contd.) 

10:30-12:00 

Methods 8i Applications 

Economics and Remote Terminals 

(contd.) 

Science Si Technology 

Virtual Machines (contd.) 

What's Different About Tactical 

Military Computer Systems (contd.) 

Associative Processors (contd.) 

Computer-based Integrated Design 

Systems (contd.) 

Discrete Algorithms, Application 

and Measurement (contd.) 

Managing the Impact of Generalized 

Data Bases (contd.) 
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'Spedal Regulations' for Each Country 

World Group Urges Right of Inspection of Data Banks 
By E. Drake Lundell Jr. 

Of the CW Staff 

PARIS — All private data banks contain¬ 
ing personal information should be regu¬ 
lated just as credit data banks are in the 
U.S., and governments should consider 
allowing citizens to see government infor¬ 
mation kept on them in public data 
banks, according to a “restricted” report 
prepared by a subcommittee of the Orga¬ 
nization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD). 

The report, submitted to the OECD’s 
Computer Utilization Group, noted that 
“central governments are faced with the 
problem of engendering public alienation 
over the personal and societal implica¬ 
tions of the computer,” particularly in 
the area of personal privacy. 

Because of this, the report recom¬ 
mended, “public uncertainties regarding 
data confidentiality and security should 
be resolved as quickly as can be achieved 
in each country.” 

To help overcome this public fear, the 
report stated, “special attention should 
be given to the question of the indi¬ 
vidual’s access to public and private files 
containing personal information on him.” 

In addition, the report recommended 
that “the use of data from private data 
bases, such as credit reference, medical, 
insurance and business personnel records, 
ought to be subjected to special regula¬ 
tions.” 
The report also indicated that govern¬ 

ments should launch “ formal programs” 
to “apprise the public of the character¬ 
istics of computers, their use by govern¬ 
ment, immediate and future benefits.” 

In addition, the report noted that for 
some fast-changing files it would be hard 
to provide an up-to-date printout to 
people identified in it. 
However, the report found that a more 

workable solution might be to allow per¬ 
sons to inspect their files where they were 
being kept, much as the Fair Credit Re¬ 
porting Act does in the U.S. 

But, it noted, at present it would be 
hard for all government agencies that 
kept records on individuals to meet “the 
demand of curious constituents if this 
were a public policy. 

“Perhaps later, when the personal iden¬ 
tifier becomes a key to release file infor¬ 
mation at the local post office terminal, 
such an access right can be contem- 

Computer May Hold Key 
To Ancient Mayan Glyphs 

UNIVERSITY OF MEXICO - The hier¬ 
oglyphic writing of the ancient Maya 
Indians, which has puzzled scholars for 
centuries, is now beginning to yield its 
secrets thanks to some modern decipher¬ 
ment techniques. 

One method being used by a group of 
scholars at the Center for Maya Studies at 
the University of Mexico combines the 
computer and linguistics. 

The scholars are compiling a computer 

catalog of pottery glyphs and two of the 
three existing Maya books (codices) now 
preserved in museums in Dresden and 
Madrid. 

By assigning numbers and letters to 
represent the different parts of glyph 
“sentences,” they hope to construct a 
computer “map” of the books. The 
glyphs are normally arranged in “car- 
tuches,” four- to six-character sentences. 
Thus a cartuche might be represented in a 
printout as D04W - E45E - J82P — 
M08U. 

When this task is completed, it should 

be possible to compare different parts and 
spot frequently used constructions. 

The computer project, coupled with the 
current independent project of a linguist 
who is trying to recreate the ancient 
Mayan as spoken when the codices were 
written, will hopefully provide the key to 
the written language. 

plated.” 
As a compromise to releasing a person’s 

complete file or letting him inspect that 
file, the report suggested allowing indi¬ 
viduals to “challenge and rebut deroga¬ 
tory information in personal files in gov¬ 
ernment departments and agencies.” 

To do this the governments would have 
to inform an individual that a certain file 
was the source of information that pre¬ 
vented him from getting some benefit and 
then allow him to see that file and delete 
or correct any inaccurate information, 
the report said. 

Including this right of inspection when¬ 
ever information in a file is used to deny 
a citizen something should go a long way 
toward allaying the public fears about the 
retention of records in computerized data 
banks, the report added. 

The report noted that today “there is 
wide agreement on the desirability for 
installing computers for recordkeeping 

and more sophisticated tasks in public 
administration” among the 14 member 
countries that make up the OECD. 

However, it stated that “the issues 
before central governments are changing 
from a commitment to install automatic 
data processing to the best practice gov¬ 
erning its use” once installed. 

Security Downplayed 

While consideration is being given to 
some other areas of computer operation, 
the report noted “the installation of 
security techniques in a data base con¬ 
taining health, economic, welfare, census, 
housing, political or other categories of 
data which include personal identifiers is 
not being actively considered by any 
country, as far as could be determined.” 

Rather, the report said, “rules of pru¬ 
dent administrative management informa¬ 
tion collected by central governments on 
their citizens are considered sufficient 

protection of data integrity” in the 
countries surveyed. 

But the report indicated that “there 
seems to be a need to examine higher 
levels of data confidentiality for tradi¬ 
tionally routine files.” 

Even though the report found a 

need for more protection for personal 
files, it said that “the notion that every 
citizen has a right to computer printout 
of all (non-security) records held by cen¬ 
tral government was found to require 
further investigation to determine its 
feasibility.” 

The cost and complexity of providing 
every citizen with a printout of his files, 
the report indicated, “would probably 
bring to fruition a centralized intelligence 
data base employing standard personal 
identifiers, an effect generally opposed by 
those supporting the notion of a right to 
printout.” 

SkyCab GUARAMIEES 
YOUR PACKAGE DOOR-TO-DOOR: 

NewYbrk-Ghicago,6hrs; Chicago-LosAngeles, 8hrs; 
Los Angeles-New York,IOhrs... 

yourself (even then, SkyCab might win). One 
call to our toll-free number does it all. 

SkyCab is a unique marriage of a nation¬ 
wide fleet of high-speed taxis with the 

fully-computerized facilities of one 
of the world's largest air freight 

B systems. . . . 
Call now— \ 

Ship computer cards, parts or tapes, contracts, 
prospect!, SEC and regulatory filings— 
practically anything, anywhere today! 

SkyCab is ready to deliver your 
package to and from anyone, any- ^ 

where in over 18,000 U.S. cities 
and towns today. Each SkyCab 
trip is a special express just for 
you—there's no faster way to 
get a package from one place 
to another, unless you take it ' 

^ SERVICE FRENCH': 

Your package flies with 
passenger baggage, not cargo. 
It's picked up within 30 minutes 
of flight arrival by another « 
SkyCab agent who takes it 
directly and immediately to its 
destination. Instant proof of 
delivery available. 

Delivery to your 
addressee's hands within specified 
time limits is guaranteed, or you get half your 
money back. (Maximum package limits; 
90 inches aggregate dimensions and 50 pounds.) 

One toll-free call brings your 
SkyCab agent to your door. He’ll 
take your package directly to a flight 
already assigned by SkyCab's 
computerized control. 

tn New Jersey, call 800-322-8600. In Alaska and Hawaii, call collect 609-424-5353 

SkyCab is a service of Shuiman Air Freight 1973 by Shuiman Air Freight. Inc. 
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L.A. County to Monitor Justice Systems 
CW West Coast Bureau 

LOS ANGELES The district 
attorney of Los Angeles County 
is planning to set up a manage¬ 
ment information system which 
would monitor the performance 
of the county’s criminal justice 
system from police to prosecu¬ 
tors to judges. 

Promis (Prosecutors’ Manage¬ 
ment Information System) is 
expected to be on-line in about 
three years at a cost of 
SI.079,484, partially funded by 
the Federal Government. 

It is intended to give visibility 
to and standardize procedures in 
the criminal justice system to 
insure equal and consistent jus¬ 
tice in various parts of the coun¬ 

returned the vehicle, New- 
comerstown, Ohio, police input 
the information into the na¬ 
tional crime information file. 

According to Florida police, 
Seville managed to obtain a title 
and Ohio license plates for the 
car and drove it to Hollywood, 

News 
Wrapup 

where it was stolen when he 
parked it on the street. 

Seville reported the theft to 
the Hollywood police who fed 
the information into their com¬ 
puter. The computer indicated 
that Seville himself was sus¬ 

pected of originally having 
stolen the car. He was then ap¬ 
prehended and held for the 
theft. 

Harlem Center Opens 
NEW YORK — A new communi¬ 
ty-oriented DP center has 
opened in Harlem which will 
serve black businessmen, train 
black computer operators and 
keypunch operators and funnel 
profits into a fight against some 
of the community’s “many 
ills,’’ according to Heyward B. 
Davenport, chairman of the 
board of directors. 

Har Computer, Inc. expects to 
reap $250,000 in profits by next 
April, Davenport said. 

Firm Fermenting Fake Food 
LEHIGH VALLEY, Pa. — One-celled organisms are teaming 

up with computers to produce a myriad of life’s essentials 
through Fermentation Design, Inc., whose products include 
antibiotics for medical purposes and enzymes for laboratory 
studies and industrial applications. 

Fermentation Design’s business is to design and manufacture 
complex research systems for other companies engaged in 
production fermentation, the manipulation of large colonies of 
single-cell organisms to produce marketable quantities of 
organic products. 

A computer simultaneously monitors and manipulates culti¬ 
vated organisms’ environments to find a combination of 
factors that will maximize the microbes’ productivity. 

One Fermentation Design Project is the biosynthesis of 
protein for food value — the manufacture of “synthetic food.” 

Biosynthetic protein can be added to processed foods as a 
filler or spun in much the same way sugar crystals are spun to 
make cotton candy. Spun protein can be formed into shapes 
and textures that people recognize as real food. 

I 
f 
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Robert Martin, special assistant 

district attorney, said the system 
would be implemented in two 
18-month phases. 

One will be for software clean¬ 
up and the second for selecting 
and automating those portions 
of the district attorney’s func¬ 
tions most susceptible to data 
processing. 

The software will be developed 
by a joint project team of top 
executives and deputies and an 
outside consultant not yet se¬ 

lected. 

Decimal Point Error 
Delights Shareholders 

NEW YORK - The dividend 
checks read 75 cents per share 
and 32,000 shareholders of Dart 
Industries, Inc., of Los Angeles, 
were celebrating the unexpected 
increase of almost 70 cents per 
share. 

The celebration was soon can¬ 
celled, however, as were the 
checks which had been mailed 
out by Morgan Guarantee Trust 
Co., dividend-disbursing agent 
for Dart Industries. 

New checks will soon be re¬ 
ceived by shareholders, but with 
a small alteration -- the decimal 
point has been shifted. Cor¬ 
rected statements will read 7-1/2 
cents per share, which is what 
the originals would have read if a 
programmer hadn’t input wrong 
data, according to Russ Everett, 
spokesman for the bank. 

“It was strictly a human error, 
not connected with the com¬ 
puter in any way,” Everett said. 
This human error nearly cost 
SI 3.5 million. 

DP Does It Again 
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — They’ve 

done it again — computers have 
helped police track down a 
stolen car, but this time it was a 
double coup. 

After Bernie Seville allegedly 
took a 1965 model car from a 
garage on approval and never 

NUMERIC KEYBOARD 
INEXPENSIVE ADDITION 

TO ANY TELETYPEWRITER 
TERMINAL 

• ANK-16T for ASR-33, ASR-38 
$149.50 

• ANK-16U for UNIVAC OCT 500 
$150.00 

• ANK-16E for Tl 700 SERIES. 
$175.00 

TERMUMET 300, DI/AN 9030, etc. 

- RS 232 TRANSPARENT 
INTERFACE - 

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS AND 

WIRING HARNESS INCLUDED. 

ALSO A VAILABLE FOR RENT. 

_____ 2928 Nebraska Avenue 
Santa Monica, California 

-90404 (213) 829-2611 

Recognition Equipment Is in: Austria. Belgium, Canada. Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, Japan. 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden. Switzerland. United Kingdom, and West Germany 

now... Total 
A single system 
that handles 
all input 
requirements! 

Data 
Entry 
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Church Seeks Disclosure of IBM S. African 
By E. Drake Lundell Jr. 

Of the CW Staff 

NEW YORK — Charging IBM 
with breach of promise, the 
Episcopal Church has renewed 
its efforts to get the firm to 
disclose information about its 
dealings in South Africa. 

The church, which owns over 
8,000 shares of IBM stock 
(worth more than $3 million), 
has even filed a stockholder reso¬ 
lution that was included in the 
IBM proxy statement, asking the 
firm to provide “basic data” 
about its South African opera¬ 
tions and employment practices 
so that stockholders might give 

those practices “thoughtful con¬ 
sideration.” 

Discussion of this proposal 
dominated the annual meeting 
of about 1,200 shareholders last 
week before it was defeated. 

Frank T. Cary, president and 
chairman told the shareholders 
he felt IBM could do more good 
by staying and working in that 
country. 

At the same time the church’s 
Committee on Social Responsi¬ 
bility in Investments filed the 
resolution, Paul Neuhauser, com¬ 
mittee chairman, charged that 
IBM had not lived up to its 
promises to supply similar infor¬ 

mation last year. 
The church, he noted, had filed 

a similar stockholder resolution 
last year for inclusion in the IBM 
proxy statement, but it had been 
withdrawn prior to the annual 
meeting when the committee 
and IBM agreed on a draft report 
that was to be presented at the 
meeting. 

However, Neuhauser now 
charges that the company 
“omitted much of the factual 
material” which IBM had prom¬ 
ised to supply. In fact, he said, 
80% of the material in the draft 
report was omitted from the re¬ 
port of the annual meeting. 

He also said that IBM had 
agreed to provide information in 
separate categories in response 
to last year’s stockholder resolu¬ 
tion, but charged that only one 
of the areas “was fully complied 
with, and in each of the other 
eight instances either the prom¬ 
ised information was not sup¬ 
plied at all or it was supplied in 
an inadequate fashion.” 

IBM said last week that “we 
think that we provided enough 
information last year,” and a 
spokesman said the firm was 
against this year’s request be¬ 
cause it asked for an “inordinate 
amount of detail.” 

I 

You can now handle all data entry requirements 
with Total Data Entry. Some of your input may be 
adaptable to OCR processing, some to key entry, 
some may be handprinted, and some prepared 
on many different typewriters with dissimilar type 
styles and pitches. No matter what form it takes, 
it can now be handled on a single system provided 
and supported by a single supplier. Recognition 
Equipment. 

Total Data Entry combines the best features of 
two technologies: optical character recognition 
and key-to-disk. 

The OCR capability is Input 80. Input 80’s 
recognition capability permits reading documents 
in a variety of sizes containing degraded characters, 
tears, and skewed lines. Virtually any type font is 
fair game for Input 80, and the fonts can be 
intermixed on the same line. Handprint, mark sense, 
page numbering, and line marking are all 
available options. 

And Input 80 is modular. As your needs grow, so 
can Input 80, from the new, low-cost Model C to the 

ultimate high-speed OCR system. Input 80 Model A. 
Add the in-line capabilities of key-to-disk for 

non-OCR applications and character reentry. 
This feature provides from one to 22 key stations, 
each equipped with a CRT screen and keypunch 
or typewriter keyboard. It’s supported by a 
sophisticated software system with those important 
format, edit, arithmetic, and reentry features needed 
to handle today’s data preparation needs. 

Single Keystroke Reentry of unrecognized 
characters optimizes operator productivity and 
accuracy. Contextual display allows complete 
documents or lines to be viewed, and the position 
containing the unrecognized character is 
highlighted. Video image display permits inserting 
of unrecognized characters without referring to the 
source document. Both reentry methods may be 
used without slowing reading or other keying 
functions. 

We’d like to tell you more about how Total Data 
Entry can handle all your input requirements. 
Write or call Recognition Equipment today. 

Recognition Equipment 
Designing Systems with Vision 

Recognition Equipment Incorporated 
Box 22037, Dept. T, Dallas, Texas 
75222/Phone: 214/259-5777 

Dealings 
The IBM board of directors has 

urged the shareholders to vote 
against the proposal. 

The Episcopal Church is a 
member of a six-church consor¬ 
tium called “The Church Project 
on U.S. Investments in Southern 
Africa — 1973,” which is chal¬ 
lenging some of the largest U.S. 
corporations about their invest¬ 
ments in South Africa. 

While the churches were step¬ 
ping up their campaign against 
IBM and charging it with deceit 
iri its agreement last year, they 
at the same time cleared another 
computer company. Burroughs 
Corp., from a proxy battle, be¬ 
cause Burroughs voluntarily 
agreed to publish a report of its 
activities in South Africa and on 
other social issues. 

Investment Details 

The resolution filed with IBM 
asks for information on the an¬ 
nual capital investment in South 
Africa since 1962; the annual 
profits; the number of em¬ 
ployees by race; contractual rela¬ 
tions with the government there; 
and taxes paid to the South Afri¬ 
can government. 

It also seeks “a listing and ex¬ 
planation” of grants and charit¬ 
able gifts made there by the 
company since 1962. 

In the area of relations with 
workers, the resolution asks the 
firm to supply a listing of cur¬ 
rent wages and employee bene¬ 
fits by functional job description 
comparing workers of different 
races and a summary of such 
wages and benefits and promo¬ 
tions for whites and non-whites 
since 1962. 

It also seeks a listing of griev¬ 
ance procedures open to African 
workers and questions whether 
the firm has any trade union 
contracts that restrict the op¬ 
portunities for Africans. 

Furthermore, the resolution 
seeks a description, by race, of 
“technical training, general edu¬ 
cation, legal assistance, housing 
or other programs provided- by 
the corporation for workers or 
their families.” 

It also asks for a description of 
the firm’s investment plans for 
the border areas of the Bantus- 
tans and a description of the 
total number of non-South 
African personnel employed in 
the country and the inter¬ 
national recruiting programs of 
the firm. 

Finally it requests that the firm 
describe and explain “those 
South African laws which di¬ 
rectly affect the corporation’s 
employment practices and the 
working conditions” of African 
workers and a statement on 
compliance with those laws and 
on what action the firm has 
taken to get them changed. 

The church also seeks a list of 
products sold for military and 
police use to the South African 
Government since 1962. 

SHARE DATA 

NETWORK 

Nationwide private line full du¬ 
plex network serving 42 cities in 

25 states. AVAILABLE for dedi¬ 
cated use between 7 P.M. and 7 

A M. E S.T., 24 hours for multi¬ 
processing, or utilization of un¬ 

used bandwith. Network available 

in whole or in part. 

Please reply to Box # 3850 
60 Austin Street 

Newton, Mass. 02160 
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Editorials 

A Clean Slate 
IBM should supply the Episcopal Church with infor¬ 

mation on its operations within South Africa. 

It is hard to understand why the IBM Board of 

Directors is fighting this request — Burroughs and Mobil 

Oil have proved that firms can comply with the pro¬ 

posals adequately without bankrupting themselves. 

Surely with IBM's resources, the answers to the ques¬ 

tions asked by the church are probably already available 

somewhere. 

Last year IBM released partial information on its 

activities in South Africa which made the firm look very 

good in its employment and training practices for Afri¬ 

cans. Surely the release of similiar information this year 

would also reflect favorably upon IBM. 

Breaking the Silence 

The relationship between a DP user and his vendor is 

not a private domain that must be protected at all costs. 

While some vendors would have this relationship pro¬ 

tected in much the same way a patient shares confi¬ 

dences with his doctor, most users object. 

The myth that secret negotiations between user and 

vendor lead to favored treatment and discounted prices 

for the customer cannot be verified. And subservience 

to the whims of the vendor should not be required for 

proper treatment for the user. 

Fortunately, most users enjoy a reasonable relationship 

with their vendors and their DP systems meet many, if 

not all, of their expectations. 

So it is unbelievable that some users believe they must 

suffer in silence, lest they incur the wrath of their local 

salesman and his superiors. 

^^iCE holdbacks 
on reiiJorked products’ 

'Dancei' 

i)pen Letter to IBM 

On Support for RPG 
Mr. Jim Hornet 
IBM DB/DC Systems 
1133 Westchester Avenue 
W'hite Plains, New York 10604 

Dear Mr. Hornet: 

1 am writing you with the hope 
of motivating the IBM Corp. in¬ 

to giving additional support to 
RPG 11 under DOS. Specifically, 
1 am referring to: 

• Compatibility with CICS/ 
DOS. As you know, only 
COBOL, PL/I and assembler are 
supported. 
• Compatibility with a Data 

Base Management System 
(VANDL/1 or DL/1). 
• Ability to OPEN and 

10 Guides Can Help Manage System Design 

Management 

By Frank 
Greenwood. PhD 

These ten “commandments” 
should help manage the design 
of our information systems (see 
Siemens et al. Operations Re¬ 
search, N.Y., The Free Press, 
1973): 

1. Systems have a triple func¬ 
tion: to get action, to record 
that action and to report the 
results. 

When an organization grows 
beyond a one-man operation, ef¬ 
ficiency suggests specialization 
of labor. As continued growth is 
matched by 
spreading 
specializa¬ 
tion, some¬ 
one must 
begin con¬ 
centrating 
on c o- 
ordinating 
the activi¬ 
ties of these 
specialists. 

Organizations thus consist of 
specialized parts which are co¬ 
ordinated by management. In¬ 
formation binds these split parts. 
The information system gears in¬ 
dividual contributions to the 
overall plan and coordinates the 
specialists. 

Probably 90% of the trans¬ 
actions in most organizations are 
concerned with routine actions. 

System design develops deci¬ 
sions determining: the best way 
to handle these routine trans¬ 
actions, who does what, the 
forms needed and the policies 
and procedures governing the ef¬ 
fort. If 90% of the transactions 
pass through this type of sys¬ 
tems channel, it is fast and 
cheap, leaving only 10% to be 
handled as nonroutine excep¬ 
tions. 

2. Systems are natural cycles. 
Find the pattern of 90% or so 

of the transactions. Identify the 
major objective of this bulk ac¬ 
tivity, where it starts, where it 
ends and the process points be¬ 
tween. This defines the system 
to work on. Ignore department 
boundaries because they seldom 
coincide with system para¬ 
meters. 

3. Emphasize the work objec¬ 
tive. 

Define what results from the 
pattern of activity which makes 
up the system cycle. This limited 
work result needs to be related 
to the other goals of the organi¬ 
zation, coordinating the overall 
effort. 

4. Systems improve coordina¬ 
tion. 

Systems help coordinate by 
gearing individual effort to over¬ 
all objectives. This requires care¬ 
ful analysis of how the work 
should be done, including: peo¬ 
ple’s skills, procedures, data, ma¬ 
chines, forms and policies. Infor¬ 
mation systems help achieve co¬ 
ordinated effort by getting ac¬ 
tion, by recording that action 
and by reporting the results. 

5. People make a system work. 
Operating (often clerical) peo¬ 

ple can make a poor system 
work or a good system fail. 
Therefore, involve these individ¬ 
uals in the system design early. 
Listen to them. Give them credit 
for their contributions. Keep 
them informed. 

6. Forms and procedures are 
important. 

Forms carry the data in the 
system and should be designed 
with this basic role in mind. 
Procedures are equally essential, 
helping to coordinate by defin¬ 

ing who does what and when. 
7. Minimize data handling. 
Handling data is expensive, so 

avoid it. Eliminate recopying the 
same data, which is both costly 
and error-prone. Give each work 
station only the data to do its 
work (often reporting by excep¬ 
tion). 

Give particular attention to the 
connections between people 
working; that is, watch the trans¬ 
fer points, establishing where the 
responsibility of one person ends 
and where that of another be¬ 
gins. 

8. Get machine-readable data 
early. 

Record the data at the point of 
origin in machine-readable form. 
Capture enough data at this 
point to serve all the subsequent 
data needs of the system. Proc¬ 
ess the data mechanically from 
then on. 

One way to design a system is 
to begin by defining the specific 
output reports, and then to 
work backwards to identify the 
inputs needed for that output. 
This approach is alright until 
promotion, transfer or retire¬ 
ment brings in a different execu¬ 
tive to head up the office for 
which these output reports are 
designed. 

The new fellow will probably 
need different reports, since his 
style of management is different. 
Much of the system now must 
be redesigned and reprogrammed 
to pick up the new input needed 
for his new output reports. 

Therefore, a better way to be¬ 
gin the system design is to start 
by defining the data base (in¬ 
stead of just some specific out¬ 
put reports). That is, determine 
what data is needed now and 

what may be needed later by all 
offices using the system. 

This involves where to best 
capture the data and how to 
maintain it (e.g., women change 
their names when they marry, 
people change addresses, and so 
on). With a carefully reasoned 
data base available, changing the 
output reports becomes con¬ 
siderably less work. 

9. Balance costs and benefits. 
System design weighs costs and 

benefits, considering speed and 
quality. Improving one factor us¬ 
ually degrades another, so it is a 
problem of optimization. 

10. Documentation is critical. 
Information systems are in¬ 

tangible (for example, holes in 
cards). The chief tool for plan¬ 
ning and controlling system de¬ 
sign is documentation. Docu¬ 
mentation is a written record of 
the system, including: its pur¬ 
pose, what the input data is, 
what each work station does and 
who gets what output reports. 

Creating and maintaining this 
documentation is critical. As 
each stage is planned, ask the user 
to “sign-off’ on the specifica¬ 
tions so that when the systems 
analysts then do what they are 
supposed to, systems specifica¬ 
tions cannot later be redefined 
unilaterally by the user. 

An information system cannot 
be automated until The manual 
system is in good shape. 

(Frank Greenwood is a com¬ 
puter center director at the Uni¬ 
versity of Montana.) 

© Copyright 1973 by the Free 
Press. Reprinted with permission ot 
The Free Press from Operations Re¬ 
search, Planning, Operation and In¬ 
formation Systems, by Nicolai Sie¬ 
mens, C.H. Marting and Frank Green¬ 
wood. 

CLOSE files in the calculation 
specifications. 
• Ability to define an Isam file 

for sequential processing and al¬ 
so be able to chain to the same 
file without having to redefine it 
as a chain file. 

• Ability to read an Isam file 
with a partial key. 
• Relative addressing of posi¬ 

tions within a field or record. 
• More indicators. 
• Ability to use registers in the 

calculation specifications. 
• Ability to update a sequen¬ 

tial file at total time. 
• A cross reference list at the 

end of a compilation showing 
each field and every statement it 
is used with. 

RPG H has proven to be one of 
the most productive commercial 
languages now available on the 
market. It is significantly su¬ 
perior to Cobol both economi¬ 
cally and productively. 

1 would need five Cobol pro¬ 
grammers to do the work of 
three RPG 11 programmers. (See 
related story on page 15.) 

The greatest and most im¬ 
portant enhancements that IBM 
could make to RPG H are CICS 
and Data Base Management sup¬ 
port. We use RPG 11 for all of 
our batch systems and CICS/ 
DOS for our on-line systems. 

The enhancement mentioned 
above would only be used a 
small amount of time, but would 
be very helpful when needed. 
Such enhancements would make 
RPG 11 a much more powerful 
language. 

Managers are interested in pro¬ 
ductivity and from this stand¬ 
point, RPG 11 can’t be beat. If 
IBM would only give it the addi¬ 
tional support it needs, IBM 
would make a major contribu¬ 
tion to the efficient and eco¬ 
nomical use of computers. 

Mike Pauken 
Director, Data Processing 

St. Vincent Hospital and 
Medical Center 
Toledo, Ohio 

Computerworld welcomes com¬ 
ments from its readers. Letters 
should be addressed to: Editor, 
Computerworld, 797 Washington 
St., Newton, Mass. 02 I 60. 

(other letters and viewpoints 
on Pages 12 and 13) 
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Who Should Decide American Position 
On International Standard Interface? 

I would like any computer I 
own to have the ability to be 
connected to any peripherals 1 
own — and I think most com¬ 
puter owners and many com¬ 
puter bor- 
rowers 
would 
agree. How¬ 
ever, at the 
moment, an 
official U.S. 
position is 
being for¬ 
mulated 
which 
would have 
the U.S. op¬ 
pose any 
f u r t h-e r 
work on international standard 
channel interfaces. 

1 discovered this apparent dis¬ 
crepancy between the opinions 
of the public, and those of the 
Ansi committee which considers 
itself responsible for formulating 
and presenting these opinions on 
the international standarization 
stage last month. The committee 
sent out a recommended posi¬ 
tion, opposing any further work 
on the project, which I disagreed 
with. 

Many Unrepresented Areas 

1 talked to members of other 
groups which one would expect 
to be involved in such matters. I 
talked to people who own many 
computers — the leasing com¬ 
panies. 1 talked to people who 
own and manufacture periph¬ 
erals — the computer service 
firms. I talked to educators, 
computer auditors and users. 

All over 1 found that American 
opinion was in favor of such 
work, yet my soundings also 
told me that the position against 
it would be adopted as the offi¬ 
cial position. Response to the 
recommendation had a 30-day 
limit. 

The recommendation will 
probably be accepted because 
eight or 10 individual computer 
mainframe manufacturers will 
probably vote for it on the Ansi 
committee — and their votes will 
be counted on a company by 
company basis in the formation 
of what is called “a consensus.” 

By contrast, there won’t be 
any votes from the computer 
auditors, the leasing companies, 
the computer service industry or 
the people who buy and sell 
computers. 

From the point of view of 

computer manufacturers, a stan¬ 
dard interface capability could 
hurt their corresponding sales of 
overpriced peripherals to users 
of their mainframes; the replace¬ 
ment of one mainframe genera¬ 
tion with another also generates 
peripheral revenues. So I can see 
that standard interfaces are not 
first priority items for main¬ 
frame makers. But they are only 
part of the community. Other 

parts have the right to be heard 
also. 

Ansi Regulations Give Right 

Ansi has seen to it, by pro¬ 
viding various sets of regulations. 

are not being heard is simply 
because they have not accepted 
the fact that they have a duty to 
make themselves heard, as well 
as a right to be heard. The fail¬ 
ure of the Ansi committees to 
really be representative of the 
community feeling, and yet be 
able to produce persuasive bal¬ 
lots showing everything is being 
approved by the consensus 
method is because the other in¬ 

terests have not accepted such a 
duty. 

1 think they should. It is my 
hope that the various organiza¬ 
tions that have been set up to 
speak for the various areas of the 

Ansi Ittterfate Recommendation 
The U.S. member body has at this time no technical response 

to 1SO/TC97/SC13 (Japan-1) 2 because it believes that further 
technical work toward the goal of achieving a channel level 
interface at the ISO level will be of minimal value due to the 
following considerations. 
• We believe that support for a channel level interface 

throughout the ISO community is diminishing. The Ecma 
General Assembly has asked to withdraw support of the Ecma 
proposal for a channel level interface as reported in Ecma/ 

GA/72/44. The U.S. National Bureau of Standards (Center for 
Computer Science and Technology report on “Means of 
Achieving Interchangeability of Computer Peripherals) has 
recommended that no attempt be made to develop a single 
Federal interface standard. It appears that German and UK 
member bodies have now decided not to generate a channel 
level interface proposal. 
• As expressed in U.S. comments on TC97/SC4/WG4 N135, 

the U.S. member body believes the “interface standard ad¬ 
ministration” issue is critically important. The lack of an 
acceptable resolution to this issue represents a significant 
obstacle to the implementation of the proposed interface 
standard. Until there is indication of resolution, it appears to 
us inappropriate to pursue the technical interface definition, 
since we believe administration problems are likely to prevent 
the realization of a standard. 

For these reasons, we have decided not to provide further 
technical comment on the proposed channel level interface 
working paper. 

An Ansi committee officially recommended that the U.S. no longer 
participate in an international effort to develop a standard channel 
interface. 

that it can be heard. The SCDP 
membership on the X3 Com¬ 
mittee, which must approve the 
current recommendation, is it¬ 
self proof that the Ansi- 
protected right to be heard is 
real. Why then is it not used? 

The real reason other interests 

computer industry should join in 
and actively participate in de¬ 
termining the American posi¬ 
tions. 

Such groups as the Computer 
Dealers Association, Inc., Com¬ 
puter Industry Association and 
the Computer Lessors Associa- 

The Taylor 
Report 

By 

Alan Taylor, CDP 

“The one compelling reason which may yet make 

me oppose further work on the interface standard is 

the inadequate support currently available. If there is 

one thing I want less than not having a standard 

interface of some kind, it is having a standard that 

does not work!” 

The International Preview Society 
Payments: 175 Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y. 11021 

Other correspondence; 333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III. 60601 
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Why Didn’t They 'Preview’ This Bill? 
The International Preview Society recently sent 
this computerized bill to Computerworld reader V. 
Yellen. What he wants to know is how they arrive 

at $24.82 owed from an album cost of $14.90 and 
payments of $46.81 on a previous billing of 
$26.85. Can you help? 

Who Should Represent U,5,? 
I think the following areas of the community should be 

represented when decisions are made on the U.S. position 
on channel interfaces. 

What organization(s) could represent these community inter- 
ests? 

□ I personally 

□ My organization 
1 would support such representation. 

Name Professional Position 

Memberships 

Address 

City or Town State Zip 

After completion please return to Alan Taylor, Taylor Reports, c/o 
Computerworld, 797 Washington St., Newton, Mass. 02160. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 

tion should get involved. 
Ansi rules say that as long as 

there are areas where organiza¬ 
tional representation is not avail¬ 
able, individual companies can 
also join. 

Support Needed 

1 would like to ask your help 
to get these organizations to 
take up their proper role and to 
provide support for such impor¬ 
tant work. It need not involve 
much money to get support. 
And support is actually the 
problem we face with regard to 
getting standard interfaces. 

The one compelling reason 
which may yet make me oppose 
further work on the interface 
concept, is not because the Na¬ 
tional Bureau of Standards has 
reported against it, but instead 

because of the inadequate sup¬ 
port currently available. 

For if there is one thing 1 want 
less than not having a standard 
interface of some kind, it is hav¬ 
ing a standard that does not 
work! 

You can help by filling in the 
questionnaire and saying what 
you think. Then we will see 
what can be done to persuade 
the community organizations to 
play their role. Perhaps even in 
time to save the interface pro¬ 
gram. 

© Copyright 1973 Alan Taylor. 
Reproduction for commercial pur¬ 
poses requires written permission. 
Limited numbers of copies for non¬ 
commercial purposes may be made 
provided they carry this copyright 
notice. The views expressed in this 
column do not necessarily reflect 
those of Computerworld. 

IBM's 029 keypunch was designed for operators who sit all day. 
But how about that 029 in the computer room? It's the only 

sit-down machine in a stand-up work area. Nobody punches more 
than a handful of cards at a time, so nobody bothers to sit down. 

Nobody except the computer room crew; they use the machine as 
a coffee-break countertop. 

Now, you can end the inconvenience, the occasional backaches and 
all the other drawbacks of the sit-down key punch. Four leg 
extensions, made of heavy-guage aluminum, are the answer. Flare 
designed to assure stability, they install in minutes and last for ages. 

Put your key punch in line, where the action is; order a set of leg 
extensions today! 

Zyncon Corp., 26 Van Buren Avenue, Teaneck, New Jersey 07666 

Gentlemen: 

I want extension legs for my IBM 029 key punch machine. 

□ Enclosed is my check for $-for-sets @ $43.50 each.* 
I understand you pay shipping charges for cash with order. 
□ Please bill, me $_for_sets @ $45.00 each, (includes shipping 
and handling). 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City Rtatft ZiD 

Authorixed hv Title 

(please sign) 

*10% discount on order of 10 sets or more! Money back guarantee! 
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Must Start From Within 

CDP Needs Positive Help, Not Prophets of Doom 
By Kenniston W. Lord Jr 

special to Computerworld 

If one were to take the perspective of 
some recent prophets of gloom, one 
might come to the conclusion that the 
CDP program, and all it has attempted to 
be, has gasped its final breath. 

Nobody denies that the CDP program 
has not been “everything it has been 
cracked up to be.” It is for that precise 
reason that groups of c DP holders have 
attempted to organize over the years. 

The parent of this “teenager,” while 
continuing to administer the test, has 
done little to promote the value of the 
certificate and the person who holds it. 
No attempt has been made, since its 
inception: 
• To answer the question, “What shall 

he certify?” 
• To convince corporate management 

anywhere that this was a worthwhile in¬ 
dividual to hire. 
• To reach the attorneys general of the 

several states to seek a legal status for this 
individual. 
• To produce a code of ethics with 

teeth in it, with an evaluative measure¬ 
ment, or with enforcement procedures. 
• To organize these “children” into a 

national force to bring strength to the 
profession. 

The entire industry has stood by and let 
the function be labeled as non¬ 
professional. There is no loyalty where 
there is no strength. 

The basis for these people to function is 
standards. To my knowledge, the parent 
in this case is not a working member of 
any standards activity. In truth, the par¬ 
ent is unable to certify to American 
industry that the recipient of this certifi¬ 
cate has accomplished anything short of 
the accumulation of certain amounts of 
education, certain lengths of experience 
and the ability to answer eight hours 
worth of multiple-choice questions. 

How many more headlines like “The 
Great Fraud: DP or Not DP?” will be 
required before the attorneys general 
start raising holy hanna with the data 
processing practitioner? How many more 
documented cases will be required before 
business and industry rises en masse to 
demand the same quality service from 
their data processing professionals that 
they do of any other licensed or certified 

Letters to 
the Editor 

Are Old-Timers Afraid 
Of Young, Bright DPers? 

1 take exception to the remarks made 
by Joseph T. Rigo in the April 25 issue. 

There seems to be a kind of masochistic 
syndrome that is being fostered within 
the data processing field. There seems to 
be some kind of delight in tearing down, 
tearing apart, nit-picking at every thread 
and fiber until the whole fabric of this 
highly technical and professional activity 
is in tatters and is subject to general 
ridicule, contempt and suspicion. 

Are these negative people afraid that 
there are just too many new, brighter and 
more knowledgeable people entering the 
data processing field? Are they afraid that 
their prestige is in jeopardy? The reaction 
is not unusual. It has happened many 
times in history as the old-timers are 
threatened by the new-timers. 

Let us be a great deal more realistic and 
practical and positive in our opinions 
about the data processing field. If you do 
not like the climate of the data processing 
field, seek another avocation. 

Robert R. Hamilton 
Manager 

Electronic Systems 
and Methods Division 

Prudential Insurance Co. 
Boston, Mass. 

group of individuals? 
We license a variety of professions and 

para-professions not merely as a source of 
revenue, but as a guarantee to the user of 
that service that the individual is com¬ 
petent to perform that service, with the 

right to the recovery of damages if he is 
not. Why should it be any different for 
the data processing individual merely be¬ 
cause he is buried in the folds of a corpo¬ 
rate empire? 

How many more credit card fiascos will 
the public stand for? How much more 
abuse of corporate power, power ob¬ 
tained by blaming the computer, can we 
stand? 

Not everyone who holds the CDP could 
be called a professional, just as not every 
professional, in the true sense of the 

word, is a CDP. But it has to start 
somewhere. And it has to start with us. If 
it begins at the urging of non-DP people 
with legal leverage, we no doubt will be 
very unhappy with the results. 

There are a whole cadre of people who 
need to be certified — not with just one 
test, but it is becoming very obvious that 
they must be certified by many and 
varied measurements. The new parent, 
the Computer Foundation, must give the 
program and whatever other programs it 
assimilates or develops, the teeth and 
tenacity it wUl demand. 

Legal stabilization must be sought. Di¬ 
verse measurement must be developed. 
Upgrade training must be developed and 
implemented, with or without recertifica¬ 
tion. A campaign of education and infor¬ 
mation must be undertaken throughout 
the country to both gain industry ac¬ 
ceptance of the individual, and to insure 
that the individual performs as required. 

New tests must be developed, prefer¬ 
ably by individuals whose business is 
tests and measurements. A system of 
state codes must be developed and li¬ 
censing obtained, if not for all data proc¬ 
essing individuals, then certainly key data 
processing personnel and those who inter¬ 
face with the public. A decent code of 
ethics with an appropriate enforcement 
mechanism must be developed, sub¬ 
scribed to and implemented. 

This is the mandate to those of us who 
are determined to keep the CDP program 
alive. It would be useful if its detractors 
would spend their time in assisting us to 
build in a positive direction, rather than 
seeking to destroy what the program’s 
parents, however ineffectively they may 
have executed the plan, have buUt. 

Kenniston W. Lord is an EDP educa¬ 
tional consultant and vice-president of 
the Society of Certified Data Processors. 

NCR 
CENTURY 
COMPUTERS 
PROVIDE 
MORE 
RESULTS! 

We have to know what we produced 
on the night shift by seven 
the next morning. That’s what our 
NCR Century gives us, in time, 
every time.” 

Frask Loria, Corporate EDP Manager 
SOS Consolidated, Inc. 
Birmingham, Michigan 

“We needed a central information 
file to remain competitive. 
The NCR Century had it. And NCR 
knew how to make it work.” 

Ken Walker, Executive V.P. and Cashier 
1st National Bank of Lake Forest 
Lake Forest, Illinois 

Every day more and more NCR Century computers 
are serving more firms everywhere. The computer 
users shown here represent today’s progressive 
management so what they say about their 
systems can be important to you. 

You’ll learn these NCR customers have one thing 
in common; their NCR Century systems are 
providing them with the information they need to 
successfully manage their businesses. 

Whatever your business, there’s an NCR Century 
System that will provide better results and more 
benefits for your operation, too. 

For complete information on the NCR Century 
system that’s right for your business, call your 
local NCR man. Or write NCR, Dayton, Ohio 45479. 

1: 

□□□ 
Computers &Termlnals 

- 

“Our NCR Century computer gives 
our job shop the most complete 
production control system I’ve ever 
seen in any shop!” 

Charles Phillips, Vice President 
Lockwood Manufacturing Company 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

k “Our quarterly reports used to 
take two full days. Now they’re out 
in three hours. 
The difference? Our NCR Century.” 

Bob Schrader, President 
Evanston Federal Savings & Loan 
Evanston, Illinois 

1 “The best thing about our NCR 
1 Century? The way it eliminates 

guesswork. 1 get the receivables 
and sales information 1 need to 
make decisions... the right ones.” 

Larry Davidson, Vice President 
Davidson and Leventhal 
New Britain, Connecticut 

iigfl 
1 “When we decided to computerize we 

knew we had to pick one company and 
stick with them. We chose NCR.” 

1 David D. Hart, Vice President 
1 Maryland State Savings & Loan Association 
1 Hyattsville, Maryland 

% “Keeping customers waiting means 
bad press for any savings and loan. 
It’s a problem our NCR Century 
eliminated. Twice.” 
Dick Pokorny, General Manager 
Financial Computer Services 
Cleveland, Ohio 

“We have greater financial control 
over municipal services than 
ever before. And the reason is our 
NCR Century.” 

Thomas G. Zeidell, 
Management Systems Administrator 
City of Pontiac, Pontiac, Michigan 

< 
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Does RPG Help Produce a 'Professional 
By Reginald D. Gates 

Special to Computerworld 

I’ve been interested in the recent ex¬ 
change of letters regarding RPG. Al¬ 
though I was originally trained in assem¬ 
bly language and my current assignment 
is Ansi Cobol, I’ve had experience with 
System/3 RPG, DOS RPG and OS RPG. 
In the past year I’ve been involved with a 
project that converted over 50 System/3 
RPG programs to run under RPG on the 
IBM 370. 

I quite agree with the viewpoint that 
languages are simply tools to perform a 
task. Even though we select our tools 
according to the task’s requirements, this 
does not prevent us from evaluating the 
tools. The basic question is, “Does the 
chosen tool help us in producing a profes¬ 
sional product?” 

A professional program has at least the 
following characteristics. The program 
can be run by an operations group with¬ 
out the programmers’ intervention; the 
program can be easily understood, de¬ 
bugged and modified by someone other 

than the original programmer. RPG does 
not lend itself to producing a professional 
program as judged by the above criteria. 

The Archilles heel of most RPG ap¬ 
plications seems to be the second criterion. 
A few reasons why RPG does not seem to 
be adaptable to professional programs 
are; 

Viewpoint 

• The language itself is more difficult 
to understand than the near-English lan¬ 
guage of Cobol. 
• It is extremely difficult to produce an 

intelligible flowchart of an RPG program 
(at least. I’ve never seen one). 
• There are no execution time debugging 

facilities such as the “Display” verb or 
IBM’s “Ready Trace.” 
• All the RPG halts possible are not 

documented, especially the ones dealing 
with chained files. 
• In RPG, it is not possible to work 

backward from an interrupt and a core 
dump to the source code that produced 
the interrupt. 
• There is no convenient method for 

stating the meaning of each indicator 
used in the RPG program. 
• RPG does not lend itself to modular 

programming, i.e., coding and testing a 
program in logically related sections. 

Finally, a word about “productivity.” 
The obstacles to producing professional 
programs in RPG can be overcome by 
expending quite a bit of effort in the area 
of documentation. However, most pro¬ 
grammers and their managers seem to feel 
that documentation is not “productive” 
work, and will bypass the documentation 
for more interesting tasks. 

An RPG programmer can produce a 
working program in less coding time than 
a programmer using Cobol, but the RPG 
program will be lacking the necessary 
documentation. It will take more effort 
to properly document the RPG program 
so that the productivity gained by RPG in 
coding will be lost in documentation. 

“Our NCR Century gives us so many 
capabilities it's like having 
two computers for the price of one!” 

Sam Muldres, President 
Western Massachusetts Computer Center 
Holyoke, Massachusetts 

“Benchmark tests proved the NCR 
Century could handle our inventory 
requirements faster and for less cost 
than other computer systems.” 

James L. Meagher, President 
Stratton & Terstegge, Inc. 
Louisville, Kentucky 

“Now we measure every activity 
by its contribution to profit. 
Key to our success is the NCR 
Century computer system.” 

C. J. Sumner, Manager of Data Processing 
Continental Steel Corp., Kokomo, Indiana 

“With the NCR Century computer, 
off-the-shelf software is economical 
and practical, and conversion 
is quick. Our return on investment 
began in less than a month.” 

Harold Canada, Vice President 
Haters', Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah 

“Our NCR Century computer prints 
prices and invoices for same-day 
shipment. That’s great customer 
service. And we’ve increasd turn¬ 
over with less staff and inventory.” 

Robert R. Buchanan, President 
Northwestern Drug Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 

“1 was impressed most by the add-on 
features of the NCR Century, since 
we are looking for a 100% growth 
factor in the next 5 to 10 years.” 

Max Disbennett, Comptroller 
University of Tampa, Tampa, Florida 

“Our NCR Century Computer 
helped us increase our annual 
sales $5,000,000 and decrease our 
inventory $170,000.” 

John Caputo, President 
Garden Fresh Markets, Clarksburg, W. Va. 

ii 
“The fact that the NCR Century 
100 computer system could grow 
along with my retail operation 
sold me on NCR.” 

Yale T. Dolginow, Exec. Vice President 
Dolgin’s, Inc., No. Kansas City, Missouri 

We compared the main manufacturers 
of computers and picked NCR primarily 
because of our past experience 
with the service they’ve given us 
on other equipment in our bank.” 

Wendell H. Conaway, V.P. of Data Processing 
Commercial Bank at Daytona Beach 
Daytona Beach, Florida 

Town government and citizens of 
every community are demanding far 
more accountability from the people 
who run the schools. Our NCR Century 
enables us to meet this demand.” 

Paul R. McDevitt, School Business Administrator 
Darien Board of Education, Darien, Connecticut 

“To match our NCR Century’s 
performance with another computer 
system would have cost us 
twice as much.” 

Roy J. Bernard, Director of the Computing Center 
Southeastern Louisiana University 

“We chose the NCR Century because 
the product for the price was better 
than anyone else had to offer.” 

Dan Seyfarth, Data Processing Manager 
McHenry Hospital, McHenry, Illinois 

“Our NCR Century System has 
meant new life for this office. 
Our patient accounts are now always 
current, accurate and under control.” 

R. B. Watson, Comptroller/Treasurer 
ST. Joseph's Hospital, Asheville, North Carolina 

p'sr 
H/, 

“The greatest advantage from our 
NCR Century system? I’d say customer 
service. We can respond to our 
customers’ needs much better than 
we could before.” 

Walter F. Urban, Jr., Treasurer 
Union Federal Savings & Loan, Pittsfield, Mass. 

‘With our NCR Century 
C.I.F. System all data on each 
customer is in one place for account 
analysis and creative marketing. 
Our growth depends on this.” 

Bert Lance, President 
Calhoun First National Bank, Calhoun, Georgia 

‘Our NCR 280 Terminals 
brought our stores in Texas 
two days closer to us.” 

Archie W. Crittenden 
Director of Merchandise Information 
Dillard’s, Little Rock, Arkansas 

Product’? 
Of course, if a professional product is 

desired, the documentation for RPG can 
be minimized, and the programming staff 
can appear to be very productive. 

Whatever language is used, products of 
a professional nature should be the objec¬ 
tive of every programming staff. 

Reginald D. Gates is employed by Mc¬ 
Donnell Douglas Automation Co., 
Huntington Beach, Calif. 

Letters to 
the Editor 

Certify People first 
Alan Taylor, you’re on the wrong road! 
In the April 4 issue you support Jerry 

Martin’s idea for certified documentation 
and certified testing as the second great 
step forward for mankind, while giving 
next to no consideration to .this vital 
question: “Who’s going to do the certify¬ 
ing?” 

1 recall seeing only four words in the 
entire article which addressed this ques- 
tion: “ . . . who should give 
them, ...” — although that has been, 
and probably will continue to be, the key 
question. Now, I’m asking you: ,Who’s 
going to certify that the certifier is qual¬ 
ified to certify? And, how? 

1 don’t disagree that documentation and 
testing certification are good ideas, but 
most organizations heavy in EDP already 
have the people to do this job - their 
own internal auditing departments! 

Maybe it should become an industry 
standard, ^but as such, it would still be an 
auditing function. 

At least the idea might be capitalized as 

a marketable service to users. But here 
again, 1 would caution those users to 

question the certifiers’ qualifications! 

In addition, your assertion that “we did 
have a number of people picked out. . . 
who could be called ‘professionals’ ” is 
without merit. You, of all people, should 
not have to be reminded that the mere 
fact of membership or officeship in some 
computer society or the holding of a 
certificate is no claim to professional 
status. 

Professionalism is gained by adherence 
to a rigid set of ethical standards, be they 
written or implied, and by the acquisition 
of public confidence. 

Certainly,‘we do have some true profes¬ 
sionals by the above definition, but we 
haven’t been able as yet to give them the 
identity and recognition they deserve, 
which is my point. We still have the task 
of people certification before us. Let the 
applications documentation take a back 
seat to this! 

D.R. Lister, CDP 
Standards Specialist 

Springs Mills, Inc. 
Lancaster, S.C. 

I said that various groups “could” be 
defined as professionals — not that they 
should be. See, for example, the ACM 
New York Ombudsman’s definition, “In 
my book, a professional is someone who 
gets paid for his work.” [CW, April 25, 
An Obituary on the Fated DP Certifica¬ 
tion Program]. AT 

RPG Does It for 360/20 
I must stand and be counted in defense 

of RPG. The several comments on its 
being a “Mickey Mouse” language and the 
creator of “operational nightmares” are 
not necessarily so. Properly understood 
and used, it can and does do many things 
for the smaller DP user. 

Perhaps my people are even better than 
1 thought, because we have no such prob¬ 
lems as have been described in recent 
letters. I’m not recommending it for a 
larger-scale system but for our 360/20 it 
does it all. 

A. Donald Taylor 
DP Manager 

Robert Packer Hospital 
Sayre, Pa. 
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::H SOFTWARE SERVICES 
In Codinp, Run Times, Core Used 

Benchmarks Show RPG II Beats Cobol 
By Don Leavitt 
Of the CW Staff 

TOLEDO, Ohio - The DP staff of St. 
Vincent Hospital and Medical Center is 
devoted to RPG 11 as the language best 
suited to its needs. But this devotion is 
not a matter of blind faith. Carefully 
planned and carefully documented tests 
proved RPG II is “one of the most pro- 

'Doss' Uses JCl 
For Access Rights, 
Passwords Avoided 

SAN FRANCISCO - OS/360 installa¬ 
tions concerned about potential security 
“leakage” caused by casual handling of 
conventional passwords, can avoid them 
completely and still maintain a flexible 
security environment by using the Data 
Access Security System (Dass) routines 
from Information Management Inc. 
(IMI). 

In a conventional situation, an IMI 
source explained, special passwords have 
to be entered, exactly as prescribed, 
whenever a user wants to work with a 
protected program or file. Because the 
entry has to be precise, he noted, users 
often carry passwords with them, pass 
them in an off-hand manner from person 
to person, or leave them unattended 
when unauthorized personnel have a 
chance of finding them. 

Dass is based on the IBM-supplied pass¬ 
word facility, but rather than working 
with an external entry, it assembles a 
“protect code” internally from user- 
defined but apparently non-security- 
related characteristics of the subject job 
stream. After assembling the code dy¬ 
namically, Dass compares it to a range of 
acceptable codes and grants or withholds 
access based on the results of the com¬ 
parison. 

Dass imposes no special limitations on 
the user. The same range of access possi¬ 
bilities are available with these routines as 
with normal password operations. Some 
users or terminals can be limited to read¬ 
only access, for example, while others 
have full creation, updating and deletion 
privileges on a given file. 

Selection of the job stream char¬ 
acteristics to be assembled and the se¬ 
quence in which they are to be evaluated 
in the process can be altered by a security 
officer whenever he feels a leak may have 
occurred. No new list of passwords is 
prepared or distributed, however, since 
the security system is essentially trans¬ 
parent to the user, IMI noted. 

Dass algorithms are maintained either 
through the IBM TSO processor or 
through a batch protect utility program. 
In either form, the routines take “no 
more than 2K bytes of core,” a spokes¬ 
man said. Dass is available for $2,500. 

IMI is at 447 Battery St., 94111. 

n 
ductive commercial languages avail¬ 
able . . . significantly superior to Cobol,” 
according to DP director Mike Pauken, 
CDP. 

The tests were conducted about two 
years ago when St. Vincent converted 
from an IBM 360/20 to a 360/30. Pauken 
ran the programming language evaluation 
to be sure his staff would be using the 
most efficient language of the several 
under consideration. 

The hospital’s approach was to select 
two specific programs that represented 
the majority of its commercial workload 
and to write them in each of the lan¬ 
guages being evaluated. The program 
functions were the same; each had the 
same number of I/O overlap areas speci¬ 
fied and they were run against identical 
files. 

The two programs selected were already 
written in DOS RPG. Only minor changes 
were necessary to recompile them under 
DOS RPG II. Then both programs were 
rewritten in Cobol by the same individ¬ 

ual. 
In both cases, the RPG II took less time 

to develop, to compile and to run than 
the Cobol, and required less core in the 

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. - OS/360 users 
faced with sprawling data files and ap¬ 
plications can bring most of the informa¬ 
tion they need about the files under 
control with the Data Dictionary/ 
Directory (DD/D) package from IBM. 

The package accomodates both narra¬ 
tive and technical descriptions of data, 
along with facilities for maintaining data 
integrity and identifying responsibility, 
data relationships, data structures and 
application usage. DD/D would be most 
useful in a manufacturing environment, 
IBM noted, since it includes a glossary of 
more than 4,000 manufacturing data 
element definitions. 

One of IBM’s Installed User Programs 
(lUPs), DD/D is described as “especially 
timely” for users preparing to move to a 
data base/data communications opera¬ 
tion, since the new package introduces 
discipline and standardization in the man¬ 
agement of data. But DD/D is not “auto¬ 
matically” tied in with any particular 
data base management system, IBM said. 

Data descriptions are entered on cards 
punched according to three preprinted 
specification sheets. The DD/D will also 

bargain. 

Same Results Today? 

The tests pitted a fairly early imple¬ 
mentation of DOS RPG II against Cobol 
D. The statistics might be different if the 
tests were rerun today comparing a cur¬ 
rent RPG II to ANS Cobol, but the 
overall result would be the same, pro¬ 
grammer/analyst Vern Luse said. 

RPG II has matured tremendously, he 
noted, and now includes niceties such as 
the FORCE macro and Demand file use 
that allow the user to break away from 
the classic prestructured logic of a report 
generator. 

First of the test cases was a program 
handling three sequential and two index 
sequential disk input files, a data table for 
look-up operations and a report to be 
printed. Program logic included matching 
two of the files and chaining among three 
of them. The final output was a census 
report, Pauken explained. 

In this situation, the RPG II took only 
16 hours to code and 24 hours to debug, 
compared to 28 hours for coding and 50 
hours for debugging of the Cobol pro¬ 
gram. Compilation took less than half as 

accept data definitions from Cobol source 
programs^either in card form or from the 
Cobol library. Any of these descriptions 
can be modified or deleted later to keep 
the dictionary current, IBM noted. 

From the internalized dictionary, users 
can retrieve definitions of labels assigned 
to each data item, record layouts, key- 
word-out-of-context (Kwoc) listings, 
alphabetical label list and statistical print¬ 
outs. Data definition statements, in either 
Cobol or PL/I form, can also be punched 
from the system, IBM said. 

The data specification methodology of 
DD/D contains more than 80 operators, 
keywords, symbols and coventions for 
use in developing comprehensive and 
meaningful descriptions of data. 

Core Requirements 

DD/D is coded in PL/I for the F com¬ 
piler and operates under either OS/MFT 
or MVT. It requires a 128K partition for 
the “build and change” programs and 
192K bytes for the print function. 

As an lUP, it is leased under license 
agreement for S475/mo, but payments 

lit the first test, the RPG II 

program compiled in 2 minutes 

24 seconds, used 14,455 bytes 

and ran in 4 rnmutes 28 seconds; 

Cobol D compiled in 6 minutes 

20 seconds, used 22,988 bytes 

and ran in 5 minutes 19 sec¬ 

onds. — summary of benchmark 

results. 

long under RPG II and execution took 
almost a minute less than the five minutes 
and 19 seconds required by Cobol. 

The second test program utilized three 
sequential disk files and cards as input, 
four sequential disk files and punched 
cards as output, along with reading and 
writing from the console typewriter. Pro¬ 
gram logic involved matching all files and 
a control break on one field. 

This program was to update a detailed 
revenue file and, at the same time, create 
temporary files for billing. Again, coding, 
debugging, compilation and execution 
times were all lower with RPG II than 
with Cobol D. 

The distinction between RPG II and 
“old fashioned” RPG was highlighted by 
the statistics on core usage in both tests, 
and by the run-time figures in the second. 
RPG took more core in both situations, 
and ran 58 minutes compared to almost 
27 minutes for RPG II and 29 minutes 
for Cobol D in the second test. 

The programs were run on a 360/30 
with 96K bytes of core (all from IBM), 
2319 disk drives, a 2540 card reader/ 
punch, and an 1,100 line/min 1403 N1 
hne printer. Since that time, St. Vincent 
has expanded to 156K bytes of core, 
utilizing an add-on from Computer Hard¬ 
ware Consulting Services (CHCS). 

OS Files 
are waived after the first 12 months of 
use. 

Correction of errors in the DD/D logic 

will be provided without cost to users, 
but only until this September. No plans 
for further development work on the 
package have been announced. 

T/S Firm Adds Staff 
To Work With Users 

PITTSBURGH — A Software Services 
Division has been formed by On-Line 
Systems Inc. to work directly with users 
in developing, modifying and enhancing 
applications, analyzing corporate infor¬ 
mation requirements and identifying pre¬ 
sent and future DP opportunities. 

The new division will also present 
courses in programming languages and 
application of on-line technology and 
provide consulting services in any area of 
time-sharing applications. The company 
provides dial-up service to 16 metropoli¬ 
tan areas in the U.S. and is based at 115 
Evergreen Heights Drive, 15229. 

Language 

Compilation/Run 

Times (MiniSec) 

Core 

(Bytes) 

Coding/Keypunch/Debugging 

Times (Hours) 

# of Source 

Statements 

DOS RPG 3:36 58:21 25,769 20 3 32 437 

DOS RPG II 2:44 26:57 20,921 20 3 32 437 

Cobol D 7:16 29:00 22,745 32 4:45 80 964 

The results of the second test showed St. Vincent Hospital exactly how well each 
language had performed and how much effort the DP staff had to put into developing 
the programs. 

'DD/D’ Describes Data on 

DO YOU NEED A GOOD MACHINE UTILIZATION AND JOB ACCOUNTING SYSTEM? 

COMPUT-A CHARGE IS IT! _ 

CnmPUT-fi-CHfiRGE 
SOLVES MULTI PROGRAMMING BILLING PROBLEMS AUTOMATICALLY. 

Comput-A-Charge provides an efficient billing system; 

allows you to analyze the performance of your com¬ 

puter because it breaks down costs so effectively. 

Used with the IBM 360 or 370, it analyzes every job in 

your system, computes charges for exact CPU time, 

elapsed time and I/O count, and charges for each class of 

peripheral device. 

What other system can match this performance? 

DAILY REPORTS: Summary of jobs . . . idle time . . . multi¬ 
programming graph . . . class utilization . . . device utiliza¬ 
tion . . . shift analysis. 

PERIODIC REPORTS: Device utilization . . . cost feed¬ 
back . . . job cost utilization . . . application utilization . . . 
major application graph . . . total system summary. 

BILLING: By core used, core requested, CPU. I/O cards read, 
lines printed. 

For more information on how you can maximize the ef- 
feciency of your computer with automatic machine utiliza¬ 
tion and job accounting, just mail this coupon, or call (609) 
667-8770. 

I /  

Jm/3^ mwu/ina 
496 Kings Highway North 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034 

GENTLEMEN: 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ABOUT 

□ COMPUT-A-CHARGE 

□ CALL ME FOR AN APPOINTMENT 

NAME- 

COMPANY. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY . 

-TITLE. 

-STATE. . ZIP- 

TELEPHONE. 
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^ IT^r% 7704 SGminolG AvGnuG 
S^iJIVIUUI MGirosG Park. Pa. 19126 

^gTHTIrn * 

w^'MARkEmqlNC. (215) 635-6112 

FOR SALE OR LEASE 
IBM/370-155 CORE 

3360-3 I512K] 
Available 30 to 45 days 

Transitional Computer Corporation 
135 West 50th Street • New York 10020 

• (212) 489-8710 

Quontor 
common Sense 

in 
Grocery Chains 

A large grocery chain 
shelved a connpetitor system 

for Quantor COM. 

Quootor 
520 Logue Avenue, Mountain View. California 94040 (415) 965-3700; 

Oak Brook (Chicago) (31 2) 654-3720: New York N Y (21 2) 279-3280, 
Washington, D C (703) 960-3707, Los Angeles, Calif hl4) 833-0157 

Miami, Fla (305) 448-3650, Atlanta. Ga. (404) 237-11 76, 
Houston, Texas (713) 772-1772. Philadelphia, Pa (215) 643-2250 

'AMS’ Includes Data Base Management, 
Application Design, Coding, Support 
DALLAS — Application Man¬ 

agement System (AMS) software 
from Tres Computer Systems 
Inc. is an integrated application 
design, programming and docu¬ 
mentation system through which 
OS/360 users can control the 
buildup and maintenance of 
large, complex information 
systems. 

AMS includes a formalized 
structuring of system develop¬ 
ment functions ranging from de¬ 
sign through programming, 
documentation, decision table 
techniques and testing. It also 
has a data base management 

NORWALK, Conn. — A time- 
shared version of the compile- 
and-go Watfiv (Waterloo Fortran 
IV) compiler and execution con¬ 
trol system has recently been 
installed on the National CSS 
remote-computing network. 

Watfiv supports “essentially 
the same Fortran dialect” as 
IBM’s Fortran IV, NCSS added, 
but the newer system provides 
more detailed and explicit mes¬ 
sages, and diagnoses more errors 
and violations of Fortran lan¬ 
guage rules than Fortran “G.” 
Watfiv also supports a set of 
extensions to the language which 
speed program development but 
which are limited to running ex¬ 
clusively under Watfiv. 

The Watfiv logic was developed 
at the University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario, and is avail¬ 
able as a batch-oriented OS/370 
package from the school’s Com¬ 
puter Science Department. The 
NCSS implementation is the 
only time-shared version of the 
system that is currently avail¬ 
able, a university source noted. 

Spotting Errors 

Errors that Watfiv is capable of 
spotting include use of unini¬ 

tialized variables, subscripts that 
are out of range, illegal entries in 
the range of DO loops, and sub¬ 
programs redefining constants, 
expressions, DO loop parameters 
or ASSIGNed GO TO indices. 
Without Watfiv, NCSS said, 
these errors could be very diffi¬ 
cult and, in large programs, even 
impossible to detect. 

When Watfiv detects these and 
other errors, it reports the names 
of the variables involved, an ex¬ 
plicit description of the viola- 
tion(s), and the location in the 
source program where the errors 
occurred. 

Free-format I/O without FOR¬ 
MAT statements, CHARACTER 

system to work with complex, 
interrelated files and a data base 
language which supports all IBM 
file and record structures. 

A built-in design and program¬ 
ming language (DPL/I) provides 
a high-level interface between 
the application systems and 
IBM’s OS, Tres said, and docu¬ 
mentation requirements are con¬ 
sidered so important to the 
system that program logic can¬ 
not be changed until the sup¬ 
porting documentation is up¬ 
dated. 

AMS includes a generalized re¬ 
trieval and report/file writer 

data types, and multiple assign¬ 
ment statements are among the 
language extensions supported 
by Watfiv. Others include im¬ 
plied DO loops in DATA state¬ 
ments, support for non-numeric 
subscripts, and the use of expres¬ 
sions in output statement lists. 

For Novice, Old-Timer 

Both experienced and novice 
Fortran programmers benefit 
from the use of Watfiv, the com¬ 
pany claimed, since the high 
compilation speeds and ex¬ 
tended diagnostic aids cut de¬ 
bugging time sharply. 

The time-shared Watfiv is avail¬ 
able through any of the NCSS 
local offices. The original batch- 
oriented package from Waterloo 
University requires a 128K byte 
360/370 CPU operating under 
OS. 

National CSS is headquartered 
at 300 Westport Ave., 06851. 

system (Tresgen). Users will also 
be able to access modules writ¬ 
ten in Cobol, Fortran, Assembly 
and PL/1, through a DPL/I 
CALL. Thus coding developed 
independently of AMS can be 
included in programs controlled 
by the system, Tres noted. 

AMS utilizes four major sys¬ 
tems concepts. The so-called 
Platform system provides con¬ 
trol of operating system facilities 
in terms of the application en¬ 
vironment. It structures the DP 
interfaces into four skill levels; 
application system user, applica¬ 
tion system designer/program¬ 
mer, software programmer and 
operating personnel. 

The concept of application 
management integrates data base 
data and program management 
into a coherent body of controls 
common to all applications. The 
goal of the structuring concept, 
Tres said, is to modularize pro¬ 
grams into logical processing 
units with specific processing 
functions. 

Finally, the design unit con¬ 
cept is an extension of the struc¬ 
turing concept. Each design unit 
performs specific data base, 
data, and program management 
functions. And each design unit 
requires specific definitions to 
integrate it into the rest of the 
appUcation system structure. 

AMS is written in BAL and 
runs under any of the OS/360- 
370 options. The minimum CPU 
model is the same as is required 
for the operating system under 
which AMS is to execute. 

Tres is at One Lemmon Park 
Midway, 4255 LBJ Freeway, 
75234. 

'ISL’ Simulates Analog CPU 
KENNEWICK, Wash. — Simulation of continuous processes 

and control and data logging functions can be performed up to 
50 times faster on a mini equipped with Interactive Simulation 
Language (ISL) than on a CDC 6000 series or IBM 360/50 
mainframe equipped with standard floating point methods, 
according to the ISL developer, Interactive Mini Systems Inc. 

ISL has been installed on the DEC PDP-8 and -12 families of 
minis, as well as on PDP-15s and Data General Novas. Op¬ 
erating in as little as 4K words of core, ISL is essentially a 
digital simulation of an analog computer. It includes analog 
blocks for integration, multiplication, addition, time delay and 
generation of non-linearities, as well as logical blocks such as 
GO TO, conditional transfer and relays. 

It has many of the same advantages over real analog com¬ 
puters as other simulation languages, but unlike some others, it 
permits and even encourages interactive participation in the 
operation by the user. Faster than most simulators, it is still 
much slower than a real analog computer, the company noted. 

The basic ISL for a PDP-8 is available for $2,000. Various 
functions can be added, generally for $100 each, but “it would 
be hard to pay more than $3,000” for a completely tailored 
package, a spokesman said. 

The company is at 5312 W. Tucannon, 99336. 

7/S Net Installs 'Watfiv' 

The National Computer 
Conference: 

We’ve got it covered. 
For details, contact the nearest Computerworld Representative: 

Boston New York Los Angeles San Francisco 
BobZiegel Don Fagan Bob Byrne Bill Healey 
(617)332-5606 (212)594-5644 (213)477-4208 (415)362-8547 

or write to: Judy Milford, Computerworld, 797 Washington Street, Newton, Mass. 02160 

BEFORE 
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Our June 6 Show Issue (Color close is May 18. B&W close is May 25.) 

AFTER 
Our June 13 Wrap-Up Issue (Color closes May 25. B&W closes June 1.) 

Whether or not you're going to The National Computer Conference, 
Computerworld's last-minute, complete coverage of the new, consoli¬ 
dated show is must reading — including the latest information on the 
wide variety of new products which will be displayed. Only a weekly 
newspaper can give you such complete and up-to-date coverage. And 
Computerworld is the only newsweekly for the computer community. 



People who think this far ahead 
are thinking BASF/2000A.D. 

✓ 

BASF/2000 A.D. The computer tape as 

advanced as your next idea. It’s being used 

more and more. In aerospace technology. In 

advanced time-sharing operations. In university 

research, and business data storage. Any place 

where the margin for error is critical. 

BASF/2000 A.D. The 100% certified 3200 

fci tape that combines greater sensitivity and 

error-free uniformity with a thinner, less abrasive 

coating. The tape that actually reduces head- 

wear while ensuring reliability you can live with 

for years. 

BASF/2000 A.D. If you’re in the business 

of planning for tomorrow, or just keeping up 

with today, it should be part of your future. 

Start thinking 2000 A.D. Talk to your BASF 

representative now. Or send for all the facts on 

our full line of mag¬ 

netic media products. 

BASF SYSTEMS, 

Crosby Drive, Bedford, 

Massachusetts 01730. 

BASF SYSTEMS 
Division of BASF Wyandotte Corporation 

BASF for people who really know. 



Now everything you need to know about the 1973 
National Computer Conference & Exposition is as 
close as your telephone. 

Just give us a call on APIPS' new toll-free hot 
line and we’ll send you all the facts on how to register 
for the biggest computer show on earth—including 
this year’s largest display of computer hardware, 
software, systems and services. 

73 NCC brings it together for the first time. It’s 
your once-a-year opportunity to look, listen and 
learn about the latest developments in data process¬ 
ing. To share ideas and experience with leading ex¬ 
perts. To gain a wealth of practical knowledge and 
know-how which can spell immediate dividends for 
you and your company. 

WeVe structured the 73 NCC program to meet 
your day-to-day requirements. A total overview of 

data processing and its applications, emerging uses, 
and its impact on user industries and the world 
economy. More than 80 sessions, panels and sem¬ 
inars providing in-depth coverage of Methods & 
Applications and Science & Technology. 

All this plus an exhibit program which puts a 
world of EDP information right at your fingertips— 
with more than 200 organizations ready to assist 
you in meeting your specific data processing needs. 

Act now to avoid long lines at the New York 
Coliseum, June 4-8. You can pre-register for the en¬ 
tire conference, for any one day of the conference 
program and exhibits, or for all five days on an ex- 
hibits-only basis. Beginning March 12, just dial 800- 
631-7070* for complete registration, housing and 
conference information or write: 73 NCC, c/o 
AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645. 

*/a? New Jersey, dial 201-391-9810 
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800-631-7070 

1973 National Computer Conference & Exposition 
Hr June 4-8 • New York Coliseum ' 
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Data Briefs 

Te(hnical Sessions, Exhibits 
Included in ICA Conference 

BOSTON —The International Com¬ 
munications Association will hold its an¬ 
nual conference here May 13-17 at the 
Sheraton Boston Hotel. 

Among the technical sessions planned 
are four “case study” presentations by 
ICA users, and seminars dealing with data 
communications economics, management 
and interconnection. 

Other sessions will deal with problems 
of implementing an international com¬ 
munications network, domestic satellites 
and a discussion on regulatory issues. 

More than 100 communications carriers 
and equipment suppliers will be repre¬ 
sented at the exposition which is part of 
the conference. 

Information is available from J.D. 
Martin at National Steel Corp., 700 Chat¬ 
ham Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219. 

Four Terminals Tied To Modem 
With Multiple Access Coupler 

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. - Collins 
Radio Co. has a multiple access coupler 
(MAC) that can connect four data ter¬ 
minals to one modem. The TE-795 has 
four RS-232 terminal input ports that can 
direct data to either one or two modems. 

A front panel switch enables the user to 
select the required line, and diagnostic 
indicators monitor the condition of the 
line being used. The diagnostics include 
Request to Send, Data Carrier Detect, 
Transmit Data, Receive Data and power 
indicators. 

Several TE-795 units can be intercon¬ 
nected to allow an even greater number 
of lines to use a limited number of 
modems, a spokesman said. The coupler 
costs $900 from Collins at 4311 Jam¬ 
boree Road, 92663. Delivery is four 
months. 

Unit Converts BCD to Ascii 

ITASCA, Ill. - The DL 1200 Digilogger 
from Nationwide Electronic Systems, Inc. 
converts 10 digits of parallel 1248 BCD 
data to serial 8-level (11-bit) Ascii code 
suitable for driving teletypewriters and 
other Ascii devices. 

The Digilogger inputs are strobed and 
loaded into a buffer memory within 100 
nsec of log command which eliminates 
the need to hold input data constant for 
scanning, the firm’s spokesman said. 

At a price of $845 the unit is available 
from 7N662 Route 53, 60143. 

Service Facility Opens in IM.Y.C. 

SOMERVILLE, Mass. - National Data 
Industries, Inc. (NDl), an independent 
supplier of time-sharing terminals and 
data processing equipment, has opened a 
branch in New York City. 

NDI-Manhattan has service and mainte¬ 
nance facilities for customers. 

Novars Tied to 360/30 

On-, Off-Line Uses Save $125,000/Yr 
By David P. Meade 

Special to Computerworld 

ST. PAUL, Minn. — A lot of work gets 
done after hours at the Automotive Bat¬ 
tery Division of Gould, Inc. through the 
use of a terminal ■'communications net¬ 
work. Details of hundreds of incoming 
customer orders and outgoing shipments 
flow into headquarters from remote divi¬ 
sion manufacturing plants, central control 
records are updated, and current status 
information goes back to the plants to 
guide the next day’s service operations. 

AH this activity takes place overnight 
between a computer at headquarters and 
unattended data terminals at the plants. 
The system combines the benefits of on- 
hne dynamics and off-line economy to 
assure fast order processing while saving 
the division over $125,000 a year in 
direct order handling costs. 

The communication terminals — GTE 
Novar 5-5Is — function in off-line mode 
during the day, recording order, shipment 
and production data as transactions 
occur. They also produce needed working 
documents for plant personnel and simul¬ 
taneously create a tape record to be 
forwarded later to headquarters. 

Power-typing capability, involving a 
high-speed search of customer master 
tape records, reduces order preparation 
time while virtually eliminating errors. 
The only new information the terminal 
operator enters is order number, ship¬ 
ment mode, request date and item quan¬ 
tity. 

The search for terminals was launched 
in December 1970, with the emphasis on 
faster data transmission between the 
plants and headquarters, and, just as im¬ 
portant, an increase in data entry and 
transmission accuracy. The system also 
had to be easy to operate at the plant 
end, economical and flexible. The deci¬ 
sion to install the 5-51 s was made in April 
1971; the first terminal went into service 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - MCI is using 
the FCC application of Packet Communi¬ 
cations Inc. (PCI) “as another weapon in 
the MCI-AT&T competitive struggle,” ac¬ 
cording to allegations included in PCI 
comments filed with the FCC in answer 
to earlier responses from MCI and others. 

PCI told the commission that it was 
gratified that its proposal for a packet- 
switched network [CW, Feb. 7] had met 
little opposition. The MCI suggestion that 
an FCC rulemaking procedure on value- 
added networks was necessary serves only 
as a delaying tactic, PCI said. 

The MCI suggestion was designed to set 
common ground rules for all value-added 
carriers rather than allowing Bell to dic¬ 
tate its own terms, an MCI spokesman 
said. MCI has formed an affiliated com- 

in July that year, and the system was 
fully operational at all 1 2 plants within 
three months after that. 

Transmission speed of the terminals is 
up to 1,200 bit/sec, and the digitial tape 
cartridge has a storage capacity of 73,000 
characters to accommodate records of the 
full day’s order and shipment transactions 
at the plants. An auxiliary tape unit 
makes it possible to power-type data re¬ 
trieved from customer master tape 
records while simultaneously recording 
the data on the transmission tape in the 
main unit. 

By Ronald A. Frank 
Of the CW Staff 

NEW YORK — AT&T may be planning 
some important changes in the pricing of 
its data modems, terminals and other 
equipment. 

Instead of the traditional month-to- 
month rental of its equipment. Bell is 
considering the introduction of leasing 
arrangements whereby users would pay a 
higher initial monthly rate in return for 
lower payments later on. 

The revisions in AT&T equipment ren¬ 
tals are apparently being spurred by 
increasing competition from suppliers of 
independent equipment which can be in¬ 
stalled in place of carrier-provided units. 

Although no firm plans have been an¬ 
nounced, AT&T is reportedly considering 

a 10-year lease under which a user would 
initially pay between 25% and 100% of 
the total cost for the equipment. If he 
paid the full cost initially, the user would 
save about 35% over straight monthly 
rentals for the same period. 

Also being considered are maintenance 

pany to operate a value-added network 
[CW, April 11] and the firm welcomes 
open entry into the field, the spokesman 
added. 

“MCI’s obvious purpose is to delay and 
impede any potential competition for as 
long as possible,” PCI told the FCC. 

The PCI application is being considered 
by the FCC staff which will then make its 
recommendations to the commission. An 
FCC staff spokesman said the PCI appli¬ 
cation will be considered after a recom¬ 
mendation is issued on AT&T’s proposal 
for its Digital Data System (DDS). 

The FCC spokesman could not fix a 
time when it wilt complete consideration 
of the PCI application, but a rulemaking 
procedure could delay the commission’s 
decision, he said. 

Bell Data Access Arrangements link the 
plant terminals to headquarters via four 
standard voice-grade Wats lines. The con¬ 
trol computer is an IBM System/360 
Model 30, with one partition devoted to 
the terminal transmission function. 

In addition to its order handling capa¬ 
bilities, the terminal system provides a 
bonus benefit to management in the form 
of more reliable, more current informa¬ 
tion about what is happening at the re¬ 
mote manufacturing plants. 

David Meade is director of information 
systems at Gould, Inc. 

options whereby the user could pay an 
annual prepayment charge. For users who 
paid ahead there would be a savings over 
the usual maintenance fee included in 
each monthly bill. Another option would 
be a flat hourly rate for Bell maintenance 
representatives when they are called to a 
site. 

Another option considered by Bell 
management but rejected for now is out¬ 
right sale of equipment to users. 

All the moves away from traditional 
month-to-month rentals are an extreme 
step for AT&T and its operating com¬ 
panies. And before any of the proposals 
can be implemented, serious regulatory 
and legal questions will have to be an¬ 
swered. 

The phone companies have always had 
to justify their rates as being fully allo¬ 
cated to cover the costs of equipment and 
the overhead associated with supplying 
equipment and service to the user. Lease 
plans that allow Bell to recover all pro¬ 
jected costs associated with equipment 
for 10 years might not win the necessary 
approval of regulatory commissions. In 
addition Bell must live with the restric¬ 
tions of its 1956 consent decree. 

But Bell is becoming much more con¬ 
scious of customers’ costs. Illinois Bell 
already provides users considering non¬ 
carrier equipment with computerized 
cash flow analyses comparing Bell rentals 
with independent lease plans. 

And another indication that AT&T 
would like to get more “front-end” 
money from the user is the trend toward 
increased installation charges. An ex¬ 
ample is the new private line, high- 
density, low-density rate proposal made 
by Bell [CW, March 7]. 

Bell is undoubtedly feeling the competi¬ 
tion from independent equipment sup¬ 
pliers and impending specialized carriers. 
In this environment. Bell apparently feels 
it must get as much money as possible 
from a user before the customer has 
second thoughts and begins to consider 
alternate suppliers. 

Long-Term, Variable Cost Lease 
May Be Offered for Bell Units 

MCI Using Us to Fight AT&T: PCI 

World's First 1200 Baud 
Full Duplex 
Two Wire Modem 

ivadic^ 
505 East Middlefield Road, 

Mountain View, Calif. 94040 
(415) 965-1620 

TWX 910-379-6567 

lod.ir half? 

Vodic te J„st don« the seme ton, toi„.„smtosioe at 
Believe it or not, they have a modem ^pable of full ^ 
1200 bits per second over dial-up or two-wire leased lines. , „ ^ -f 

wi£i^fcrn^wt\2 b^n W 

rm5erell&,1hr»i^^ oSkI, toefficiert half duplex p,eee tore,*'. The 
zero turn around delay will save bundles on line costs. nr 

I Me to tell tou, Me, bpt the VAMOO CUP be fcdie|e 

rprirX^L%Ti:n,Ma.duet$750,.,th0EMdleco«toe.^^^^ 

OelLeiy ,s 60 daye ARO, Better phebeyear erder^ 

PS. Whpb V^,c7 TheyVe delivered WnO S vuaiChf «nc.jr 

over 20,000 modems to date. 

|t= 

Mo. 
195 Broadway 
New \fcrk; NY 10007 
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LOW-PRICED 

acoustic 
coupler 
MODEL 150 ... NO FRILLS 

• For use with all Series 
33 TELETYPE Terminals. 

• Half/full duplex switch. 

• Carrier indicator. 

*147 

ComData 
7544 West Oakton Street 
Niles, Illinois 60648 
Phone; 312/692-6107 

See Us in Booth 2016, 
National Computer Conference 

Communications Panel Agrees: 

Support Linked With 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - One of 

the chief problems a communi¬ 
cations user faces in procuring 
prompt and effective service is 
establishing credibility with the 
various suppliers when he has 
correctly pinpointed a problem 
with that particular supplier’s 
equipment, according to panel¬ 
ists at a recent communications 
workshop. 

“It took a year until vendors 
believed my analysis of the prob¬ 
lem and then things smoothed 
out tremendously,” observed 
Bob Kuykendall of Massey 
Ferguson Inc. 

The purchase of a data test set 
was very beneficial in this re¬ 
gard, he said. 

Dick Fioretto, of Panhandle 
Eastern Pipe Line, said his firm 
uses Milgo ICC modems with 

built-in test capability and he 
always makes sure it “isn’t in 
our own equipment before we 
call the phone company.” 

Don Class of the Kansas City 
Police Department said his solu¬ 

tion was to start at the top — 
with the president of South¬ 
western Bell and the president of 
IBM’s DP Division. “Then the 
guys down the line are usually 
quite responsive,” he said. 

Terms Differ 

Terminology is another area 
that can create problems when 
dealing with different vendors, 
Qass said at the Computer Cara¬ 
van/73 session. 

For example, when his depart¬ 
ment ordered half-duplex lines 
from Southwestern Bell, it re¬ 
ceived 4-wire full-duplex equip¬ 

User's Credibility 
ment, apparently as a matter of 
policy. 

Unfortunately, the department 
didn’t know its equipment was 
operating in full-duplex mode 
and when it later ordered and 
got half-duplex lines from 
AT&T they couldn’t be inter¬ 
faced with the existing setup. 
Once the conflict was identified, 
he said, the new lines had to be 
reconfigured in full-duplex 
mode. 

To IBM and the telephone 
company the term “send- 
receive” has opposite meanings. 
Class warned. “Ninety five per¬ 
cent of the time when they in¬ 
stall a line that’s faulty, asking 
the question ‘have you swapped 
the pairs?’ will solve the prob¬ 
lem,” he said. 

Problems can also arise if the 

phone company changes lines 
since this may necessitate adjust¬ 
ing data set volumes. Some 
modems offer automatic volume 
equalization adjustment, and 
most users familiar with this area 
agreed it could often be a worth¬ 
while option. 

Class said whenever he called 
the phone company it would say 
the line was okay. 

But then after IBM comes in, 
puts a scope on the line, and 
comes up with some specifics as 
to the faUure in the line, and the 
phone company is informed of 
the diagnosis, “they’ll fix it,” he 
said. 

Part of the problem lies in the 
fact that the phone company 
does not seem to be able to put 
a scope on a user’s line because 
of tariff regulations, he said. 

V 

Oneof the best 
things about the Bell Systemls 

Dataphone4800data set 
is the maintenance behind it. 

This new solid state data set trans¬ 
mits at 4800 b.p.s. over basic, uncon¬ 
ditioned, private-line facilities. 

It has a 50 millisecond turn¬ 
around time that makes it suitable 

for multi-point or point-to- 
point systems. 

And it offers convenient 
local and remote loop-back 
testing. Which means trouble 
can be readily isolated be¬ 
tween your equipment or ours. 

Perhaps even more impor¬ 
tant, the Bell System has what is 
called the Data Technical Support 
Team. 

This team is made up of rep¬ 
resentatives from various levels of 
the Bell System, from the local com¬ 
pany to Bell Labs. 

When necessary a data prob¬ 
lem can be taken to the level where 
it can be solved quickly. Usually 
within hours. 

At AT&T and your 
local Bell Company, we know 
how costly “downtime” can 
be to your business. You don’t 
have to say another word. 

We hear you. 
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Computerworld SYSTEMS PERIPHERALS 
For Fnsf I/O 

Slash 4 Mixes Core, MOS Memories 
Varian Announces A/D 

Minicomputer System 
IRVINE, Calif. — Varian Data Machines 

has announced a low-level Analog Input 
System designed to provide high-noise 
immunity and a wide programmable 
range for conversion of low-level analog 
signals into digital computer format, ac¬ 
cording to the firm. 

For use with Varian 620 and V73 series 
computers, the Model 620-85 5 is a self- 
contained unit which provides an analog- 
to-digital converter, low-level multiplexer, 
sample-and-hold amplifier and program¬ 

mable timer. 
Price of the unit with 16 channels is 

$16,000 from 2722 Michelson Drive, 
92664. 

Disk System Replaces IMova 4019s 

CANOGA PARK, Calif. — Nova series 
minicomputer users can get a direct re¬ 
placement for the Nova 4019 disk and 
control unit from Alpha Data Inc. 

Features of the DS-N Disk System in¬ 
clude: 256M bit storage capacity; 250 
kword/sec transfer rate; 8.4 msec access 
time. 

DS-N Disk System prices range from 
$4,570 to $20,000 depending on capacity 
and quantity from 8759 Remmet Ave., 
91304. 

Moving a Nova On-Line 
PALO ALTO, Calif. - The AED 2408 

multiplexer, from Advanced Electronics 
Design, interfaces a Nova computer to 
eight I/O serial asynchronous terminal 
devices. 

Features include one slot computer I/O 
board; selectable data rates/channel; 
channel selectability from five through 
eight bit/char.; odd/even or no parity bit; 
and one or two stop bits. 

Each channel has its own DMA register 
to load its starting memory address with 
an automatic increment of the DMA ad¬ 
dress register after each I/O operation. 

The multiplexer unit is priced at $2,250 
from 3197 Park Blvd., 94306. 

PDP-11 Users Get Line Tape 
BELTSVILLE, Md. — Line Tape direct 

access memory for the PDP-11 mini¬ 
computer is available from Computer Op¬ 
erations, Inc. 

Included in the system is a Line tape 
loader, utility software and a keyboard 
executive. Transfer rate — via direct mem¬ 
ory address — is 8,400 byte/sec and stor¬ 
age capacity is 335K byte/drive. 

The basic system provides the capability 
to read and write on COl 10-track tape. 
An option, CO-57 ID, is available for the 
PDP-1 1 Line tape. 

Cost of the basic unit is $4,500. The 
CO-57 ID option is $850. CO-505 slave 
units, each providing 335K bytes of addi¬ 
tional storage cost $1,700 each from 
10774 Tucker St., 20705. 

By Michael Weinstein 
Of the CW Staff 

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. - Data- 
craft has unveiled a medium-scale com¬ 
puter, the Slash 4, which uses a 24-bit 
word and offers users the optional ability 
to mix core and semiconductor memory 
in one mainframe. 

The mixing of memory media allows 
users to run standard operations with the 
core memory (cycle time 750 nsec) and 
use the semiconductor memory portion 

PRINCETON, N.J. — RCA has demon¬ 
strated an experimental computer mem¬ 
ory, based on laser-holographic tech¬ 
nology, which can perform full cycle data 
processing operations such as write, store, 
read and erase. 

The significance of RCA’s demonstra¬ 
tion is that laser-holographic memories 
may be the base of a new generation of 
mass memories equal in capacity to, but 
1,000 times faster than the largest disk 
systems currently available, according to 
an RCA spokesman. 

“The holographic memory has the po¬ 
tential, when fully developed, to replace 
the entire hierarchy of core, drum and 
disk systems now used, and thereby sim¬ 
plify the whole architecture of computers 
and many other information systems,” he 
added. 

Flash Gordon? 

In operation, an argon laser beam is 
passed through two acousto-optic crys¬ 
tals. The crystals deflect the beam in 

HP Unveils Buffered 
Optical Mark Reader 

PALO ALTO, Calif. - Hewlett-Packard 
is offering users a 300 card/min, inter¬ 
nally buffered, serial optical mark reader. 

The Model 7260A is a desk-top unit 
designed for use with terminals, com¬ 
puters or remote data systems through a 
communications link or direct connec¬ 
tion, the firm said. 

Data Rates 

Data rates are switchable from 110 bit/ 
sec through five intermediate rates up to 
2,400 bit/sec. 

From one to 80 characters can be read 
and with the standard 128-character Hol¬ 
lerith character set, the reader transmits 
the data in 7-leveI Ascii code. 

Price of the HP Model 7260A is $2,975 
with lease terms available from 1501 Page 
Mill Road, 94304. 

(cycle time 200 nsec) for fast I/O opera¬ 
tions. 

In some operations data can be trans¬ 
ferred through the faster semiconductor 
portion with no intervention needed from 
the central processor, Datacraft said. 

As I/O operations become more com¬ 
plex, they can still be routed through the 
semiconductor portion with needed cen¬ 
tral processor intervention obtained on a 
cycle-stealing basis, a spokesman added. 

Minimum system configuration is 8K 

direct proportion to the frequency of 
sound waves made to pass through them. 

One crystal bends the laser beam from 
left to right, the other, up and down. 

This bending results in 1,024 distinct 

Looking Ahead 

positions, called “hololens,” to which the 
beam can be deflected. The hololens 
splits the beam into two parts, one of 
which goes straight through while the 
other is diffracted to fall on a flat plane 3 
inches square and composed of 1,024 
liquid crystal cells. 

These cells introduce digital information 
into the laser beam in the form of tiny 
areas that are dark or light. 

These correspond to the “ones” and 
“zeroes” of binary code and constitute 
the data to be written into memory. 

RCA’s experimental unit comprises 
1,024 pages each with 1,024 bits, for a 
total capacity of more than 1 M bits. 

A laser beam is used to write, store, read 
and erase information in an experimental 
holographic optical computer memory. 

words (24K bytes) of core memory. This 
is expandable to 256K words, of which 
16K words can be semiconductor, the 
spokesman said. 

The basic unit comes with four priority 
interrupts that can be expanded to a 
maximum of 48 and one I/O channel 
with the ability to add up to 24 channels. 

Operating Systems 

Four operating systems are offered with 
the Slash 4 including: a resident operating 
system for simple applications such as 
process control and real time monitoring; 
a tape operating system; a disk operating 
system for batch operations; and a disk 
monitor system. 

The disk monitor system (DMS) has the 
most expansive features for users, Data¬ 
craft said. It is a real-time system pro¬ 
viding foreground multiprogramming con¬ 
current with background batch proc¬ 
essing. Additional features include 
spooled I/O, interactive terminal support, 
dynamic memory allocation, timer sched¬ 
uled programs and dynamic file creation, 
the firm said. 

Languages Available 

Languages available include Fortran, 
Basic, RPG and Snobol, with overhead 
software including Forgo (a fast Fortran 
load-and-go program), an editor program 
and a macro assembler. 

Prices start at $19,900 which buys a 
basic system with 8K words of memory, 
parity, hardware multiply/divide/square 
root, priority interrupt control system, 
four external priority interrupts, five reg¬ 
isters (three for indexing), one 8-bit I/O 
channel and basic software. 

A typical system with disk subsystem 
and other peripherals will cost in the 
$70,000 range from P.O. Box 23550, 
33307. 

125-, 200 Line/Min 
Printers Interface 
Most Minicomputers 

DARIEN, Conn. — Minicomputer users 
can obtain a Tally Series 2000 line printer 
from Digital Associates Corp. 

The 132-column printers — Model 2100, 
125 line/min and Model 2200, 200 line/ 
min — are offered as complete systems 
including all necessary interface hard¬ 
ware, cables, connectors and documenta¬ 
tion for the following minis: DEC PDP-8, 
-11 and -12 series. Data General, Honey¬ 

well 316 and 516, HP 2000 series, Data- 
point 2200, all others using RS232 com¬ 
munications interfacing. 

Options include a 96-character set and 
serial interfaces enabling the printer to 
operate as a receive-only printer terminal. 

Lease prices start at $111/mo for a 
complete system, $79/mo for the printer 
only from 1031 Post Road, 06820. 

RCA Demonstrates Laser Memory: 
Core, Drum, Disk Replacement? 

Model 102A printer. 330 cps. 
Twice as fast as our first printers. 
$4,635.12% above our 101 A. 
18% over the 101. phenpmeiipn: 

a printer 
lOO^ faster 

for more 
money 

A 132-column, 125-lpm 
serial impact printer. 
Multicopy. Computer and 
communications interfaces too. 
Now ask about OO-day delivery 
in quantity.' 

centronics data computer corp. 
one wall street, Hudson, n. h. 03051 

telephone (603) 883-0111 
central region: (513) 294-0070 lohio) 

western region: (714) 979-6650 (calif.) 



DAIA GENERAL INTRODUCES 
THE LOADED NOUL. 

The loaded Nova is the new Nova 840 and 
the most comprehensive set of software/hard¬ 
ware capabilities ever available with a Data 
General computer. 

It comes with a built-in Memory Manage¬ 
ment and Protection Unit that lets you expand 
main memory to 128K 16-bit words. Base price 
with 16K of memory is $16,530. 

Nova 840 runs a comprehensive Real-time 
Disc Operating System (RDOS) for dual pro¬ 
gramming operations. 

A new BATCH executive lets you pick your 
I/O devices, load your jobs, and walk away. 

It has our new Fortran 5, Extended ALGOL, 
Extended Timesharing BASIC, and a whole 
library of proven Data General software; proven 
software that we can deliver now. 

And our Remote Job Entry software can let 
the 840 double as a high-powered terminal to a 
big computer someplace else. 

With the right kind of configuration (like the 
one shown), all that software is available free. 



ON YOUR DOORSTEP 
IN UNDER 90 DATS. 

The Nova 840 in the picture has a central 
processor with 32 to 64K of main memory, a 
high-speed Floating Point Processor, hardware 
Multiply/Divide unit, fast-access disc storage, 
and 9-track mag tape. 

The picture doesn’t show lots of the other 
things you can get with Nova 840: line printers, 
card readers, Novadisplay terminals, fixed-head 
Novadiscs, moving-head discs. Nova Cassette 
tape, communications interfaces. 

Nor could we show you the applications 

and service experience we’ve developed in the 
course of building, installing, and supporting over 
6,000 Nova computer systems all over the world. 

If you’re looking for more throughput than 
you could ever get with a minicomputer, for 
better access to system resources, at a lower 
price, call Data General. 

Call with an order: we’ll put a loaded Nova 
on your doorstep in less than 90 days. 

i w DATA GENERAL 
Southboro, Massachusetts 01772 
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Interactive Network Unveiled for Graphic Operations 
SOUTH WINDSOR, Conn. - 

.\n interactive Design System 
from Gerber Scientific Instru¬ 
ment can allow engineers to 
work jointly with associates 
thousands of miles away on par¬ 
ticular Job problems or to use 
local computer power to com¬ 
pose, digitize, edit and plot com¬ 
plex mechanical drawings in 
final form. 

Hub of the interactive system 
is a central processor interfaced 
to from one to six remote ter¬ 
minals. 

Each remote terminal is pro¬ 
vided with a satellite process 
controller capable of supporting 
one or more local work stations. 

Operating capabilities for each 
work station can be broadly 
divided into three modes; digi¬ 
tizing, editing and plotting. 

While no two of these modes 
can be operating at the same 
time, the operator can switch 
modes at will. 
From each remote location 

(terminal), operations are inde¬ 
pendent even though they are 
using the common central proc¬ 
essor as the heart of the net¬ 
work. 

Hardware 

Hardware elements of the in¬ 
teractive system consist of the 
CPU, disk storage subsystem, 

magnetic tape cartridge I/O de¬ 
vice and teletypewriter at the 
network center and digitizer 
plotter, video display terminals, 
satellite process controller and 
keyboard/display at the remote 
locations. 

The CPU has a solid-state core 
memory with a basic size of 12K 
words, expandable to 33K words 
(word size is 16 bits). 

The disk subsystem is used to 
store data files and program files 
for each design terminal as well 
as libraries of master system 
symbols and individual terminal 
symbols used in job definition. 
Disk capacity is 1.2M words, ex¬ 

pandable to 9.6M words. 
A standard I/O typewriter unit 

is provided for system control. 

The magnetic tape cartridge 
I/O device is used for data and 
program file loading and dump¬ 
ing. 

At the Terminal 

Each terminal is equipped with 
its own minicomputer with 
memory capacity of 2K words. 
This satellite processor acts to 
provide program control for 
local devices and to gather data 
for the host CPU. 
An alphanumeric and function 

keyboard is provided for each 
terminal with at least one edit or 

You design software 
for end users. 
We have the systems 
they need. 

Why stop at selling or leasing software systems 
to end users? Now you can offer them complete 
minicomputer package systems. 

This way they'll be able to get everything they 
need from you. And you'll be able to get everything 
you need from us. 

Wider choice of peripherals We offer a full 
line of peripherals 
to go with our 
SUE and MAC 
minicomputers: 
IBM compatible 
5440 disks, CRT/ 
keyboards, 
printers from 
100 cpSjto 600 

Ipm, magnetic tapes, cassettes, punched card devices 
and paper tapes. Anything your customer needs. 
And when his needs change, so can the system. Easily. 
Even by factors of 2 or 3. 

Complete software tools 
To make your programming burden 
lighter we offer a full set of software 
tools: Fortran, assemblers, utilities, 
RTOS, sort/merge, DOS and 
RPC/SUE. That last item is 98% 
compatible with RPC II by the way. 

And we're the only company we know of that 
unconditionally warrants all our software for a full year. 

Let% talk. 
See SUE systems at the National Computer Conference booth #2831 

Maintenance too We'll handle any 
and all problems your customers might 
have, promptly and expertly, anywhere. 
(We recently solved a problem in Bangkok, 
for instance.) And we'll do it by contract 
or on call, either way you want it. 

We also offer training classes in 
maintenance as well as in programming. 

Add it up So what you'll have is a 
more salable package to offer an end 
user. Everything he'll ever want or need 
in a minicomputer system, right down 
to the enclosures. (Which we'll put your 
name on, if you wish.) 

working from the minute I YOUR NAME 
it's wheeled in his door. 

And you'll be dealing with an established, 
reputable company. One that will be there when 
you need us. 

Let's talk. Call the number below, collect, or 
write us at 6201 E. Randolph Street, 
Los Angeles, California 90040. 

213/722-6810 

Lockheed 
Electronic 
Data Products Division 

digitize work station. Forty- 
eight alphanumeric keys are pro¬ 
vided for entry of parameter 
values and text with 80 encoded 
pushbuttons provided for entry 
of system function commands. 

An alphanumeric display is 
provided with a capacity of 80 
characters. The display functions 
to inform the operator of cur¬ 
rent job state. 

The primary means of input¬ 
ting drawing descriptions is a 
digitizer with a common drafting 
machine. The unit allows 
sketches to be digitized and 
edited with immediate plot- 
back. 

A storage CRT and stylus are 
available to allow high-speed 
overview and window-view edit 
and proofing capabilities. 

Software is designed to allow 
the user to dynamically con¬ 
struct, store, retrieve, manipu¬ 
late, associate, edit and repro¬ 
duce information visually or in¬ 
teractively 

Also included are all programs 
needed for the network’s operat¬ 
ing system and peripheral drivers 
coupled with graphics packages 
needed to communicate with a 
central data base. 

A basic system with host CPU 
and one terminal work station 
costs about $88,000. Costs vary 
from that point dependent on 
the number of remote stations 
used. 

Gerber is at 83 Gerber Road, 
06087. 

Punchy 
IBM employee Ann Nemoede 
sifts through a pile of nearly two 
million card chips punched from 
more than 6,500 cards. This test¬ 
ing procedure is used to test 
each punch unit of the IBM 
3525 card punch. 

Would You 
Believe? 

3^/^ cents 
To convert a three line 

name and address to 
computer tape 

Minimum Quantity — 

40,000 

Call or Write 
Jim Feeley 

Security Pacific 
National Bank 

Optimation Services 

1010 S. Flower 
Los Angeles Ca. 90015 

(213) 749-3171 
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Computer Married to Printing Press 
New OEM Products 

(While equipment in this column is pri¬ 
marily for Original Equipment Manufac¬ 
turers (OEMs), in most cases it is also 
available in single units to interested 
users. 

Further, while much of this equipment 
is not presently available as such to the 
end user, it does give some indication of 
techniques and products that may be 
incorporated into end-user equipment.) 

Head Upgrades 2314 

To 3330 Capability 
GOLETA, Calif. — A disk pack record¬ 

ing head with the ability to upgrade 2314 
subsystems to 330 subsystem capability is 
available from Information Magnetics 
Corp. 

The Model R 4400-NT is primarily de¬ 
signed for use in quadruple density 
2314-type and cartridge disk subsystems, 
writing 200 track/in., with a recording 
density of 4,400 bit/in. 

The read/write head has the same flying 
height as conventional 2314 heads and 
writes with a track width of .004 in. 

By Michael Weinstein 
Of the CW Staff 

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. — Users with 
business forms or direct mail applications 
may benefit from a new technology that 
involves the first marriage of a computer 
with an ink jet printer to produce variable 
data on standard forms as they pass 
through a specially equipped printing 
press. 

Previous to Moore Business Forms, 
Inc.’s development of the one-pass capa¬ 
bility, variable forms had to pass through 
the presses twice - once to print the 
form and once to add variable informa¬ 
tion such as name, address, etc. 

The first application of this new process 
was the preparation of tax forms for the 
Midwest region of the Internal Revenue 
Service. As the forms were printed with 
basic information at 700 ft/min, person- 
ahzed information was added by the inte¬ 
grated computer unit before the com¬ 

pleted form came off the press. 
The device used to add variable informa¬ 

tion is built around a Varian minicom¬ 
puter and an A.B. Dick ink jet printer 
modified to Moore’s specifications. 

After the form passes under the ink jet 
printer, information held on standard 
computer magnetic tapes is used to direct 
the printing of 5 by 7 dot matrix char¬ 
acters. 

At the current level of development the 
“Compurite” system is equipped with 
three print units, each capable of printing 
five lines of variable information on a 
maximum of three parts of a form (i.e., a 
maximum of 15 lines of variable informa¬ 
tion). 

Each line can contain up to 38 dot 
matrix characters with characters printed 
in black, red, green or blue. At the 
present time all characters are printed as 
capitals. 

The impact of this system on the $3.4 
billion direct mail industry is expected to 
be immense and Moore said to protect its 
lead-time advantage it would not quote 
actual operating specifications or prices. 

The only way a user can obtain the 
Compurite capability is on a service 
bureau basis from Moore. Moore promises 
full security of users’ tapes and will help 
with any conversion problems of putting 
information in a format Compurite can 
read. 

The firm is at 900 Buffalo Ave., 14302. 

Report Details System 370 

MOORESTOWN, N.J. - A 60-page 
Datapro 70 report on the IBM System/ 
370 computer line, including descriptions 
and analysis of all equipment and soft¬ 
ware announced by IBM through April 1, 
1973, is available at $15 per copy from 
One Corporate Center, Route 38. 

Operating frequencies are 1.25 MHz and 
2.5 MHz nominal. Output signal is mini¬ 
mum of ImV, and resolution exceeds 50%. 

Price is around $500 in low volume 
OEM quantities from 5735 Thornwood 
Drive. 
Floppy Disk for Minis Out 
PALO ALTO, Calif. — A minicomputer- 

compatible floppy disk subsystem is avail¬ 
able complete with one drive, controller 
electronics, computer interface and soft¬ 
ware from Advanced Electronic Design. 

Storage capacity is 262K character/drive 
with a transfer rate of 31 kchar./sec. 

Price is around $3,000 for a one-drive 
system with optional extra drives at 
$1,000 each from 3197 Park Blvd., 
94306. 
Data Display Uses One PCB 

ST. PAUL, Minn. — A 23-in. data dis¬ 
play unit, the TD-23, is available from 
Miratel Division of Ball Brothers Research 
Corp. 

The unit is designed with one solid-state 
printed circuit board with plug connec¬ 
tions to all necessary components. A dif¬ 
ferential input system is incorporated to 
minimize hum and extraneous pickup on 
long cable runs, the firm said. 

Additionally, special CRT phosphors and 
faceplates are available, and TD-23 
mounting options include shelf or ceiling 
yoke hangers. 

OEM list price is $425 with volume 
discounts available from 1633 Terrace 
Drive, 55113. 

Tape Controller Fits Novas 
FAIRFAX, Va. — A magnetic tape con¬ 

troller developed for Nova series mini¬ 
computer systems is available from C3 
Inc. 

The controller is constructed on a single 
printed circuit board which fits into the 
Nova chassis to provide interfacing and 
data formatting for up to two Pertec- 
compatible 9-track, 800 bit/in. tape 
drives. 

The unit can handle speeds of 25-, 
37-1/2- and 45 in./sec and provides char¬ 
acter parity, character recognition check 
and logitudinal check on all write and 
read operations, the firm said. 

Other features include read, write, re¬ 
wind, block skip, erase and search file 
mark as standard operations. 

The controller is priced at $3,500 in 
quantities of 10 from 2820 Dorr Ave., 
22030. 

Computer Keeps Cool 
CHERRY HILL, N.J. - A.C. Manu¬ 

facturing Co. has a chilled water cooling 
system for computer equipment requiring 
internal cooling. 

The system is available in 15hp or 23hp 
aircooled (glycol) and watercooled sys¬ 
tems with computer-compatible com¬ 
pressors, circulating pumps and alarm 
system. 

A.C. Manufacturing Co. is at Old Cuth- 
bert and Deer Roads, 08034. 

OUR INTELLIGENT 
TERMINAL DOESN’T ALWAYS DO 

WHAT IT’S TOLD. 
Our intelligent communications 
terminal, the Sycor 340, can be very 
obstinate. 

Like the times an operator inad¬ 
vertently enters the wrong data. 

Perhaps she omits an entry. Or 
tries to enter a number that doesn't 
pass the range check. 

An alarm buzzes, the keyboard 
goes dead, and the entry that’s 
incorrect blinks on and off. 

Your operator corrects it on the 
spot. And you save time and money. 

And when she’s got the clean data 
ready, the 340 can transmit it un¬ 
attended at 1200 to 4800 baud speeds. 

But clean source data entry isn't 
the only advantage of an intelligent 
communications terminal. 

The 340's 8K bytes of program¬ 
mable memory, and our special 
terminal application language (T.A.L.), 
make our terminal putty in your hands 
when it comes to tailoring it for 
specific applications. 

And with capabilities like 
customized field validation, conditional 
data entry and arithmetic operations, 
you've got the tools you need to 
tackle applications you may not have 
had in mind when you first leased it. 

Our intelligent terminal has some 
pretty smart peripheral equipment, too. 
Like remote printing capability from 
30 cps to 300 Ipm. 

Before you lease, check Into our 
intelligent terminal that doesn’t always 
do what It's told. More than 6,000 
Sycor terminals are now being 
obstinate in 
33 countries 
around the 
globe. 

And you’ll 
find a world 
of uses for 
them right at 
home. 

SYCOR 
Corporate Offices: Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 (313) 971-0900. District Sales Offices: Atlanta (404) 
262-2162 • Boston (617) 890-7290 • Chicago (312) 986-1833 • Cleveland (216) 831-8625 • Dallas (214) 
521-6710 • Detroit (313) 522-0080 • Houston (713) 688-5224 • Los Angeles (213) 640-0120 • New York 
(212) 483-8188 • Philadelphia (609) 665-1170 • Pittsburgh (412) 922-3350 • San Francisco (415) 349- 
6626 • Washington (703) 525-7300. In Canada: Sycor International Ltd., Toronto (416) 429-0883. 
Service Centers in 76 cities. 
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Calculator Prints In Japanese Book Describes Microforms 
WASHINGTON, D C. - Users with 

applications involving microforms can 
obtain a publication from the Ameri¬ 
can Society for Information Science 
(Asis) detailing the state of the art. 

The book describes the types of 
microforms available, and discusses 
the uses, benefits and drawbacks of 
various microforms. 

T/ie Invisible Medium: The State of 
the Art of Microform and a Guide to 
the Literature is available from 1140 
Connecticut Ave. N.W., Suite 804, 
20036 for $3.50 per copy. 

5ystem/3~Type Disk Packs 
Available for Mini Users 

TORRANCE, Calif. - System/3-typc 
disk packs are now available from Athana 
Division of Computer Disc Mastertape 
Corp., for use with minicomputers util¬ 
izing IBM 5440-type drives. 

The company claimed the disk coatings 
were error-free and that the disks carry a 
standard three-year warranty. 

Unit price is $ 140 from the firm at P.O. 
Box 3313, 90510. 

PALO ALTO, Calif. — Hewlett-Packard 
has developed a special memory for its 
Model 9810A programmable calculator 
which enables the calculator to print in 
Katakana, the Japanese phonetic alpha¬ 
bet. 

The read-only memory (ROM) block, 
developed to adapt the calculator to the 
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Hewlett-Packard Model 9810A electronic 
calculator prints out paper tape of user 
instructions and labeled results in English. 

Japanese market, permits the calculator 
to print Roman characters, numerals and 
various symbols, as well as the Katakana 
characters in any combination. 

The Katakana ROM block is being of¬ 
fered only in Japan. Price is in the range 
of $600 to $700, depending on the rate 
of exchange. Hewlett-Packard is at 1501 
Page Mill Road, 94304. 
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The Japanese version of the same instruc¬ 
tions is printed by the calculator using 
the Katakana memory block. 

New OEM Products 

(While equipment in this column is pri¬ 
marily for Original Equipment Manu¬ 
facturers (OEMs), in most cases it is also 
available in single units to interested 
users. 

Further, while much of this equipment 
is not presently available as such to the 
end user, it does give some indication of 
techniques and products that may be 
incorporated into end-user equipment.) 

Impact Printer for Minis 
CHATSWORTH, Calif. - Pertec Corp. 

has introduced a medium-speed impact 
printer for use with minicomputers and 
remote terminals. 

The Pertec printer has two print 
speeds — 160- and 300 line/min. 

Printer electronics are designed so that a 
change from the normal 64-character set 
to a 48- or 96-character set is automati¬ 
cally sensed. 

Other features are vertical spacing selec¬ 
tion of 6- or 8 line/in., full fault protec¬ 
tion, forms handling and adjusting capa¬ 
bilities and disconnect terminals on the 
power transformer to provide nominal 
voltage selection from 95 to 250 Vac. 

The printer also has optional, plug-in 
features such as the 12-channel vertical 
format unit. 

The price is $3,990 in quantities of 100 
or more with delivery in 30 days. Pertec 
is at 9600 Irondale Ave., 91311. 

Datapoint Joins Centronics Printer 

SEATTLE, Wash. — A plug-in interface 
which connects a Datapoint 2200 with 
any Centronics printer is available from 
Keywrite Corp. 

Circuitry is contained on one printed 
circuit board which fits inside the printer 
and requires no installation modifications. 

Operationally, the interface receives a 
parallel 8-bit input from the Datapoint 
2200 and transmits the data in parallel to 
the Centronics printer. 

Interconnecting cables are available to 
fit user requirements, the firm said. 

Base price of the interface is $350 with 
volume discounts available from 1200 N. 
107th St., 98133. 

Display Provides 6-Digit Read-Out 

ITASCA, Ill. — A remote display unit. 
Slimline Remote Display, is available 
from Nationwide Electronic Systems, Inc. 

The unit provides up to six digits of 
.270 in.-high LED readout from any 
TTL/DTL source of parallel 1248 positive 
true BCD data. 

Cost ranges from $ 149 to $155, depend¬ 
ing on digit-design and digit-requirements. 
Delivery is about 20 days from 7N662 
Route 53, 60143. 

Tape Unit Handles 75 Char./Sec 

CARLSTADT, N.J. - A 75 char./sec 
paper tape punch has been introduced by 
Litton ABS OEM Products Division. 

Available in desk top or rack mounted 
models with or without IC electronics, 
the Roytron 700 Series handles 5-, 6-, 7- 
or 8-level code. 

Features include positive detent stop, 
tape tear knife, tape hold down, tape 
drive sprocket, punch cover and timing 
generator. All units are available with 
discrete negative logic or positive logic. 

Unit price is $507 with OEM discounts 
available from 600 Washington Ave., 
07072. 

British Punch Available in U.S. 
MIDDLESEX, England — Data Dynam¬ 

ics has announced the availability of its 
1130 Series paper tape punches for U.S. 
OEM buyers. 

The 1130 Series operates at speeds of 
up to 46 char./sec and is offered in either 
synchronous or asynchronous models. 

Other versions include free-standing 
units with or without tape handling, and 
options such as echo check, edge punched 
card perforation, variable tape guide and 
desk mounting. 

Prices for the 1130 units start at $444 
through Data House, Springfield Road, 
Hayes, Middlesex, England. 

COMPUTER RESOURCE UTILIZATION AND COST CONTROL SYSTEM 

CAN YOU MOTIVATE MACHINES TO WORK HARDER? 
Provides costs by job. Produces resource utilization 

reports by; 
• Steps •Job • Organization Structure • Computing 

System 

Report Types are: 

• Record Control Totals • Error Diagnostics • Job 

Audit • Revenue Analysis • Graphic plots of: 

Paging: I/O devices: Core utilization; Multipro¬ 

gramming • Program Analysis by: Paging Volume: 

Paging Rate: Abends: excessive use of resources 

Special Accounting Features of DTR: 
• Priority Accounting • Degradation Account¬ 

ing • Differential costing (or TSO jobs, HASP/ 

RJE spooling and Special Forms 

PACE Applied Technology announces a new Computer 

Resource Utilization and Cost Control system, 

KOMAND, operating with both VS and OS in the 

System 360/370 environment. KOMAND-DAS (Data 

Acquisition System) replaces the PACES-DAS which is 

no longer marketed. 

I. STRUCTURE OF KOMAND: KOMAND provides 

management with the information necessary for positive 

cost performance measurement and control. Modules 

presently available are; the Data Base Generator (DBG), 

the Data Reporter (Dl'R) (these two comprise the 

KOMAND-DAS), the Resource Billing System (RBS), 

and the Data Inquiry System (DIS). 

II. DATA BASE GENERATOR (DBG) 
Records generated: 

• Job Initiation Record — Provides complete 
accounting information at the start of a job. • Inter¬ 

val Account Record — Accounts for TP or long- 

running Jobs. • Mount Account Record • Records 

operator activity. • HASP Writer Record — Pro¬ 
vides for SYSOUT spooling activity. • System Crash 

Record — Documents system downtime. 

Internal Control Features: 

• HASP SMF Compatibility — DBG retrieves 
SMF data lost due to HASP. • JCL Error Account¬ 

ing • Job Account Code Validation • Wait Time 

Extension • Completion Code Validation • In- 
Stream Reporting • SMF Data Recovery 

III. DATA REPORTER (DTR); Draws on SMF and 

DBG for a total data base. 

IV. RESOURCE BILLING SYSTEM (RBS); Charging 
for all computer center resources. 

V. DATA INQUIRY SYSTEM (DIS); The Data Inquiry 

System (DIS) provides the KOMAND user with a simple 
information retrieval and reporting capability. 

VI. SUPPORT; Installation support and maintenance 

are provided. 

VII. KOMAND USER BASE; We have 73 systems 

installed. These include, 26 manufacturing and service, 

20 governmental, and 27 financial organizations. The 
client base is growing rapidly with 1973 sales running 

40% above 1972. 

Please Forward; 

[ ] KOMAND descriptive material 
[ 1 ‘‘Evaluation of Resource Control Systems’ 

Name_ 

Firm 

Title 

Phone 

Address 

CPU. 

PACE Applied Technology, Inc. 
1117 North 19th St.. Suite 1100 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
(703)527-4810 

.Op System. 

No, but—you can motivate the people who use 

them and operate them, IF you can answer these 

questions; 

• What does my Data Processing workload 

require: consume? • How is my equipment 

being used? • What are constraints to 

throughput? • What are my costs? • What is 

my return by device? • Who is consum¬ 

ing my resources? How much? Do they 

know it? • Are standards being followed? 

Are they optimal? • What are my software 

problems? 
We can help you get the answers you need! 
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38 Te(hni(al Sessions 

NCR Meeting Features Product Preview 
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - NCR 

users gathering at the annual 
meeting at the Sheraton Harbor 
Island Hotel here May 14-16 
will get a preview of some future 
products as well as a selection of 
38 technical sessions. 

A session on “Taxes on Com¬ 
puter Software” will be given by 
Joseph Frascella of Systems De¬ 
velopment Corp. on May 16. 

“Prospective Medicine,” a 
means of identifying potential 
health problems through the use 
of the computer, will be dis¬ 
cussed by Dr. Charles Roos of 
Inter-Health. Stephen L. Priest 
of the Brockton, Mass., Hospital 
will outline a method of “Using 
Routine Hospital Data in Ad¬ 
ministrative Decision-Making.” 

For those interested in com¬ 
puter operating costs. Dr. Laird 
Sloan of Automated Systems 
Corp., Houston, will discuss the 
“Incremental Costs for an On- 
Line Data Collection and Com¬ 
munications System.” 

Representatives from NCR will 
lead some of the sessions, and 
William S. Anderson, president, 
will keynote the opening meet¬ 
ing May 14. Users may also visit 
the NCR DP division head- 

TORONTO, Ont. - The 
seventh annual Graphic Com¬ 
munications Computer Confer¬ 
ence May 23-25 offers users in 
the graphic arts a choice of pro¬ 
grams on composition, mailing 
lists and management informa¬ 
tion systems using computers. 
The conference will be at the 
Sheraton Four Seasons Hotel. 

In the composition program, 
topics range from information 
storage, retrieval and composi- 

ACM Names Bachman 
Turing Recipient 

NEW YORK — The Associa¬ 
tion for Computing Machinery 
has named Charles W. Bachman 
of Honeywell the recipient of 
the 1973 A.M. Turing Award for 
his outstanding contributions to 
data base technology. 

Bachman, the inventor of Data 
Structure Diagrams, has been the 
principal architect of the Inte¬ 
grated Data Store data base man¬ 
agement system. 

The award will be presented at 
the ACM conference in Atlanta, 
August 27-29. 

quarters and new manufacturing 
plant at Rancho Bernardo. 

“User Responsibilities” will be 
discussed by Stephen Loewy, 

Societies/ 

User Groups 

NCR assistant vice-president, 
systems services, and recent and 
future trends in software devel¬ 
opment will be outlined by Wil- 

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. - Gov¬ 
ernments that fail to use com¬ 
puter-based systems perform an 
injustice to the pubUc interest 
and cannot fulfill their public 
service obUgations, according to 
Dr. Ruth M. Davis, Director of 
the National Bureau of Stan¬ 
dards, Center for Computer Sci¬ 
ences. 

Davis will be expanding on this 
theme as the keynote speaker 
for the Government Manage¬ 
ment Information Systems 

tion to conversion to OCR and 
input integration. Other sessions 
will examine blue sky in soft¬ 
ware, time-sharing composition 
input and data base management 
and composition. 

The MIS section of the confer¬ 
ence covers such topics as man¬ 
agement information and com¬ 
pany growth, production load¬ 
ing, scheduling and control, and 
maxisystems from minicom¬ 
puters — a case study. 

Sessions on the mailing list 
services and delivery system de¬ 
velopments will look at Cana¬ 
dian and U.S. postal services and 
their implications in list mainte¬ 
nance. The trend to route se¬ 
quencing will also be examined. 

There will also be several tours 
of local plants which use com¬ 
puterized lists and composition 
systems. 

For non-members of the 
Graphic Communications Com¬ 
puter Association the fee for a 
single registrant is $150; for 
members $100. Discounts for 
multiple registrants are available. 
The association is at 1730 N. 
Lynn St., Arlington, Va. 22209. 

liam P. Keating, NCR assistant 
vice-president. 

Carl Cutright, also of NCR, will 
explain NCR’s computerized in¬ 
ventory management system, 
and Dave Glick will speak on 
“optimizing production sched¬ 
uling.” 

Attendees will be given a first 
look at “Documat,” NCR’s 
forthcoming computer-assisted 
documentation system, plus a 
preview of some future software 
releases, such as Release 8B. 

(GMIS) Users’ Group, at its an¬ 

nual meeting here May 15 and 
16. 

The GMIS users must assume a 
large responsibility in bringing 
automation as a technological 
partner of good government to 
the attention of national leaders, 
she said. 

Also scheduled for the meeting 
are two panel/workshops. The 
Wednesday session is titled 
“Project ’73 — Administrative 

Regulations for Security and 
Confidentiality in State and 
Local Government Data Cen¬ 
ters.” It will deal with the issue 
of shared versus dedicated com¬ 
puter systems. 

“Project ’74 — Computer In¬ 
dependent Data Management 
Software” will be the topic for 
Thursday’s session, focusing on 
the need to accomplish trans¬ 
ferability of systems. 

In addition to the panel/ 
workshops, several sessions deal¬ 
ing with current topics in muni¬ 
cipal data processing are sched¬ 
uled. 

Details of the conference can 
be obtained from Masaji S. Toki, 
GMIS secretary-treasurer, 138 E. 
Court St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
45202._ 

/fff Sponsors Awards 
SILVER SPRING, Md. - The 

IEEE Computer Society Govern¬ 
ing Board has voted to sponsor 
the awards in Mathematics and 
Computers at the International 
Science and Engineering Fair in 
San Diego, Calif., May 6-12. 

In addition to sponsoring the 
awards, the society will provide 
judges in the mathematics and 
computer category. 

The society hopes this step will 
strengthen its present and future 
student participation. 

The expeditious 
UmyacDCT-500 

Again available on short notice. We’ve more than doubled production 
on our fast-selling UNIVAC' DCT-500 Data Communication Terminal. 

Here are some reasons why the UNIVAC DCT-500 is industry's most 
wanted hard copy terminal: 30 cps, 132 print positions, computer quality 
printout, up to 6-part forms. 

And along with the UNIVAC DCT-500 you get Sperry Univac support 
and reliability. 

Whatever your data communications requirements, check first with the 
Sperry Univac Communications and Terminals representative in your area, or 
call free 800-453-5323. 

UNIVAC DCT-500 Data Communication Terminal 

Graphics Group to Emphasize MIS, 

Composition, Mail Applications 

Manual Government Systems 
Unfair, Davis to Tell GMIS Users 

SPER^y^UNIVAC 
Only when our customers succeed do we succeed. 

ITS ALE 
m THE PAiWILY 

Throughput gains. Reliability. Dollar savings. Versatility. 
Cost effective solutions to 96 column data preparation 
problems. All in Decision Data’s family -- 9601 Data Record¬ 
er, 9610 Interpreting Data Recorder, 9660 Sorting Data Re¬ 
corder, and the 9620 Alphanumeric Sorter. 

Select the units you need to match your requirements, just 
as you configured your system. And since family benefits 
last as long as you keep your computer, it’s important to 
know that Decision Data gives you a choice. Between ma¬ 
chines and suppliers. 

THI'11'iliUlliY: 4 SiiiiorAliicliiiivs I'roiii ll(‘cisioii 

DECISION DATA^ 
too WITMEP ROAD. HORSHAM. PENNA 19044 

(215)674-3300 □ TELEX 63-1471 

Model 33ASR with dial-up set 

Now — lease Teletype equipment from RCA 
for just $39 per month (send/receive model 
33KSR) including maintenance. With dial-up set, 
only 80</ a day more! 

■ Prompt installation and maintenance services by 
RCA technicians based in over 130 cities. 

■ Immediate delivery in any quantity from coast- 
to-coast warehouse network 

■ Automatic unattended operation 
■ Built-in dial capability 
■ Alternate voice communications 
■ Friction or sprocket (pin) feed 

Call or write your local RCA representative about 
his complete line of data sets, telephone couplers, 
solid state selectors and multiplexing equipment. 
RCA Service Company, A Division of RCA 

•CAMDEN, N,J. 08101, Bldg. 204-2, Phone: (609) 779 4129 
• PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19145, 3310 South 20th Street 

Phone: (215) HO 7-3300 (Pa*.), (609) WO 3-2043 (N,J,) 
•ATLANTA, GA. 30318, 1778 Marietta Blvd., N.W., Phone: (404) 355-6110 
•CLEVELAND, OHIO 44142, 5121 W, 161st. Street, Phone: (216) 267 2725 
•JERSEY CITY, N.J, 07305, Liberty Industrial Park, 43 Edward J, 

Hart Rd., Phone: (201) 434-0003 (N.J.), (212) 732-9494 (N.Y,) 
•SKOKIE, ILL, 60076, 7620 Gross Point Road, Phone: (312) 965 7550 
• DALLAS, TEXAS 75207, 2711 Irving Blud., Phone: (214) ME 1 8770 
•MONTEBELLO, CALIF. 90640, 1501 Beach Street, Phone: (213) 685-3069 

'Registered service mark of AT&T Co, 
•"Registered Trademark of Teletype Corp, ncii 

complete maintenance service 
for $77 per month. 
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EDPAuditors 'Come of Age' 
SANTA MONICA. Calif. - The 1973 

EDP Auditors Conference June 7-8 at 
the Miramar Hotel here, will focus on 
“EDP Auditing: A Coming of Age.” 

The meeting will consist of two series 
of sessions, one on management and 
the other on technical aspects of audit¬ 
ing. 

“EDP Auditing Perspectives: Internal 
versus External” and “EDP Auditing’s 
Role in the Management Function” 
are topics scheduled for the manage¬ 
ment series. Other sessions will deal 
with personnel selection and training, 
and the development of standards. 

The technical sessions will examine 
performance measurement techniques, 
controls in data base and telecom¬ 
munication environments, and the 
evaluation of documentation. 

Cost for association members is $45; 
non-members, $55. Registration dead¬ 
line is May 23. For additional details, 
contact Dick Ryan, EDP Auditors As¬ 
sociation, P.O. Box 15562, Los 
Angeles, 90015. 

Bankers to Examine Systems,Operations 
CHICAGO, 111. — A wide-ranging pro¬ 

gram embracing both systems and bank 
operations has been planned for the 1973 
National Operations and Automation 
Conference sponsored by the American 
Banking Association. The meeting will be 
held here June 4-6 at the Palmer House. 

In addition to 54 sessions highlighting 
current bank operations and DP topics, 
there will be seven workshops, as well as 
small special interest sessions and oppor¬ 
tunities to discuss experiences with others 
who have the same responsibilities in 
similar-sized banks. 

An in-depth examination of the chang¬ 
ing payments system will be provided 
through a workshop and several special 
interest sessions. 

Session topics range from “what the 
manager needs to know about future 
changes in DP technology and techniques 
for improving systems and programming 
productivity,” to multilevel looks at OCR 
and COM. 

One of the seminars for large banks will 
examine evaluating automation alterna¬ 

tives — facilities management, joint ven¬ 
tures, correspondent services, service bu¬ 
reau or in-house development. 

Virtual memory, application software 
selection, and lessons learned in the im- 

Societies/ 
User Groups 

plementation process are topics of other 
first-day seminars. 

Special interest sessions on Monday will 
treat areas such as COM, large bank cus¬ 
tomer information files, modularity in 
applications programs, remote processing, 
on-line teller terminals, minicomputers 
and multiprogramming costing. 

Reject Items 

A Tuesday session on reject item proc¬ 
essing will evaluate the possible alterna¬ 
tives — OCR, add-on strips and on-line 
CRTs. Other sessions will examine use of 
simulation in bank planning, funda¬ 
mentals of DP planning, data entry and 

TRYING TO REACH 

THE EDP MARKET????? 
Selling computers? 

Marketing software packages? 

Selling Supplies? 

Selling terminals? 

COMPUTER '72 will provide you with leads . . ,. . accurate leads to where the computers are. 

COMPUTERS '72 will tell you who has purchased fourth generation equipment; where Systems 3 
installations have been made and what companies have installed scanners, digital display, key/tape, key disk 
and more. 

COMPUTERS '72 is a series of seven separate directories covering the following geographic areas: 

Northern California 
Southern California 
Pacific Northwest (Wash., Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Nevada and Arizona) 
New York City 
New England 
New Jersey and Long Island 
Connecticut and Southern New York (not including NYC) 

COMPUTERS '72 provides the name and address of the site, the person who buys, a site description and a telephone 

number, all in convenient paperback format. 

Published by KLH Associates 

I have included my check D 
Or purchase order □ 
For COMPUTERS '72of 
Northern California [U 

Southern California D 

Pacific Northwest CD 

New York City D 

New England D 

New Jersey and Long Island D 
Connecticut and Southern New York □ 

1 or 2 copies 

3,4,5 copies 

6 or more 

2 of same book 

3 or 4 of same book 

5 or more of same book 

$30/book 

$25/book 

$20/book 

$25 each 

S20 each 
$17.50 each 

(No directories mailed without check or purchase order) 

Name_ 

Company . 

Address . 

City. , State. Zip. 

Telephone No.. 

CW Associates 
P.O. Box 144 

Babson Park, Mass. 02157 
Tel. (617) 969-4640 

Limited Copies Remaining — Order Now!! 

embezzlement by computer — the extent 
of the problem, case histories, why it 
happens and what can be done to combat 
the problem. 

The Wednesday workshop on the 
change of payments system will cover the 
reasons for change as well as the nature 
and implication of current changes. 

Other related sessions include a status 
report on a national payments system 
covering automated clearinghouses, point- 
of-sale systems, bank cards, a review of 
Atlanta’s implementation of a regional 
automated clearinghouse and magnetic 
tape accompanying clearing checks. 

Another Wednesday workshop focuses 
on “user department relations — the DP 
manager’s Achilles heel.” Primary em¬ 
phasis will be on assessing systems tried in 
various banks. 

In “Scenario-78” attendees will get a 
look at what banking may be like in five 
years. 

Conference registration fees are $130 
for bankers and $160 for non-bankers, 
which includes three luncheons and two 
evening receptions. 

For registration materials, write the 
meeting registration coordinator. The 
American Bankers Association, 1120 
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, 
D.C.20036. 

Users to Review 
Financial MIS Projects 

NEW YORK — The Society for Manage¬ 
ment Information Systems’ Spring con¬ 
ference will convene at the New York 
Hilton May 10-11, preceded by precon¬ 
ference workshops on May 9. 

Two concurrent workshops will center 
on financial management information 
systems and ingredients of successful MIS 
project management. Emphasis in the fi¬ 
nancial session will be on the conceptual 
design of financial information systems 
for decentralized management. 

Conclusions from a study of 20 infor¬ 
mation systems development projects in 
10 large firms will be reviewed in the 
workshop on successful management. 

The fee for the workshops is $75 for 
members, $105 for non-members, who 
will also receive membership in the soci¬ 
ety for one year. 

During the conference there will be a 
repeat of two presentations from past 
annual conferences, the Westinghouse 
Story and the International Utilities 
Story. 

The conference fee is $175 for mem¬ 
bers, $205 for non-members, which in¬ 
cludes annual dues. 

The Society for Management Informa¬ 
tion Systems is at 221 N. LaSalle St., 
Chicago, Ill. 60601. 

May 13-16, Denver — Association for 
Systems Management, 1973 International 
Systems Meeting. Contact: R.B. Mc¬ 
Caffrey, Association for Systems Manage¬ 
ment, 24587 Bagley Road, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44138. 

May 13-17, Boston — International 
Communications Association Conference. 
Contact: J.D. Martin, Jr., National Steel 
Corp., 700 Chatham Center, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 15219. 

May 14-15, Arlington, Va. — Washing¬ 
ton Chapter of Uaide (Users of Auto¬ 
matic Information Display Equipment) 
Meeting. Contact: Uaide, c/o Data- 
graphix, 7315 Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda, 
Md. 20014. 

May 31-June 1, London, England — In¬ 
ternational Exposition for the Mini¬ 
computer Industry sponsored by the 
Polytechnic of Central London. Contact: 
Lisa Spaducci, Polytechnic of Central 
London, 115 New Cavendish St., London 
WIM 8JS, England. 
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Multimedia Instruction Plan 
Features Self-Determined Pace 

WELLESLEY HILLS, Mass. - Multi- 
media instruction in data processing is 
now available for individual learning 
through a self-instruction package from 
Honeywell Information Systems. 

This package combines programmed 
texts and flipbooks with film strips and 
cassette tapes and is called the “Self- 
Instructional System of the Seventies.” 

The basic course material is essentially 
generic, and the knowledge acquired can 
be used with any computer, according to 
Honeywell. 

The learning programs are designed to 
; educate the data processing trainee in the 
t basic concepts of computer programming 

on an individual basis. Although they 
■ require no instructor assistance other 

than exam grading, administrative guides 
are provided to help implement the pro- 

' gram in schools, colleges and corpora¬ 

tions. 
Each student may begin a course at any 

time and proceeds at his own pace in an 
interactive environment involving reading, 
listening, observing, responding and re¬ 
viewing. Programmer training requires 
from 120 to 150 hours of learning on a 
full-time study basis. 

At the end of each course the student is 
tested and evaluated against national stan¬ 
dards on his understanding of the ma¬ 
terial. 

DP Goes to Church 

NEW DUNDEE, Ont. — A Lutheran 
pastor sees the computer as “one of 
God’s little helpers” for its capacities as 
financial advisor. The St. James Lutheran 
Church here is leasing a computer which 
lets the church council know if monthly 
budgets are being met and also gives each 
member a statement of his yearly contri¬ 
butions for tax purposes. 

The administrator’s kit combines audio 
and visual aids, the examination answers 
and a guide that directs the administrator 
in the use of the audio-visual package. 

The administrator supplies the audio- 

Education 

visual aids and instructs the student in 
their use. These aids include film strips, 
audio cassettes and, for some courses, 
flipbooks. The administrator then moni¬ 
tors student progress and grades progress 
examinations. 

The eight self-instruction programs now 
available are Fundamentals of Electronic 
Data Processing, Programming Logic, 
Basic Cobol, Tape Cobol, Disk Concepts, 
Disk Cobol, Advanced Cobol and Intro¬ 
duction to Series 200/2000. 

Two data-entry courses are also offered 
for Keytape and Keyplex Operator Train¬ 
ing. The data entry courses contain texts 
and audio cassettes designed for use at 
Keytape or Keyplex machine stations 
that provide hands-on experience during 
training. 

Cost of the administrator’s kits range 
from $95 to $195. The student texts 
range from $7.50 to $22.50. 

The audio-visual hardware unit for a 
one-time purchase price of $195, includes 
a self-contained, rear-screen film strip 
projector and audio tape cassette player. 
The audio system has a built-in speaker 
for group listening and a jack for use with 
the hi-fi type headphones for private lis¬ 
tening. The number of units required is 
determined by the number of students 
using the system at one specific time. 

The Honeywell education center is lo¬ 
cated at 110 Cedar St., 02181. 

When your data transmission goes 

down, you don’t want excuses. 

You want that fault fixed. Fast. 

Here’s how to do it. 

Faults in your data communication system, 
modem and line are automatically identified 
faster with Antekna’s new Model 221 than 
any other means. We call it the Fault Fixer. 
Because it fixes responsibility where it 
belongs within seconds of a data interrupt. 
Automatically. 

And that cuts your downtime down. 

In fact, it cuts it down by so much that our 
calculations show the Model 221 returns its 
investment within the first few operational 
months. It’s system transparent, operates 
point-to-point synchronous, provides diag¬ 
nostic reports on error rates as well as faults 
— and requires no local or remote operator. 

That means you can permanently install the 
Model 221. There’s no connecting and dis¬ 
connecting cables for tests as is the case 
with other units. 

That’s quite a package. Particularly when 
you figure it quickly pays your money back 
by keeping your system up. Plus it ends 

excuses once and for all. For more informa¬ 
tion on the Fault Fixer, clip the coupon to 
your letterhead and mail, or write: Antekna, 
Data Comm Division; 625 Clyde Avenue, 
Mountain View, California 94040. Telephone 
415/965-0600. 

The Fault 

Fixer 

Clip this coupon to your letterhead and mail 
for more information. 
Name_ 
Title_!_ 
Phone_ 
Check one: □ My need is immediate 
□ Within 3 to 6 months □ Reference 
Antekna, Data Comm Division; 625 Clyde 
Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94040 

Data processing trainee progresses at her 
own pace using programmed text and 
audio-visual self instructional system de¬ 
veloped by Honeywell. 

Control Data Graduates 

Qualify for College Credit 
MINNEAPOLIS — Computer tech¬ 

nology graduates of Control Data Insti¬ 
tute will be able to apply their training 
towards a degree at St. Cloud (Minn.) 
State College under terms of an agree¬ 
ment just completed by the college and 
the institute. 

Institute graduates will be able to trans¬ 
fer as much as 30 quarter hours of credit 
to the electromechanical technology pro¬ 
gram in the college’s School of Industry, 
according to Dr. Robert Ryan, chairman 
of St. Cloud’s technology department. 

Drake University 
To Offer Major 
In DP Management 

DES MOINES, Iowa — Drake University 
will offer an undergraduate major in com¬ 
puter information systems management 
through its College of Business Adminis¬ 
tration, beginning next fall. One objec¬ 
tive of the new curriculum is to prepare 
students for the Certificate in Data Proc¬ 
essing (CDP) examinations sponsored by 
the Data Processing Management Associa¬ 
tion. 

Management Studies Included 

The new program is principally intended 
to get students ready for positions in DP 
management and systems analysis. It 
tempers classic computer science courses 
with studies in principles of management, 
and systems analysis and design so that 
graduates will have an appreciation of 
business problems as well as DP. 

While the new program is the first at 
Drake to focus principally on DP, stu¬ 
dents in all curricula run by the College 
of Business Administration have been re¬ 
quired to take at least an introductory 
course in DP. The school even grants 
“foreign language” credits for work done 
in Cobol or Fortran, a spokesman noted. 

The university has a Honeywell HI200 
which is available for student use. 

vordon 
NOW-THESE 

IMPORTANT NEW 
DATA TERMINALS 
.. FROM VAROON 

SERIES 9030 
TELEPRINTER 

TELERAY 
3300 

TELETYPE 33 REPLACEMENT 

Datapoint 
3300 

COMPUTER TERMINAL 

TELETYPE 
SYSTEMS 

PLUS OUR WELL KNOWN LINES 
OF FULLY RECONOITIONED ANO 

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT 

For prompt attention 
to your EDP 

requirements, call 

AC 214/252-7502 

vordon 
& associates, inc. 
930 N. Beltline Suite 140 Irving, Texas 75062 
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DP Diagnosis 
Debugs 'the Bug' 

Volkswagen of America has turned 
to computers to get the bugs out of 
“the bug.” 

Computer Diagnosis, the car dealer’s 
check-up system, uses sensors built 
into all late-model VWs to make up to 
72 checks on a car’s performance. 
These include such tasks as checking 
front-wheel alignment, ignition per¬ 
formance, engine compression and the 
electrical system. 

To perform the checks a digital sys¬ 
tem designed by Siemens A.G. of Ger¬ 
many is connected to a central socket 
in the engine compartment. A program 
card runs the tests in sequence and 
results are analyzed and printed out in 
20 minutes. 

Under a services and maintenance 
contract with Honeywell’s Test Instru¬ 
ments Division, the system is being 
installed at 12,000 VW dealers. 

Divided Workloads, CM Speed Compensation 
By Bob Wright 
Of the CW Staff 

SALEM, Ore. — An unusual concept 
coupling specialized teams with com¬ 
puter-assisted operation has resulted in 
increased efficiency and better control 
for the Oregon State Accident Insurance 
Fund (Saif). 

Used in Saifs claims operations, the 
Claims Director System (CDS) calls for a 
team-specialist approach to speed the 
handling of workmen’s compensation 
cases. The team includes an employment 
specialist, insurance-legal specialist, medi¬ 
cal specialist, computer data control clerk 
and unit clerk. 

Divided Workload 

Before CDS was in operation, each 
claims adjuster was responsible for con¬ 
trolling all of the aspects associated with 
a claim. The CDS concept, by dividing 
the total workload, allows the adjuster to 
concentrate his attention and effort on 
the claimant. 

Ralph Faulkner, DP manager for Saif, 

explained that the organizational struc¬ 
ture around the hardware and software 
enables CDS to spot rehabilitation needs 
and anticipate problems that could later 
complicate a claimant’s recovery. “The 
payoff,” Faulkner added, “is in getting 
the man back to work earlier.” 

Through faster and more personal claim 
service, CDS also reduces the chances for 
psychological barriers to develop which 
interfere with a worker’s rehabilitation. 

CDS uses a customized Nova 1220 with 
two disk drives, one for programs and 

claimant records and another for backup. 
Faulkner said the Nova, hardware to drive 
the CRT display, and the software were 

all developed by Insurance Technology 
Inc., Berkeley, Calif. A 150 char./sec 
printer completes the system. 

Faulkner noted that CDS can realisti¬ 
cally handle 1,300 to 1,400 claims, al¬ 
though the stated capacity is 2,000. 
“Cost,” Faulkner added, “is about 
$50,000 annually, which includes hard¬ 
ware, software, concepts, techniques and 
training.” 

Checkless Society 'Here Now' 
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Money is a thing 

of the past — at least for some residents 
of this city. 

After a nine-month experiment City Na¬ 
tional Bank & Trust Co. is now installing 
a computer system which wUl allow its 
customers throughout the area to buy 
virtually anything with a single credit 
card. 

When you are good at what you do, 

you want people to know about it. 
But when you are competing with 
over a hundred timesharing companies 

you are tempted to exaggerate 
in order to get attention. 

We're going to resist the urge. 

Corn-Share helps people control information 

We use computer technology and 

a lot of personal attention to do it. 

And imagination. 

We also put a lot into making electronic 

data processing more usable 

for the person with the most at stake: You 

Jucige us 
by the. 

companies 
.we 
keep. 

We do it for the big companies 

and for the smaller ones. 

Blue chip organizations with unlimited 

rces depend on Corn-Share 

for major services 
they can't get done as well 

anywhere else. 

Do we really make the computer 
make sense? 

Ask General Motors. 

Ask Motorola. 

Ask Monsanto. 

Ask New York Telephone. 

Ask Twentieth Century Fox. 

Ask A.B. Dick. 

Ask Crown Zellerbach. 

Ask Missouri Pacific. 

Ask NASA. 

SIHARE 
■ 1 r*' 

making the computer make sense 

Corporate Headquarters: ^nn Arbor, Michigan Phone: (313) 761-4040/OFFICES: Atlanta, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 

Washington D.C., Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Houston, Minneapolis, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 

Foronto, London, Ottawa, Montreal, London (England), Birmingham (England), Wakefield (England) 

A checkless system has been tried be¬ 
fore in other cities, but at least one 
foundered in part through lack of cus¬ 
tomers. This problem does not seem to 
affect the Ohio scheme — thirty busi¬ 
nesses, including supermarkets, pharma¬ 
cies and department stores, have signed 
up to participate. 

Store terminals are linked by phone 
lines to a master computer at the bank, 
permitting the salesman to verify and 
record a sale in seconds. Customers have 
the option of charging the merchandise 
and being billed at a later date, or of 
paying for it directly from their checking 
accounts. 

The checkless system cuts down on 
paperwork for the bank, and protects the 
store since the computer rejects the sale if 
the customer has insufficient funds or if 
the card is stolen. 

“Everyone has talked about a checkless, 
cashless society,” says bank chairman 
John G. McCoy. “They said it would be 
here 10 years from now. We think it’s 
here today.” 

Ace Bill Collector 
Gets the Alimony 

PORTLAND, Ore. - Harold C. Hart is 
Oregon’s No. 1 bill collector. And what 
he collects are overdue payments of ali¬ 
mony and child support. 
Aided by his computer. Hart, working 

for the district attorney, collected $10.9 
million last year alone. His “victims” are 
the delinquent among the 19,000 fathers 
whose names spin in the Multnomah 
County computer file. 
All child support and alimony orders are 

stored in the computer and a bill is 
automatically sent out to the father. If no 
payment is received within 30 days of the 
due date, the computer sends out a re¬ 
minder note and waits 30 more days. 
Then, if the account is still unpaid, the 
computer marks the case for prosecution. 

Last year, some 210 “foundering” 
fathers were “turned in” by the com¬ 
puter. 

'But Ours Are Cuter' 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Personalizing 

computers may be a big problem for 
some banks, but not for the First State 
Bank of Altoona. In fact, they boast not 
only personalized service, but advertise 
“cuter” computers. 

The secret of their service is indeed 
personalized computers — two women 
who do all the bookkeeping. 

“It’s just not economically feasible for 
us to have computers now,” says Jack 
Ray, bank president. “We have little or 
no turnover in personnel, so our book¬ 
keepers know the customers, their habits 
and their technique of banking.” 

The fact that some First State custom¬ 
ers sign their checks with an “X” prob¬ 
ably has a lot to do with it too, he said. 

Aussies May Store Legal Data 

CANBERRA, Australia — The Federal 
Government has set up a committee to 
examine the use of computers to store 
legal information. The government hopes 
to transfer all legal data on federal stat¬ 
utes to computers to make information 
more readily available. 
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Computerworld COMPUTER INDUSTRY 
Docujnenfs Indicate: 

IBM Studied Profits, Discounts on FTP Cl Notes 

Cary Sees Business Up 
SEATTLE, Wash. — IBM is expecting 

improved business this year, President 
Frank T. Cary told shareholders at the 
recent annual meeting. “We expect rela¬ 
tively strong economic conditions in vir¬ 
tually all major countries,” he said. 

The firm plans to hire about 20,000 
persons this year, half of whom will be 
based abroad, he said. 

At the meeting, stockholders approved a 
five-for-four stock split. 

Shipments of DP equipment for the 
year “are expected to be at a high level, 
with several newly announced System 
370 products scheduled to be delivered in 
increasing quantities as the year pro¬ 
gresses,” Cary said. 

Comma, CHCS May Merge 

NEWTOWN, Pa. - A merger may be in 
the offing for Comma Corp. and Com¬ 
puter Hardware Consultants & Services, 

Inc. 
The boards of directors of both firms 

have approved an agreement providing for 
the merger. 

DPF to Replace Air Force 360s 

HARTSDALE, N.Y. - DPF Inc. has re¬ 
ceived a contract from the Air Force to 
replace six IBM 360/40s, 75 IBM 2400 
tape drives and other equipment, with a 
total IBM purchase price of about $5 
million. 

Under a previous award, DPF will also 
supply the Air Force with a 360/75. 

Supershorts 
The Social Security Administration has 

ordered 70 1302 key-to-disk systems 
from Inforex, Inc., for a total of 851 
keystations. The units will be delivered 
this year, according to Inforex. The con¬ 
tract allows the government to increase 
the total order by about 50%, the firm 
added. 

Peripheral Sciences, Inc. has named 
Dasa Corp. as sales and service representa¬ 
tive in the major metropolitan areas of 
the U.S. 

Applied Data Research, Inc. has estab¬ 
lished ADR International Corp. as a 
wholly owned subsidiary to direct the 
firm’s growing world trade activities. 

Advanced Memory Systems, Inc. has 
received a contract from Telefunken 
Computer Gmbh of W. Germany for the 
design and manufacture of 128K word by 
59 bit MOS memory systems. Telefunken 
will convert its Model 440 computer from 
core to MOS memory with shipments 
starting this fall. 

Brother International Corp. recently de¬ 
livered the 10,000th printer assembly to 
Centronics Data Corp. 

By E. Drake Lundell Jr. 
Of the CW Staff 

TULSA, Okla. — IBM almost gave its 
users a larger discount on equipment when 

it announced the fixed-term lease plan, 
but apparently the larger discount was 
unacceptable to the firm’s lawyers and 
economists, according to confidential 
IBM documents released here. 

It also appears from the documents that 
IBM carefully planned in May, 1971, 
which devices would receive the price 
reductions and which would not. 

IBM’s data processing group initially 
recommended a 10% reduction for 
12-month leases and a 20% discount for 
the 24-month lease plans. 

At the same time, the firm’s lawyers 
recommended a plan that would give 
users a 10% discount for an 18-month 
lease and a 20% cut if the user would sign 
up for 30 months. 

It was determined, the documents 
showed, that the “ convergence point” of 
the two plans would be an 8% discount 
for a 12-month lease and a 16% discount 
for the two-year leases - and that was the 
plan that was finally announced. 

Only Certain Products 

In the briefing plan drawn up on May 
18, 1971, just about a month before the 
plan was announced publicly, there were 

lists indicating which products would be 

By a CW staff Writer 

NEWTON, Mass. — “Based on a 40% in¬ 

crease in exhibitors and a 50% increase in 
attendance,” said Neal Wilder, sales and 
marketing director for the Computer 
Caravan/73, “we expect the exhibitors 
will double last year’s sales total of $25 
million.” The Caravan recently completed 
its nationwide 10-city tour. 

A random sampling of the 52 exhibiting 
companies confirmed Wilder’s expecta¬ 
tions, with most of the firms claiming the 
investment in the Caravan had been cost- 
justified before the tour was one-third 
complete. 

John Cullinane, the president of the 
software firm that bears his name, said 
one sale justified his expenditure of the 
$15,000 fora single booth. 

Cullinane is the software representative 
on the Caravan Advisory Panel, a seven- 
member group established early this year 
to help plan the user forums, select sites 
and cities, and promote the entire pro¬ 
gram. 

Other members include representatives 
from lomec, Inc., General Computer 
Systems, Lockheed Electronics, Univac, 
ICC/Milgo and Ampex. 

Avery Blake, vice-president of mar¬ 
keting for lomec, noted his firm had “a 
$7,000 sale within a half hour after the 

in the plan and which would not. 
The documents show IBM originally 

planned to reduce lease prices on all 
printers, tape units and controllers, and 
disk drives and controllers. 

No reason was given in the briefing plan 
for excluding certain products, but testi¬ 
mony in the Telex-IBM case indicated 
that the products included in the plan 
were those with competition from in¬ 
dependents, and the ones left on the 
30-day lease plan were those that had no 
competition. 

The documents seem to support this 
contention. The documents show for ex¬ 
ample, that IBM charted where the reduc¬ 
tions would place its equipment in com¬ 
parison with what else was available in 
the market. 

In the area of three-spindle 2314 con¬ 
figurations, IBM noted that its present 
price was S2,480/mo compared with the 
plug-compatible manufacturers’ average 
price of $2,260/mo. 

The reduction for a one-year lease 
brought the IBM price down to $2,282 
monthly, while the two-year 16% reduc¬ 
tion lowered the price further to 
$2,083/mo, under the competition. 

Long-Term Benefits 

IBM also charted the effect of the fixed- 
term plan on its own revenues before 
going ahead with it and found it would be 

show opened in Boston.” 
Dallas Talley, vice-president of mar¬ 

keting for General Computer Systems, 
noted his firm had a $150,000 sale to a 
user who never heard of us. 

Many of the exhibitors sent representa¬ 
tives to sit in on the panel discussions and 
workshops, to “hear what users are doing, 
and their attitudes, and/or evaluations of 
that which they have experienced,” ac¬ 
cording to a supervisor for AT&T. 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — In a realign¬ 
ment of management. Control Data Corp. 
has split its computer operations into 
three separate companies within the cor¬ 
poration. 

The move places operating responsibil¬ 
ities with a seven-member management 
committee. Chairman William C. Norris 
explained. 

The firms are: Control Data Systems & 
Services Co., Control Data Peripherals 
Products Co. and Control Data Mar¬ 
keting Co. 

The new president of the units are: 
Robert M. Price, Thomas G. Kamp and 
Paul G. Miller, respectively, who were 
formerly senior vice-presidents. Each will 
be a member of the new management 

beneficial in the long run. 
In the disk area, for example, the IBM 

plan estimated that during the 
1971-76 time span the fixed-term plan 
would generate additional revenues of 
$52.1 million on the 2314/2319 type of 
disk drives by preventing that many from 
going to the competition. 

IBM also estimated it would lose $17.1 
million over the same time period, by 
applying the plan to 2311s, but this 
would more than be made up by addi¬ 
tional revenues of $57.2 million expected 
from long-term leases for the 3330 unit. 

So while the firm estimated the plan’s 
effects would cost it some revenues in 
1971 and 1972 before the 3330 was on 
the market, the researchers said over the 
long run the firm would pick up $61.9 
million on the disk line more than it 
would have without the plan, apparently 
because it would keep users in the IBM 
fold who normally would have gone to 
the independent devices. 

In the card equipment area, however, 
the analysis turned up long-term losses 
instead of gains if the fixed-term lease 
was applied. The researchers found IBM 
would lose revenues of $106.2 million if 
the plan was applied to the 2540 card 
reader/punch and to other System 360 
I/O gear over the 1971-76 time span. 

In addition the firm estimated the pro¬ 
fitability of the 3505 Card Reader/Punch 
and the 3525 Controller would slip from 
25.1% of revenues to only 18.9% of 
revenues if the fixed-term plan were ap¬ 
plied to the card I/O gear. 

However, the firm might have a surprise 
in store for card equipment users since 
the report noted IBM “could do a card 
I/O price increase on own merit regardless 
of FTP.” 

In addition, the researchers said the firm 
should not “do FTP on System/3 I/O 
gear” because of profitability reasons 
and because such a long-term “lease” 
plan in the System/3 area might “slow 
migration within the system.” 

committee. 
With the new arrangement, Norris “will 

be able to devote much more time to 
planning and to growing relationships 
with other organizations, both in the U.S. 
and in other countries. 

In other areas. Control Data has indi¬ 
cated the DP services business of the 
Central Information Processing Corp., a 
subsidiary of CDC’s Commercial Credit 
Corp., will be absorbed by the newly 
acquired Service Bureau Corp. 

On the international front, CDC con¬ 
firmed it has engaged in trade discussions 
with the Soviet Union. “We have made 
proposals to them and we are making 
progress in these discussions,” a spokes¬ 
man said. 

Exhibitors Cite Caravan/73 Sales 

CDC Splits DP Into 3 Companies 

1400 PROGRAMS STILL 
PICKING YOUR POCKETS? 
Save time, core and rent with INSCO/CS 1400 Translator. This unique 
proprietary system has already converted over 1000 programs from 
Object to COBOL. Typical results: 360/40 DOS with disk programs— 
35% time savings; 370/155 OS tape programs—3 times faster using 
1 /3 the core. 

Besides these everyday savings, INSCO/CS Translator helps you get 
back the most on your original 1400 program investment. It rescues 
your programmers from the drudgery of second generation languages. 
And it eliminates costly patching, emulation and simulation forever. 

Why postpone the inevitable? Send today for our free brochure ‘The 
Better Way” or call Bob Russo: 212 - 553-8544. 

INSCO/CS Translator 
12 Gold Street 
Box 101 
New York. N.Y. 10038 

□ Send me "The Better Way". 

□ Prove it to me. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City, State & Zip 

INSCO/CS 
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Survey Indicates 

Communications Industry Should Help Educate User 
By Molly Upton 

Of the CW Staff 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Communica¬ 
tions users and industry representatives 
agreed in a recent survey here that more 
education and delineation of communica¬ 
tions capabilities and foibles are needed 
in order to advance the level of com¬ 
munications use. 

“The industry should be more respon¬ 
sive to the user and provide the facilities 
he needs,” commented Dick Fioretto of 
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line. 

He observed that the communications 
capabilities of the dial-up networks 
should be improved, and said users need 
more economical systems. Perhaps a dedi¬ 
cated system throughout the country 
would provide this, he added. 

Who Should Help? 

“Users need help, but I’m not sure it 
should necessarily come from the indus¬ 

try,” commented Dave Nordlund of the 
University of Kansas. “Users need a good 
handle on the kind of service that will 
supply their needs.” 

For example, he said, they need more 
information on data rates, code sets and 

Dick Fioretto 

how to assess their future equipment 
needs. 

“Perhaps some sort of book is needed 
detailing theoretical case histories involv¬ 
ing selection of equipment for particular 
needs,” he observed. 

“Users need to prime their intuition. 
Some aspects are not obvious. For in¬ 
stance,” he pointed out, “the most 
economical units may be inadequate for 
the system when it is upgraded. 

“There are too many factors in selection 
and use. It’s like raising a kid. You often 
don’t know if you’ve made a mistake 
until it’s too late.” ^ 

More Comparisons 

George Plofkin, a programmer for the 
Omaha Public Power District, said he 
would like to see more comparisons of 
specifications such as transmission speed. 

Plofkin is a time-sharing user and he said 
he thought T/S firms should publish 

Think 
Multimedia Data Entry 

KeyScanTM is a shared-processor, key/disk scanning 
system designed from the ground up, with the latest 
technology, to be the first high-performance, 
moderately priced multimedia data entry system. 

And that's a lot. It not only means scanning any 
or all of the common OCR fonts, OMR codes, holes, 
E13B magnetically and optically, but also the most 
advanced key/disk data entry system available 
today. KeyScan also reads small tags and has the 
capability to sort documents when required. 

But that’s not all. It can be just what you want it 
to be: a stand-alone key/disk system, an off-line print 
station, remote MICR terminal... whatever you need. 

And, as your requirements change, you can 

reconfigure your hardware and software to do the 
new job ... the best way. 

All this from a company with offices around the 
world and over 45 branch sales and service offices 
located across the country. Support services include 
programming, forms design, and systems design- 
all to suit your specific applications. 

So when you think data entry, think of Cummins 
KeyScan Multimedia Data Entry System. Then think 
of other systems and you decide which is best. 

CUMMINS 
CUMMINS-ALLISON CORP. 

CA 

Dave Nordlund 

throughput specifications. 
“Right now a user feels like he’s facing a 

used car salesman” when talking with 
vendors of different systems, he said. 
“It’s very hard to evaluate them,” he 
added. 

From the industry side, John Roush, 
central regional accounts executive for 
ICC-Milgo, said, “The industry should 
educate the'user more,” and should offer 

Bob Smith 
reliable equipment and service. 

In addition, equipment should be built 
with “increased diagnostic capabilities of 
hardware of all types,” he said. There 
should be more schools and seminars 
informing users about the various com¬ 
munications facilities and characteristics, 
he added. 

Alan G. Melkerson, midwest regional 
manager of Penril Data Communications, 
agreed there is a need for more diagnos¬ 
tics in equipment to help stop the finger¬ 
pointing between the user and various 
suppliers. 

Bob Smith, sales manager for OEM 
products, Paradyne, said manufacturers 
should put more of the communications 
controlling functions out of the realm of 
the CPU and put in a “smart box,” which 
would “relieve the user from having DP 
do functions which can and should be 
done outside,” he said. N 

Many users currently depend on DP for 
error control integrity and statistical con¬ 
trol, whereas these functions should be 
performed by a piece of communications 
gear, he said. 

Adapso Management Meeting 
Focuses on Profitability 

NEW ORLEANS - “An Environment 
of Profit - Now and Tomorrow” is the 
theme of the 38th annual Adapso Man¬ 
agement Conference which will be held 
here June 21-22 at the Royal Sonesta 

Hotel. 
General sessions and workshops will 

cover topics ranging from network infor¬ 
mation systems and data communications 
to the latest techniques in programming 
for data centers. The question of “Leas¬ 
ing versus Purchasing” will also be cov¬ 

ered. 
Concurrent Adapso/Software Industry 

Association sessions will feature discus¬ 
sions on the future of software, the orga¬ 
nization of a software company and im¬ 
portant issues facing the industry. 

For further information contact 
Adapso, 551 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 

10017. 
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Genesis One Aims at System/3 Peripherals Market 
By E. Drake Lundell Jr. 

Of the CW Staff 

Wanted: Firm manufacturing electrome¬ 
chanical peripherals for Svstem/3 that needs 
national end-user marketing. Also looking 
for similar terminal makers. 
NEW YORK - That ad or anything 

similar has never appeared anywhere and 
most likely will not. But it expresses the 
program underway at Genesis One here 
fairly succinctly: The national marketing 
organization is actively seeking new com¬ 
panies to represent and is particularly 
interested in the System/3 peripherals 
area and in the terminal business. 

Myron Angier, president of the firm, 
noted that the more than 15,000 S/3 
users have very few sources for peripheral 
equipment and therefore are unable to 
obtain the savings often possible through 
the use of independently manufactured 
peripherals. 

He said one of the major reasons hold¬ 
ing back development in this area is the 

Foreign Orders 

& Installations 

The Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas, 
S.A., Switzerland, has ordered a Model 
6030 system from Honeywell, for opera¬ 
tion of private accounts and traditional 
banking applications. 

Nomura Securities Co. Ltd., Japan, has 
ordered a Univac 1110 to be used as the 
center of an integrated information com¬ 
plex. 

The Caisse Regionale de Credit Agricole 
Mutuel, a bank in Puy-de-Dome, France, 
has ordered a Honeywell Series 6000. 

The First National City Bank has 
ordered 100 NCR 399 computers for 
installation in 22 countries, including 
Lebanon, Malaysia and Ecuador. The 
systems will be used to automate the 
back-office processing of demand-deposit 
accounts. 

The. National Iranian Oil Company is 
installing twin Wcstinghouse 2500 com¬ 
puters on the Ahwaz-Rey Second Crude 
Oil pipeline, for use in a supervisory 
control system. 

The French Postal Ministry has ordered 
a second Postal Address Reader-Indexer 
System (Paris) from Recognition Equip¬ 
ment France, S.A. 

Three Japanese banks, the Osaka Bank 
of Osaka, the Kyoto Chuo Credit Bank of 
Kyoto and the OJi Credit Bank of Tokyo, 
have ordered a total of seven NCR Cen¬ 
tury 300 systems to monitor installment 
loans and deposits and to process ac¬ 
counts. 

Keio University in Tokyo, Japan, has 
ordered a Univac 1106 computer system 
for use in research programs, administra¬ 
tion and computer science courses. 

Fiducia GmbH, a German data process¬ 
ing center serving a conglomerate of 
banks, has ordered nine Pertec 3700 com¬ 
puter-output-microfilm systems from 
Agfa-Gevaert, Pertec Corp.’s European 
representative. 

The National Institute for Nuclear and 
Particles Physics at the University of Paris 
has ordered two Cyber 70 Model 72 
systems from Control Data Corp. The 
systems will aid in processing data 
gathered from scanning devices which 
photograph vapor paths in bubble cham¬ 
bers. 

Zenkyoren, a Japanese concern which 
handles insurance for agricultural com¬ 
munities, has installed a Univac 1110 
system for use in processing policies and 
statistical work. 

The Central Computer Agency in the 
United Kingdom has ordered a Univac 
1106 system to be used by the central 
statistical office for economic forecasting 
and research. 

fact that there are not really that many 
engineers around capable of developing 
the low-end electromechanical peripheral 
equipment. 

“Ninety-eight percent of the engineers 
in the business are working solely on 
electronic equipment. What we’re looking 

Company Profile 

for is a firm made up of the other 2% of 
the engineers in the business.” 

He noted it would be difficult for a 
smaller engineering-oriented firm to mar¬ 
ket “small ticket” items lik« peripherals 
for S/3s and to finance them over as long 
a lease period as would be necessary. 

But, Angier noted, if a firm had the 
marketing arm it could probably get the 
lease financing in today’s money market. 
And, needless to say that is where Genesis 
One could come in, he said. 

The firm already has a national sales 
force and sells equipment made by several 
different manufacturers, so it could 

handle lower-ticket items because the 
selling cost of each Item would be spread 
out across the entire line of equipment 
the salesman is handling. 

In addition, turning to an independent 
organization for marketing would prevent 
a lot of headaches for the small manufac¬ 
turer, he said, and would allow him to 
reach the market faster than would be 
possible if he had to set up an organiza¬ 
tion from scratch. 

Easier Than 360s? 

“Penetrating the System/3 market,” 
Angier predicted, “will be at least as 
easy, if not easier than penetrating the 
360 market.” 

This is because the S/3 is basically a less 
sophisticated system and so the users 
should not have to worry as much about 
the possibility of degrading performance 
if foreign equipment is added. 

In addition, a great deal of the S/3 
equipment market would be in off-line 
peripherals, such as card equipment, he 
noted. 

The marketing would have to be com¬ 
pletely on a replacement basis, he noted, 
meaning IBM would install a complete 
system and the user would gain some 
experience with it before thinking about 
turning to outside sources. 

Genesis One has been actively looking 
for firms that are established in the area, 
he said, but have not found any as yet. 
However, he noted, there is a possibility 
that Japanese firms or other foreign pro¬ 
ducers might have this capability. 

In addition, Angier said, the firm is 
looking at other large growth areas in the 
computer business in hopes of finding 
firms that want national end-user mar¬ 
keting and he noted the area of com¬ 
munications terminals, particularly intel¬ 
ligent terminals. 

Basically, Genesis One is looking for 
firms that have proven they can manufac¬ 
ture a product and which probably have 
sold products in the OEM market for a 
while, but which are now eyeing the more 
lucrative end-user market. 

YOU CAN GET 
THE BEST AUDIOVISUAL 
EDP TRAINING SYSTEM 
FROM CONTROL DATA 
OR McGRAW-HILL 

THEYCET IT FROM 
EDUTRONICS. 
Edutronics is the leading producer of audio-visual systems for training of EDP professionals. 
In fact, thousands of people—from programmers through top management have learned how 
to use EDP more effectively because of our films, tapes, study guides, workbooks and other 
materials. 

So it's not very surprising that two of the largest educational companies in the world— 
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION and McGRAW-HILL—selected the EDUTRONICS system 
as an important element in their own product lines. They both have the resources to produce 
good audio-visual training materials. But why ‘re-invent the wheel’ when the best is already 
available. From EDUTRONICS. 

If you’re in industry and presently looking for a way to improve internal communications, espe¬ 
cially within the data processing department, check out the EDUTRONICS TOTAL SYSTEMS 
APPROACH. We have more than 300 lessons with messages people won’t forget. They’re 
grouped into modular courses, covering everything from fundamental computer concepts to 
sophisticated techniques and applications. The result is something for everyone, regardless 
of specialization, corporate position or economic justification. 

If you’re in a school or a college, you should get it from McGraw-Hill. 

If you’re in business or industry, get it from Control Data ... or us. EDUTRONICS! 

Edutronics 
iVstems international, inc. 

Lakeside Office Park, Wakefield, Mass. 01880 
(617) 246-0914 

Offices in Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, Kansas City, Boston, 
Toronto, Paris, London and other principal cities. 

A Subsidiary of Coleman American Companies, Inc. 
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The serendipitous 
Univac DCT ~ 500 

Again available on short notice. We’ve more than doubled production 
on our fast-selling UNIVAC" DCT-500 Data Communication Terminal. 

Here are some reasons why the UNIVAC DCT-500 is industry’s most 
wanted hard copy terminal: 30 ops, 132 print positions, computer quality 
printout, up to 6-part forms. 

And along with the UNIVAC DCT-500 you get Sperry Univac support 
and reliabilty. 

Whatever your data communications requirements, check first with the 
Sperry Univac Communications and Terminals representative in your area, or 
call free 800-453-5323. 

UNIVAC DCT-500 Data Communication Terminal 

SPEn^VHS-UNIVAC 
Only when our customers succeed do we succeed. 

Terminals 

Chicago New York 

Infotron 
Multiplexer 

-840 Miles ■ 
One Line 

Remote 
Terminals 

We’ll give you 30 days to find out 
which data communications system costs less. 

On the face of it, that may not 
seem like much of a challenge. 

Just count the leased long 
lines and you’re done: 
nine leased lines will always 
cost more than one. 

In the actual example that 
we based our illustration on, 
they cost exactly $5,410.06 a 
month more—even allowing 
for the lease costs of our 
equipment. 

Time Division multiplexers: 
the efficient, least expensive 
way to fill a leased line with 
more data than Alexander 
Graham What’s His Name 
ever dreamed of. 

Which brings us back to 
our challenge: it’s not a 
challenge. It’s an offer. 

A very straightforward 
offer: we’ll come in, review 
your requirements, design a 

Infotron Systems 

system and propose the 
system to you. 

If our proposal makes 
sense to you—order the 
system. But, make your order 
subject to cancellation during 
the first 30 days after we 
install. 

Sound fair? Or better than 
fair? Drop us a line and we’ll 
call to set up an appointment. 

Semiconductor Memories 
May Increase Market Share 

By Molly Upton 
Of the CW Staff 

NEW YORK — The U.S. independent memory market is expected 
to grow from S445 million in 1972 to S598 million in 1976, and the 
seminconductor portion of this market will jump from S55 million 
to 5148 million, Dr. Thomas A. Longo of Fairchild Semiconductor 
Components Group told a recent meeting of analysts here. 

The trend towards more memory in computer systems is evidenced 
by the 10% to 15% annual growth rate in the industry, while the 
memory segment is achieving a 15% to 25% increase, he said. 
The use of semiconductors is “increasing much more rapidly 

because they are displacing other forms of memory such as core,” he 
observed. 

The disk/drum segment of the market will continue to grow, he 
said, from 5240 million in 1972 to 5370 million in 1976. The core 
sector, however, will decline to almost half, from 5150 million in 
1972 to 580 million in 1976, he predicted. 

By 1976, Longo said he expects the total number of bits of 
information installed in computer systems will be four times greater 
than today, with both main memory and mass storage growing at 
nearly the same rate. 

“In main memory, cores are expected to double in volume, while 
semiconductors are expected to increase by a factor of 10,” he said. 

“From an industry-wide standpoint, in 1972 there were some six 

billion bits of U.S. non-captive (non-IBM) 
semiconductor memory installed in com¬ 
puter systems,” he continued. 

“In the next few years — probably by 
1976 —this is expected to climb to 50 
billion bits of memory each year. And 
depending on our progress in penetrating 
the main memory areas, by 1980 it could 
be well over 100 billion bits installed 
annually,” Longo said. 

With this increase in volume will come a 
substantial reduction in price per bit. 
Although he said forcasting prices in such 
a volatile industry is difficult, he pro¬ 
jected prices for MOS memory to average 
about 0.2 cent/bit during 1976. 

Current prices, he said, are around 0.3 
cent/bit in volume, whereas in 1972, the 
average was about 0.6 cent/bit, he said. 

In the bipolar area, he sees prices going 
from 3 cent/bit today to 0.5 cent/bit in 
1976. “This is about equal to the MOS 
prices of late 1972 so the superior per¬ 
formance of bipolar, competing with 
MOS price advantages will remain a factor 
in customers’ decisions, he added. 

In the battlefield of the main memory 
market, Longo said he expects solid state 
technologies beginning to take over by 
1975-76, with competition between the 
semiconductor technologies. He said he 
sees the battle as a “cost versus perform¬ 
ance struggle between N-channel MOS 
and bipolar.” 

Mass storage memory, such as disks, 
film and magnetic techniques, offers an 
“untapped area of potential,” he noted. 

Many firms in the industry are working 
on new device technologies that will 
bridge the performance and cost gap, now 
held by virtual memory, between the 
main memory system and mass storage 
areas, Longo said. 

Development of the magnetic bubble, 
and other techniques could have “signifi¬ 
cant impact” in disk and other storage 
areas, he said. 

Over the next four years, Longo sees the 
marketplace breaking down relatively 
evenly between bipolar and MOS. In 
1972, the marketshare held by semicon¬ 
ductor random-access memories (RAM) 
and read-only memories (ROM) was $55 
million, of which $33 million was in 
MOS, $22 million in bipolar. 

By 1976, he said, MOS sales should rise 
to $78 million, with bipolar in the $70 
million range. 

Infotron 
Multiplexer 

Central 
Computer 

Infotron Systems Corporation / 7300 N. Crescent Boulevard, Pennsauken, N.J. 08110 / (609) 665-3864 

Fairchild Buys Cogar Plant 
To Expand MOS Facilities 

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. - Fairchild 
Camera and Instrument Corp. has signed 
a contract to purchase the Wappingers 
Falls plant which housed semiconductor 
operations of Cogar Corp. 

The facility will be used to expand 
manufacturing capacity for metal oxide 
semiconductor (MOS) integrated circuits. 

Fairchild also plans to expand its MOS 
capacity here. 
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Road to Pom/nonte - 

IBM Papers 
T/iis series on market penetration by the 

IBM 360 series examines analyses made 
by IBM of the market from 1967 through 
1969. Part II on Page 36 looks at the 
reduction suffered by IBM competitors 
by 1969. Part III, on Page 37, examines 
the share achieved by IBM in each sector 
of the systems market. 

By Alan Taylor 
Special to Computerworld 

The competition against IBM’s System/ 
360 during the last years of its marketing 
Ufe diminished fast, dropping from 36% 
of the average market to under 20% in 
the two years before 1970, according to 
newly available IBM documents released 
in the Greyhound-IBM suit. 

Moreover, the hold over any particular 
market segment by any of the competi¬ 
tors was unstable, and indicated the IBM 
umbrella, while possibly acceptable for 
the competition taken as a whole, was 
not able to help the fortunes of competi¬ 
tors individually. 

To establish a solid base, we must look 
back to 1967 and survey the markets as 
seen from White Plains then. IBM did its 
competitive analysis in seven marketing 
areas labeled A for the large-Model 90 
through F for the small Model 20 market 
(See Figure 1). 

At the end of 1967 only in the hard¬ 
wired Model 75 system area, which had 
always been an oddity of the 360 range 

Firm Range 
1966/7 

Share 

Burroughs A (360/90s, 195s) 100% 

D (360/50S) 8% 

E (360/40S) 10% 

Control B (360/75s,85s) 31% 

Data C (360/65s67s) 12% 

General 
Electric 

C (360 65s,67s) 5% 

Honeywell E (360/40S) 4% 

F (360/25s,30s) 10% 
G (360/20S, 
System 3s) 

12% 

RCA E (360/40S) 10% 

F (360/25S, 30s) 4% 

Uni vac B (360/75s,85s) 30% 

C (360/65s,67s) 17% 

G (360/20s, 

System 3s) 

22% 

Figure 2. The IBM 1967 figures show 
competition with more than 4% of any of 
the marketplaces of the System 360 in 14 
cases. These set the scene for the story of 
1968/69 competitive activity. 

and which had been kept over from non- 
microprogrammed processor times, was 
combined competition able to sell more 
equipment in a marketing range than 
IBM. 

The success stories were in the lower, 
less powerful systems. A solid block of 
these existed. 

The average market penetration in the 

Australian Post Office 
Seeks Bids for Network 

Special to Computerworld 

CANBERRA, Australia — The Austra¬ 
lian Post Office (APO) has released a 
hardware-software RFP for a national 
computing network based on Sydney and 
Melbourne as two main processing cen¬ 
ters. 

Smaller satellite centers in Melbourne, 
Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and 
Hobart will be linked by high speed com¬ 
munication lines. The proposal is ex¬ 
pected to be worth over $28.5 million. 
The bids close June 6 with completion 

of benchmarks by July 7. Main char¬ 
acteristics of the network are: on-line 
data entry; direct access storage; and 
modular programming with a common 
framework. Hub of the network will be 
four large systems, two in Sydney and 
two in Melbourne. These systems will 
contain approximately IM bytes of main 
memory. 

■ Port I 

Project 360 Maricet Sliare 
area from the smallest 360/20, to the 
large time-sharing virtual 360/67s was 
over 70%. Here they were outselling all 
competition by 2-1, with the fabulously 

Analysis 

successful Model 50s pulling 88% of the 
orders in that area. 
The documents show some confusion 

and much variation in the competitive 
situation. 

14 Competitors 

Even so, there were 14 different cases 
shown where a specific competitive firm 
held more than 4% of one of the IBM 
defined markets (Figure 2). 

Undoubtedly, these segments could be 
used to show that competition was able 
to grow under IBM’s umbrella and possi¬ 

bly disprove the Justice Department’s 
charge that IBM was somehow monopo- 
hzing the market. This was in spite of 
IBM figures showing over 70% IBM oc¬ 
cupation of the U.S. Model 20 through 
67 markets. 

The picture in 1967 was in many ways 
just one-dimensional. The fortunes of 
IBM and its competitors were shown only 
at one point in time. 

Events Reveal 

Luckily, IBM figures allow us to see 
what happened to the IBM 20 through 67 
70%-penetration block, and what hap¬ 
pened to the 14 competitive markets 
during the next two years. 

Theoretically, the idea of system genera¬ 
tions should have caused the IBM pene¬ 
tration (as measured by system orders) to 
decrease during this period, as the new 
System 370s were about to replace the 
360s. 

Figure 1. IBM Position in U.S. Computer 
Markets Before Justice Sued (1966/67). 
(Source: IBM’s Commercial Analysis, 
Feb.9,1970) 

What actually appeared to happen, how¬ 
ever, was very different for both competi¬ 
tion and IBM itself. On page 36, we paint 
the picture of competition and of IBM 
itself as the 360 marketing life was clos¬ 
ing down. 

370lei4Se 
IBM oloAlhu/ 

TERM 4 YEARS 4 YEARS 

RENTAL 100% MAC noo/ INCLUDING 
MAINTENANCE 

2 YEAR TERMINATION 

PENALTIES 6 MONTHS RENT 2 MONTHS RENT 

ITC 4K% 7% 

RENEWAL ANNUAL EXTENSIONS MONTH TO MONTH 

- In addition; 
call us for our unmatched 
7 & 8 year financial leases. 

ALANTHUS CORPORATION 
The 370 

olonihu/ 
White Plains, N.Y. (914) 428-3703 Oak Brook, III. (312) 654-4635 

Palo Alto, Calif. (415) 326-0750 Atlanta, Ga. (404) 252-2991 
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Firm Range 1966/7 Share 1968/9 Share 

Burroughs A (360/90s, 195s) 100% -23% Share; Wiped out 

D (360/50s) 8% 5% Share; 37% off 
E (360/40S) 10% 8% Share; 20% off 

Average Corporation Position; 52% of 1967 Market Share Gone 

Control B (360/75S, 85s) 31% 17% Share; 44% off 

Data C (360/65S, 67s) 12% 7% Share; 58% off 

Average Corporation Position; 51% of 1967 Market Share Gone 

General C (360/65S, 67s) 5% 2% Share; 60% off 

Electric 

Average Corporation Position; 60% of 1967 Market Share Gone 

Honeywell E (360/40S) 4% 5% Share; 25% up 

F (360/25S, 30s) 10% 6% Share; 40% off 

G (360/20s, 

System 3s) 12% 3% Share; 75% off 

Average Corporation Position; 30% of 1967 Market Share Gone 

RCA E (360/40S) 10% 7% Share; 30% off 

F (360/25S, 30s) 4% 2% Share; 50% off 

Average Corporation Position; 40% of Market Share Gone 

Univac B (360/75S, 85s) 30% 27% Share; 10% off 

C (360/65S, 67s) 17% 7% Share; 60% off 

G (360/20S, 
System 3s) 22% 6% Share; 70% off 

Average Corporation Position; 47% of Market Share Gone 

The Road to Dominance - Part H 

IBM Papers Reveal Changes In Market 
Penetration by 360s Between ’67, ’69 

Figure 1. The significant (4% or above) market shares held by IBM 
competitors in 1967 are compared with the equivalent holdings for 
the same companies in the same marketplaces for the following two 
years. 

By Alan Taylor 
Special to Computerworld 

During 1968/69 the IBM White Plains commer¬ 
cial analysis watch on the 360-competitive market¬ 
place showed some drastic changes compared with 
1966/67, particularly at the top and bottom mar¬ 
ket ranges where competition appeared to have 
had its strongest hold. 

For the top end, the two-year averages ended 
1968/69 when compared with the two year aver¬ 
ages ended 1966/67, showed IBM had totally 
captured the suddenly booming super-scale com¬ 
puter market with net orders of 18 Model 
360/195s. 

This moved IBM’s figure from 50% to 100% of 
the net orders. The two competitors in the market¬ 
place, Burroughs and Control Data, suffered from 
cancellations of the orders given in 1966/67 for 
systems making them ineffective in the one area 
where they appeared to be strongest. 

At the low end the introduction and success of 

“Thanks to 
Computer Leasing Company 

I have $120,000 more 
to spend on my 

programming staff 
this year aione!” 

the IBM System/3 had boosted the IBM share of 
the market from 65% to 87%. IBM, a year after 
the filing of the Justice suit, was now out-selling 

the combined competition by 7-1 in a marketplace 
that had also apparently been a secure haven for 
Honeywell (down by 75%) and Univac (down by 
77%). 

IBM gains had also been scored in the Model 65 
area (increasing its percentage from 64% to over 
80%); in the Models 25/30 area (72% to 75%); and 
in the Model 40 area (73% to 75%). 

Even where IBM had suffered a total disaster as it 
had with the Model 85 — which had not gained a 
single order in 1969 — the IBM percentage had still 
increased from 39% to 51%. Nowhere had there 
been even a slight IBM decline in any System 360 
market! 

The strong 1966/67 Burroughs showing in the 
Model 25 through Model 50 marketplaces peaking 
at 15% against the Model 40 marketplace was 
vanishing. Although the Model 40 marketplace was 

expanding 10% a year, the Burroughs 
sales of the B3500 were coming down. 
The 1967 peak of 134 Burroughs orders 

Data Processing Managers know that the 
money CLC saves you is more than just green 
stuff. It's programmers, new software, a faster 
CPU. more memory. In short, it buys you what¬ 
ever you need most to expand the productivity of 
your computer facility. 

Or look at it another way. If you're under 
the gun to cut costs ... to live within a shrunken 
budget . . . the CLC problem-solvers will show 
you how to do it without sacrificing that level 
of capability and efficiency you've worked so 
hard to achieve. 

Mind you, we can't save everybody $120,- 
000 a year. (On the other hand, we are saving 

some customers a great deal more than that.) 
But whether you need a single tape drive or an 
entire large-scale system, you can count on CLC 
for quick delivery of immaculate IBM and other 
computer hardware ... for substantially less 
than you're paying now. 

You may purchase, lease or rent the 
equipment. You will find that CLC offers more 
plans than the manufacturers, and we can give 
you just as much flexibility as they can. 

It all starts with a call or letter to CLC. 
The sooner you do it, the sooner you can start 
enjoying the fruits of a wise decision. 

ICOIVIPANY 

2001 Jefferson Davis Highway • Arlington, Virginia 22202 • (703) 521-2900 

Los Angeles • San Francisco • Houston • St. Louis • Charlotte • Philadelphia • New York • New Haven 

“The men who know their business get their computing equipment from CLC." 

had been reduced to a 1969 figure of 
only 69 — nearly cut in half. 

Similarly in the Model 25/30 market¬ 
place, the Burroughs orders, which in ’67 
had peaked at 165 systems, had by 1969 
been cut to only 59 systems. 

Nor was the picture much brighter for 
Burroughs in the Model 50 marketplace. 

Their penetration had decreased by 
37%. 

This was discouraging for as a new 
system, the Burroughs B6500 had been 
announced some years after the compet¬ 
ing 360/50. Clearly, if a six-year-old 
Model 50 could outsell the B6500, a new 
IBM announcement could be expected to 
wipe it out. 

Honeywell Orders Halved 

Honeywell, the only other non-IBM 
manufacturer to have apparently achieved 
a “protected” market (through having 
sizable entries in three contiguous mar¬ 
kets) was also having its problems. 

White Plains figures indicated a much 
faster Honeywell sales drop was occurring 
than in the equivalent IBM series. By 
1969 the Honeywell 200 netted only 50 
systems, down by 190 from the ’66 peak 
of 240. 

True, these orders were being aug¬ 
mented by the newer Honeywell 125 
(similar to the IBM 360/25 augmentation 
of the 360/30). Even so, this was only 
taking 36 systems in 1969. Some dwin¬ 
dling support was also available from the 
Honeywell 1200, now down to 23 from 
its 1967 figure of 82 orders. 

In all, the 1969 figures for the market¬ 
place showed the Honeywell market op¬ 
posite the 360/25/30S with only 110 net 
orders, about half its 1967 figures of 201. 

The Model 20 type marketplace was one 
of the two great expansion marketplaces 
of 1969. It had now tripled in size to 
6,000, from the 1967 figures of a net of 
1,833 systems. 
Honeywell’s proportion, however, had 

not tripled. In fact Honeywell had not 

even maintained its ’67 sales rate, drop¬ 
ping from 275 systems in 1967 to 143 in 
1969. 

Univac Replaces CDC 

In fact the only market opposite the 
System 360, which now looked to be 
open, was the “B Market” — the 360/75 
and 85 market. Here the Univac 1108, 
Model 2, had sold 18 systems in the past 
year, abruptly taking over market leader¬ 
ship from the CDC 6600, which was 
down to only 3 systems in 1969, from 14 
in 1968. 

The IBM Models 75 and 85 gained 11 
orders during 1969, and over the two 

(Continued on Page 37) 
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PAY-RYTE 
COMPLETE 

PAYROLL 

SYSTEM 
IBM 360/370 

Burroughs-NCR I 
Multi-Co./Div./Dept. 
Weekly, Bi-Weekly 
Semi-Monthly, Monthly 
Salaried and/or Hourly 
Commissions-Bonuses, Etc. 
Up to 99 Pay Codes 
Up to 99 Deduction Codes 
27 Deductions/Employee 
State & Local Tax Routines 
All Pertinent Reports (14) 
Checks-941 A's - W2's 
Complete Documentation 

$4,800 
(6500 Eff. 6/15/73) 

CONDATA, INC. 
1809 Walnut Street 

Philadephia, Pa. 19103 
(215) LO-9 4240 

Road to Dominance — Part HI 

IBM Moves to 80% Market Penetration 
By Alan Taylor 

Special to Computerworld 

During the last years of the 
marketing life of the System 
360, IBM’s position was ana¬ 
lyzed by their own competitive 
analysts as a part of the competi¬ 
tive process. These figures have 
now been studied and the results 
are shown in Figure 2. 

This shows the penetration 
IBM had made in each of the 
marketplaces in 1967, and by 

the end of 1969, and the per¬ 
centage change involved during 
1968 and 1969. 

Going down this market-by¬ 
market summary it can be seen 
that in only one of the seven 
markets - Market D — was IBM 
at the 80% level in 1967. 

By contrast at the end of 1969, 
when the 360 was about to be 
replaced, it had achieved (and 
indeed over-shot) the 80% mar¬ 
ket level in three more markets, 
making a total of four mar¬ 
kets - A, C, D and G - where it 
now held this powerful position. 

The total average penetration 
was also up, according to the 
IBM figures. While in 1967 the 
average over the whole market¬ 
place including the 370/75 and 

Market 

1966/7 

Share 

1968/9 

Share 

Comparison With 81% "Almost 

Complete Domination" Level 

A (360/195s, 90s) 50% 100% Domination Achieved 1969 

B (360/75S, 85s) 39% 56% ACD stiM two more years off, if 
this trend continues 

C (360/65S, 67s) 65% 82% Domination apparently achieved, 
1969 

D (360/50S) 88% 89% Domination retained 

E (360/40s! 73% 77% ACD just four percentage points 
off 

F (360/25S, 30s) 72% 74% Moving up slowly 

G (360/20S 
Svstem/3s) 

65% 87% Domination Apparently Achieved 
in 1969 

AM 360 Market 
.Average 

64.5% 81% "Almost Complete Domination" 

Achieved in 1969 

Figure 2. IBM Market Shares 
equivalent shares in 1969. 

up was 64.5%, the new advances 
had driven market penetration 
up to a position over 80%. 

In fact, as shown by the IBM 
figures, as the 370 was being 
prepared for market, IBM was 
still receiving 81% of the new 
orders for System 360 markets. 

This 81%, which turned out to 
be the average IBM-recorded 
penetration right across the 
360-board, was mentioned in 
another part of the same docu¬ 
ments containing the IBM fig¬ 
ures. 

It was defined, fairly explicitly, 
as being ALMOST COMPLETE 
DOMINATION — an item that 

6250bpi 
tape subsystems 
dual speed /dual density 

The STC 3600/3800 Series 
High Density Tape Subsystems 

model speed (ips) density (bpi) 

3685 250/125 1600/6250 
3675 200/100 1600/6250 

3670 200 1600/6250 
3650 125 1600/6250 
3640 100 1600/6250 
3630 75 1600/6250 

triple storage capacity per reel 

dual speed/dual density 

multitrack error correction 

increased throughput 

1973 delivery 

The 3600/3800 Series High Density Tape Subsystems from Storage Technology. 

A/ways a step or two ahead. 
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 

2270 South 88th Street, Louisville, Colorado 80027, (303) 666-6581 

held in 1967 are compared with 

may interest many people who 
have tried to define this term for 
years. 

This definition occurs in con¬ 
junction with the activities of 
one of the smaller U.S. com¬ 
puter manufacturers. Digital 
Equipment Corp. 

While noting that the competi¬ 
tion (offering 44 different com¬ 
puters from a score of manufac¬ 
turers) had racked up 470 sales 
against the IBM 1130, the 
analyst, J.S. Cassidy commented 
that “DEC continued its almost 
complete domination of com¬ 
petitive activity in this category. 
Over 81% of competitions’ net 
orders for the year come from 
this company’s systems.” 

So — it looks as though IBM 
had moved forward to “almost 
complete domination” of the 
360 marketplace by the end of 
the 360 market life, despite the 
Department of Justice’s and the 
other antitrust suits. 

Market Shares Change 
(Continued from Page 36) 

year period were solidly in the 
lead. 

Again, this replacement of 
Control Data by Univac, and the 
fortunes of Burroughs and 
Honeywell demonstrated the 
lack of stability of any manufac¬ 
turer within any 360 market. 

The IBM-created 1969 figures 
indicated an increasing trend of 
IBM success in penetrating the 
total marketplace opposite its 
360 line from the System/3 
through the giant 360/195. 

Still, even though by 1969 IBM 
had increased its share from the 
65% average of 1967 — was this 
in itself justification for the Jus¬ 
tice Department suit? 

Mere bigness is not necessarily 
an evil, according to the law. 
Nor is growth. What is important 
is the question of domination. 

Pertet Names 
Poppa President 

LOS ANGELES-Ryal R. 
Poppa has been named president 
and chief executive officer of 
Pertec Corp. He succeeds Harold 
A. Kurth, who resigned last 
December as part of a settlement 
of a proxy fight waged by dissi¬ 
dent shareholders. 

Executive 
Corner 

■ Joseph J. Ciasullo has been 
named vice-president and con¬ 
troller of Sperry Univac. 
■ Joseph D. Koenig has been 

named a vice-president of Diablo 
Systems, Inc. 

Position 
Announcements 

PROFESSIONAL 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 

We seek analysts looking for a chal¬ 

lenge, who want to roll up their 

sleeves and get a job done. Must be 
well versed in interviewing users, de¬ 

fining problems, examining alterna¬ 
tives and writing design and program¬ 

ming specifications. Should have 
demonstrated outstanding ability in 

any of these areas: 

—Financial Systems 
—Residential Construction Systems 
—Material Control Systems 

We offer excellent salaries open and 
contingent upon experience. Working 
conditions and benefits are excellent 
and include cafeteria, vacation, sick 
leave, hospitalization, life and dis¬ 
ability insurance and profit sharing. 

Send Resume to: 
Personnel Department 

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
1111 S. Bayshore Drive 
Miami, Florida 33131 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

CDC 3500 
ANALYST 

Experienced master analyst needed 
to work as senior analyst in a Data¬ 
centre environment. 

Candidates must have at least 2 year’s 
O/S experience with the 3500. 

Send resume or call collect: 
Mr. Bill Smiley 

Multiple Access Limited 
885 Don Mills Road 

DON MILLS. Ontario 
CANADA 

(41G) 443-3981 

PROGRAMMER 
The qualified applicant will have: 

• 3 years COBOL experience in a 
business environment 

• Some BAL experience highly 
desirable 

• Must be promotable to systems 
analyst 

• 3rd generation computer in¬ 
stalled 

• REI programming experience 
highly desirable 

Only resumes with complete salary 
history will be considered. All quali¬ 
fied applicants will be contacted for a 
personal interview. 

CARTE BLANCHE CORP. 
3460 Wilshire Blvd. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90010 

■ I ■ I ■ I ■ I ■ I ■ I ■ I ■ I ■ I ■ 

^ SYSTEMS - 
ENGINEER 

Due to an inter-company 
transfer. Ortho presently has 
an opening in our Data Proc¬ 
essing Dept, for a creative, 
self-starting professional with 
a minimum of 4 years in a 
360/DOS environment with 
solid exposure to assembler & 
COBOL languages & multi¬ 
programming. 

Duties will include responsi¬ 
bility for the total Systems 
Engineering function on a 
360/30/DOS environment that 
plans a transition to 370/DOS 
environment within the next 
year. Functions will cover 
systems generation, software 
development & evaluation, 
spooling & multi-programming 
duties and overall researching 
of the operating characteristics 
of the computer equipment. 

This is an excellent oppor¬ 
tunity to join a leader in the 
pharmaceutical industry at a 
critical stage in the develop¬ 
ment & growth of its data 
processing function. 

Qualified individual should 
forward their resume with 
present salary & requirements 
in strictest confidence to 
Robert T. Moran, Manager, 
Employment. 

ORIHO 

PH ARM ACED'HCAL 

COHPOR/VnON 

(A C ompany) 

Route 202. Raritan. New Jersey 08869 

an equal opportunity employer M, F 
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POSITION ANNOUNCEMENTS 

DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS 

COMPUTING SERVICES: 
Must have sufficient technical back¬ 
ground to undertake operation of 
large university complex encom¬ 
passing both business and academic 
functions. Masters Degree and a mini¬ 
mum of 2 yrs. experience in com¬ 
puter services operation at the man¬ 
agerial level. 

Position open July 1. 1973 — 
resumes accepted May 10 through 
May 31. Please submit to 

Mr. H.C. Koelbl 
Director of Personnel 

Arizona State University 
Tempe, Arizona 85281 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ASSOCIATE WANTED 
FOR LIBRARY SYSTEMS: 

Staff position reporting to Dean of 
Libary Administration. Works with 
library units in developing systems 
using machine applications. Success¬ 
ful experience in systems and com¬ 
puter applications and course work in 
related fields necessary. University 
libary experience desirable. Salary 
commensurate with experience. 
Usual benefits. Send resumes to: 

Robert O. Johnson, Chairperson 
Library Search Committee 

Room 600 Main Library 
University of Cincinnati 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 
Phone: (513) 475-4471 
An Equal Opportunity 

Affirmative Action employer 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER 

Telecommunications program¬ 
mer with minimum 4 years 
experience in programming 
message-and date switching 
systems. 

Ftosition is on Corporate Tele¬ 
communications Staff and in¬ 
volves programming of CDC 
Dual M-1000 switching com¬ 
puters for new applications 
and revision of current appli¬ 
cations which are Data switch¬ 
ing between center and IBM 
360’s and 1130’s at 2000 BPS 
(soon to be 4800 BPS) and 
Corporate Worldwide Message 
Systems with Teletype Termi¬ 
nals. 

Salary commensurate with 
education and experience. 

DATA PLANNER 
Corporate Telecommunica¬ 
tions Staff position to plan 
and control data transmission 
applications. Technical know¬ 
ledge of terminal and modem 
operation essential. Engineer¬ 
ing degree and experience in 
Data systems analysis and 
planning desirable. 

Work with Corporate Informa¬ 
tion Interchange and other iso¬ 
lated data transmission sys¬ 
tems. Technical and opera¬ 
tional evaluation of modems, 
all classes of terminals, trans¬ 
mission facilities and multi¬ 
plexing equipment. 

Attractive salary and outstand¬ 
ing employee benefits. 

Please mail resume including salary requirements to; 

MANAGEMENTS RECRUITING & PLACEMENT 
CENTRAL OPERATIONS — CHRYSLER CENTER 

CIMS 417-04-1 1 
P.O. Box 1919 

Detroit, Michigan 48231 

CHRYSLER 
CORPORATION 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Buy Sell 
Swap 

FOR SALE 
Mohawk Equipment 

(2) 1320 Buffered Printers 
(2) 1105 Data 

Recorders with 
paper tape 
readers used to 
drive printers 
7TR, 200 BPI 140 ch. 

(2) 1103 Data Recorders 
Communicator, 
7TR, 200 BPI 80 ch. 

METRO DATA SYSTEMS, INC. 

Box 4697, Tulsa, Ok. 74104 

(918) 932 2395 

360/30 

SUBLEASE 

"SPECIAL SITUATION" 

We want the best price we can 
get for this 65K CPU with 
1051/1052, whatever that price 
turns out to be! 

One year minimum, we would 
like to include three 231 Is and a 
controller. Keep your present 
printer and 2540, replace the 
balance with our computer — at 
savings only you can determine! 

CW Box # 3852 
60 Austin Street 

Newton, Mass. 02160 

BUY SELL SWAP 

For lease by 
owner 

(for 18 months) 

available immediately 

360/30 F all features 
1403 N1 

2540 
3 or 4 2311 

4 or 6 2401 Mod 2 
DCS Computer Services, Inc. 

19 Rector Street 

New York, N.Y. 10006 

(212) 248-6566 

FOR SALE 
12 IBM 3021 Data Cells for IBM 

2321 Data cell drives 

2 Friden 4201 Paper tape to 
Magnetic tape converter 

for additional information call: 

Henry Sharp 
USAA 

4119 Broadway 
San Antonio, Texas 78288 
(512) 824-9011, ext. 2288 

UNIVAC 
9300 

16K, 4 Tapes, Punch, 
Reader Printer. 
For Immedate Lease 
24- to 48 Months 
Under Univac Maintainance 
From $2,085 to $1,885 
Maintainance approx, $850 

Call: (214) 350-9921 
Bill Shaw 

BUY SELL SWAP 

WANTED 
For IBM 1130 Computer 

1403-6 or 7 Printer 
With Attachment 
1442-6 or 7 Card Reader 
Punch With Attachment 

Tom Aberer 
3236 Gillham Plaza 

Kansas City, Missouri 64109 
(816) 531-0340 

FOR SALE 
BY PRUDENTIAL 

360/40 G, SN22079 

Wit)i 3237, 4427, 4457, 6980, 6981, 

7520, 7920, and 1052-7. 

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Under IBM Maintenance 

$164,000 
Subject to Prior Sale or Withdrawal. 

Call Prudential 
(201) 336-2857 

FOR SALE 
Computer Supply 

Company 

in Michigan 
Write: President 

P.O. Box 583 
Franklin, Mich. 48025 

WE WANT 

Attractive 
Rocky Mountain 

Location 
Major division of $1 billion corporation requires Systems 
Programming Manager. Minimum of 5 years sophisticated 
OS/360/370 experience necessary, also knowledge of 
MFT, MVT, HASP, BTAM, QTAM, and TCAM. Must have 
proven ability to creatively solve problems in systems 
programming area. Management experience desirable. Ex¬ 
perience in configuration analysis and configuration tuning 
helpful. Send resume and salary history to: 

CW Box # 3851 
60 Austin Street 

Newton, Mass. 02160 

TO BUY; 
Teletype Model's 

28 • 33 • 35 
Any condition — whole or parts 

Modems — Couplers — Other Data 

Communication Equipment 

WE ALSO SELL THE ABOVE 
Call or Write: 

DATA COMMUNICATION 

EQUIPMENT BROKERS, INC. 

1900 Thunderbird Street 

Troy, Michigan 48084 

(313) 689 2640 

2030 SYSTEM FOR LEASE 

TYPE MODEL SERIAL NO. 

2030 F 

1051 N1 

1052 6 

1403 N1 

2501 B2 

2520 B3 

2821 02 

15405 

51582 

61620 

31988 

20192 

20115 
20347 

FOR SALE 
BURROUGHS 

Orig. Cost Sale Price 

1—A149 $5900.00 $2850.00 
Card Punch 

1 — A509 
Card Punch 

Control Unit 

1200.00 600.00 

Data Automation Company 
4858 Cash Road 

Dallas, Texas 75247 

Ron Johnson (214)637-6570 

1 — PF3 Dual 500.00 

Pin Feed 

250.00 

YELLOW CAB 
DENVER,COLO. 

(303) 893-6464 

FOR SALE 

NCR Century 
Series 100 

Available — 
Mid Summer 

CW Box 3847 
60 Austin Street 

Newton, Mass. 02160 

XEROX SIGMA 5 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 

XEROX SIGMA 2 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 

XEROX SIGMA 
PERIPHERALS 

Priced to sell 

QUELEX DATA SYSTEMS. INC. 
8740 Shirley Avenue 

Northridge, California 91324 
Phone — (213) 349-9711 

TWX — QUELEX NTGE 9104931243 

UNIVAC 
COMPUTER 

Minimum 25% discount from 
market value for 1005 system 
with 615 CPM card reader, 600 
LPM printer and 200 CPM read- 
punch. Contact; 

R. W. Cotner 
St. Luke's Hospital 

Boise, ID (208) 342-7781 

PROGRAMMING MANAGER 
Com-Share Inc., a nationwide time-sharing firm, has an 

immediate requirement for a Manager of Operations Program¬ 
ming. 

The operations programming group has responsibility for 
software required to operate Com-Share's Computer Center, 

consisting of multiple Xerox 940, Sigma 7, and Sigma 9 

computers. Software responsibility includes file maintenance, 

file transfer, archives, operator control, diagnostics, and 
statistics packages. 

This position requires system design capability. Applicants 

must be prepared to do top-down design and have 5 to 8 
years experience with commercial data processing and op¬ 

erating systems software. Degree is required. Minicomputer 

and hardware experience would be useful. 

This position offers excellent technical growth potential with 
an exciting growing company. Reply with resume and salary 

history, in confidence, to: 

Personnel Office 

»: 

Constant voltage 
Regulator 
for sale, 

Solatron L.V.R. 

13KVA—240volt—60 cycle unit 
Input: ■H0%-20%. 57 to 63 Hz 
Original cost was $2,439 
Will sell for $1,950 or best offer. 
Unit has never been used. 

Contact: Ben Caldwell 
Escambia Treating Company 

P.O. Box 1710 
Pensacola, Fla. 32598 

(904) 433-2184 

FOR SALE BY OWNER 
CUMMINS 216-02 OPTICAL 

DOCUMENT PROCESSING 
SYSTEM (Bar Code to 9 Track 
Magnetic Tape Scanner) 

Write or Call: 
Mr. E.R. Webster 

Data Processing Department 
Food Fair Stores, Inc. 

3175 J. F. Kennedy Blvd. 
Phila., Pa. 19101 
(215) 382-9500 

FORSY1F1E 
/VIOIRIHUR /1SOCIATES. INC 

PROFESSIONAL IBM 
COMPUTER DEALERS 

360/370 
BUY-SELLLEASE 

*Call or Write* 
919 North Michigan Avenue 

Chicago, III. 60611 
(312) 943-3770 

3853 Research Park Drive 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 

an equal opportunity employer 

FOR SALE 
BY OWNER 

IBM #4872 
(4800 BAUD) Modems 

Model 2 and 3 
Approximately 1 Year Old 

(iontact: Mr. John Ambrose 
(215) 687-8000 

WE PURCHASE- 360-20,30,40 
WE LEASE & SELL- 360-20,30,40 

FREE ESTIMATES ON ALL YOUR EQUIPMENT 

WANTED: 029, 059, 083, 084, 026, 557 All 360/20 systems 

Sih^puaTj CokjpuTe/iCORF. 

257 West 39th Street New Yoik NY 10018 • (212) 695 3010 
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BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP 

360 
‘BUY’ 
•SELL" 

•LEASE' 
•SUBLEASE" 

FOR SALE 

360/30 
SYSTEM 

* 64K CPU, 1.5 MIC 

2 channel, loaded 

*1100 LPM Printer 

*1000 CPM Reader 

*1600 BPI Tapes 

30KB, w/wo Dual Den. 
*2311 Disks 

AVAILABLE NOW 

LUNCEFORD & ASSOCTATES 
Valley View Bank Bldg 

Overland Park, Kan 662T2 
(913) 381 7272, 

AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY 

360/20 C1,8K 
2203 

2560 (1575) 

CMI CORPORATION 
16225 East Warren Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48224 

(313) 889-0440 

FOR SALE 
OR LEASE 

IBM 1401 

4K to 16K Systems 

with or without 

Tape Drives & Disks 
Savings in thousands. 

••• D.P. Equipment 
*** Marketing Corp. 

260 W. Broadway, N.Y. N.Y. 
CALL (2121 925-7737 Ext. 1 

^AMERICAN 

^ COMPUTER 

X exchange 

ANNOUNCES A NEW 
CONCEPT IN 

COMPUTER MARKETING 

An EDP EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE 

on which your company lists 
its equipment.Buy-Sell-Lease 
Sub-Lease or Finance 

Benefits? One outlet for: 

• National and 
International Mailings 
• Broker/Dealer Mailings 
• National Advertising 
• Assistance in Sale/Purchase 
• Transportation and 
Installation Arranged 
• Assistance in Lease/ 
Finance Packages 

Payment for equipment goes 
directly from Buyer to Sell¬ 
er! 

Cost? No charge for subscrip¬ 
tion or "Buy” listings. 
$25 for "SeM” listings 

5% Servich Charge paid by Seller 

Information? 
Call ACX at (216) 464-3881 

or write to: ACX 
24500 Chagrin Blvd. 

Beachwood, Ohio 44122 

WANTED I 
ALL 360 SYSTEMS ■ | I 

I 1401 
1440 2311 

360/30 

CORPORATE 

COMPUTERS, INC. 

I 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 532-12001 

360/25 

Buy bell Lni-Ase tkad 
-L I--•.: ; 

CPU •• CORE - I/O 
TAPE/DISC DRIVES 
CALL(6I2) 546-4422 

y^OATASERV 
/// £auif>ii^eNr_1 

400 Shelard Plaza, MPLS. MN. 55426 

BEFORE 
YOU BUY 

BEFORE 
YOU SELL 

WANTED 
360/6S 

360/50 2314's 

WRITE 

GO GREYHOUND 
AVAILABLE FOR LEASE FOR SALE 

2365 Core 2040-g 

feat: 3237, 4427. 
Manager of Resale Equipment 6980, 6981, 7520, 
Greyhound Computer Corporation 7920, 1052-7 
Greyhound Tower 2314-1 
Phoenix, Arizona 85077 

PHONE; (602)248-5972 

FOR 
BETTER 
VALUE 

LOOK TO: 

COMPUTER ACQUISITIONS COMPANY 
P 0 BOX 80572, ATLANTA GA 30341 - (404) 458 4425 

NCR 395, 400 
BURROUGHS 

L2000 to L5000 
Mohawk Data 

Burroughs Card Punch 
Model A 149 

Call Stuart Rubenstein 

I.O.A. Data Corp. 
383 Lafayette St.,N.Y. 10003 

(212) 673-9300 

WE 
BUY-SELL 

LEASE •RECONDITION 

TELETYPE® 
Machines — New, Used 

Basket Cases 
• Models 28, 32, 33, 35, 38 

• BRPE's • CRT’S • Couplers ' 
• Enclosures* Modems 

NAT'L TELETYPEWRITER CORP. 
23 Cain Dr., Plainview, N.Y. 11803 

(516) 293-0444 

SELLING 
YOUR COMPUTER? 

All models 

WANTED 
Also Teletypes & Terminals 

Free Appraisal 

ABLE COMPUTER 
CORP. 

625 Bard Ave. 
Staten Island, N.Y. 10310 

(212) 273-3721 

FOR SALE OR LEASE 
BY OWNER 
360/40 

Model G or H 
Call or Write 

Mr. D.R. Tebo 

C.I.S. Corp. 
Midtown Plaza 
Syracuse, IM.Y. 
(315) 474-5776 

XDS SIGMA 7 
Immediate Availability 

XDS maintained, excellent con¬ 
dition, wide range of peripherals 
and options. Priced for quick 
movement. 

Contact Harvey Mundee 

(213) 882-5540 

Valley Computer 
A Division of Tymshare, Inc. 

20923 Plummer Street 
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311 

DAS 
FOR SALE OR LEASE 

360/20/30/40 CPU’s 
& Systems 1401, 1440, 

1620, 2311, 2841, 
Univac 9200 System 

All Types Unit Record 

LEASE OR LEASE PURCHASE 
Two 1401-16K with 729’s 
One 1401-12Kwith 729’s 

CALL or WRITE 
Data Automation 
Services, Inc. 
4858 Cash Road 

Dallas, Texas 75247 
(800) 527-6148 

318 W. 28th Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90007 

(213) 747-0587 

7750 N.W. 7th Avenue 
Miami, Fla. 33150 

(305) 693-3911 

AVAILABLE 
FOR SALE OR 

LEASE 
IBM 729 Magnetic Tape Units, 
Models II, IV, V and VI 

THE HALSEY CORPORATION 
1367 Central Avenue 

Middletown, Ohio 45042 
(513) 424-1697 

FOR SALE 
Two 128K Units Of 

IBM CORE 
for 360 model 40 

Call or Write 
Programming Manager 

P.O. Box 44 
Wall Street Station 

New York, N.Y. 10005 
(212) 944-4900 Ext. 644 

FDR SALE 
|2) 2D3D-F ■ FEB. 

1 & 2 Channel, With 
Compatibility 

1403-3 - Now 
1403-2 - Now 
2415-11 - March 

SALE/LEASE/ 
LEASE-PURCH. 

HONEYWELL 
12DD ■ 32K 

TAPE-DISK SYSTEM 
AVIAL - MAY 1973 

ACS Equipment Corporation 
8928 Spring Branch Drive 

Houston, Tx 77055 

(713) 461 1333 

^fifl/^Tfl dearborn 
K I computer leasing 

I corporation 

A business relationship you can't afford to be without . . . 

Lease Terms to Fit Your Needs • Field Engineering Support 

Systems Engineering Support • Well Trained Marketing Staff 

• Buy and Sell 360s • Subleasing 

• Member, Computer Lessors Association 

Dearborn Cornputer Leasing Corporation ^1^ 

Area 312 / 671-4410 

a subsidiary of Dearborn- Stor 

4849 North Scott Street / Schiller Park, Illinois 601 76 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
1600 BPI 800 BPI 

2400 

1200 

seals 
IBM 

recerti¬ 
fied 

$6.00 
5.00 

uncerti¬ 
fied 

$3.50 

3.00 

thinline thickline 
Memorex Scotch 

released from 
GEOPHYSICAL Archives 

not work tapes 
(713) 772-5557 

C.A.R.D. 
7575 Bellaire Blvd. 

Houston, Texas 77036 

Two 
Burrough’s 

TC 500 
for sale at substantial discount. 

* 
Inquire 

Total Resources, Inc. 
(516) 488-7013 

I LEASE ' BUY - SELL 
370 . 360 

LEASE PLANS 
3 YEARS &LDNGER 

LDWEST RATES 

PRE-DWNED 
EDUIPMENT 

THOMAS COMPUTER CORPORATION 
625 N. Michigan Ave. 

Chicago, Illinois (312) 944-1401 

Before you Buy—Lease—Sell 

360-370 
CPU-TAPE DRIVES-DISK DRIVES-CORE-l/O ^ 

call collect or write: # COMDISCO. INC. 
2200 E DEVON AVENUE 
DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS 60018 

TELEPHONE 312-297-3640 

THE LARGEST DEALER IN THE WORLD SPECIALIZING 
IN MARKETING PRE-OWNED IBM EQUIPMENT 

113D 36D/25 
360/25 (16K) with 1401 Com¬ 
patibility, 2540, 1403-N1, 2415 
available immediately for sale or 
lease. Excellent replacement for 
1401 or 360/25 on rental. 

IPS IPS CDMPUTER MARKETING CDRP. 
467 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 (201) 871-4200 

1130-2B (8K) with 1403-M7, 
1442-7, 1133, with Synchronous 
Communications Adapter. Avail¬ 
able May 21, 1973 for sale or 
lease. 
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BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP BUY SELL SWAP 

SALE ^ 
or LEASE 

Immediate Availability 

on IBM M/A 

1401 C5-12K 
• 1402» 1403 • 1406 2 

360 D2 

• 2020-D2 • 1442-5 • 2501 A2 

• 1403 2 • (2) 2311 11 

360 D2 
• 2020 D2 • 1442 5 

• 2501 A2 • 2203A 1 

I.O.A. DATA CORP. 
383 Lafayette St., New York 

(212) 673-9300 

Current Inventory 

SALE 
All this Unit Record 
Equipment in stock and 
ready to ship at money sav¬ 
ing sale or lease prices. 

RARELY OFFERED 046, 

029, 059, 407, A3, 
548, 557, 087, 088 

OTHER FINE MODELS 
024, 026, 056, 077, 085, 
402, 403, 407, 514, 519^ 

523, 552, 602, 604, 521, 826 

••• D.P. Equipment 
*** Marketing Corp. 

260 W. Broadway, N.Y. N.Y. 
(212) 925-7737 Ext. 1 

360/20's 
C1-8K, 2203 A1. 2560 A1, 
C1-8K, 1403-7, 2560 A1, 

BC2-12K, 1403-2, 2520 A1, 
2501 A2 

D2-16K, 2203 A1, 2560 A1, (2) 
2311 - 2415-1 

LEASE 
2050 H, HG, l-CPUs 

WANTED NOW 
360/30 E Full System 

360/30F CPU,1051,1052 
All I/O Units 

ALL MODEL 360/20's 

FOR SALE OR LEASE 
024-$350; 026-SI 300; 056-$275 

077-$600; 082-SI,000; 083-S2900 

085-S1800; 088-S6000; 402-S1300 

403-SI500; 407-S3500; 514-SI300 

519-SI600; 548-S2300; 552-Si600, 
557-S3700; 602-S400; 2311 (1) 
S5000; 729 (5) S2500; 729 (6) 

S3000; 1448 (1) S1000; 1401 

systems S17,500 & S35,000. 

THOMAS COMPUTER CORP. 

625 N. Michigan-Suite 500 
Chicago. III. 60611 

(312) 944-1401 

AVAILABLE 

FOR SALE OR LEASE 

SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS: 
IBM 1401 4K to 16K Card, Tape 
and Disk, IBM 7040 and 7070 
Systems; IBM 1460Components 

THE HALSEY CORPORATION 
1367 Central Avenue 

Middletown, Ohio 45042 
(513) 424-1697 

PERSONAL: 
TO ALL EDP MANAGERS 
FIRST NATIONAL BOSTON (FNB) ... a top-ranking international financial 
institution with assets of over $6.3 biliion, is now leasing IBM S/360 and 
S/370 computers and peripherals through an FNB affiliate, Randolph Com¬ 
puter Company. FNB’s entry into computer leasing now provides the solid 
financial base required for highly flexible short and long-term computer 
leasing of IBM computers and peripherals by IBM users. 

DURING 1972, LEASING OF ... S/360 and S/370 CPUs and peripherals 
saved Randolph’s computer-leasing customers over $22 million in 
rentals... in just one year. These users of Randolph’s computers, who 
number over 200, are distributed across all of the 12 major U.S. industry 
sectors, with small firms as well as large corporations sharing in cost-saving 
leases from Randolph. Financial institutions, too — the professional money 
managers — are well represented among the EDP users who analyzed financial 
alternatives, then selected the most flexible lease plan for them: a plan 
designed by RCC for their changing needs. 

For your up-to-date lease plan, contact RANDOLPH, THE COMPUTER 
LEASING COMPANY, now; 

• 537 Steamboat Rd., Greenwich CT, 06830, (203) 661-4200 

• 8060 Montgomery Rd., Cincinnati OH, 45236, (513) 793-6060 

• 530 “B” St., San Diego CA. 92101, (714) 232-6401. 

Specialists in placement of pre-owned 
computer systems. 360/370 

& SYSTEM 3 lease financing available. 
NEW YORK (516) 467-9612 

PHILADELPHIA (215) 5654621 
505 Northern Blvd. 

Great Neck, N. Y. 11021 

Evergreen Computer and Financial, Inc. 

SALE OR LEASE 
SINGER/FRIDEN 

Mod 4201 Paper Tape to 
Mag. Tape converter 7 track 
556 BPI. Under continous 
maintenance 

ALSO 

Two (2) DATATYPE Mod 
3400 Systems Optical Page 
Reader with Mag Tape out¬ 
put. Sale or Lease Make Of¬ 
fer. 

Tabulating Systems 
1901 W. Harrison 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 
(512) 423-4416 

360/370MARKETPLACE 
eiY-SEll- LEASE 
¥l.ll 

COMPUTER 
INDUSTRIES 

3570 American Drive 
Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

404/451-1895 

WE ALSO HAVE T/''> = 

DRIVES, DISK DR. 'ES 

& OTHER PERIPHERAL 
EQUIPMENT. 

Offices In Chicago 

222 E Wisconsin Avenue 

Lake Foresi, Illinois 60045 

(312) 295 2030 

HOME OFFICE; 
Suite 120 
9100 Bloomington Freeway West 
Bloomington, Minnesota 55431 
612/884-9751 

BRANCH OFFICES: 
2720 Des Plaines Avenue 
Oes Plaines, Illinois 60018 
312/298-7890 

312 East Wisconsin Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 
414/276-0909 

FOR SALE 

k. 1400-360 
Specialists 

in 
1401, 1440 

360/20, 360/30 . 
2030 F 1.5 (SN 16191) 

1990, 3237, 4456. 4465, 
4468, 5856, 4760, 6960, 
7520 

1051- Nl 
1052- 8 

2065 J (1 meg. byte 756K) 
Fabri-tek add on (SN 60075) 
7117 

1052-7 
2860-2 
2870-1 
2365-2 

(2) 2365 — 2 (SN 30289, SN 30314) 

520, 
2030 D 1.5 (SN 18948) 

3237, 4427, 6960, 7 
7915 

1051-Nl 

2030 D 1.5 mic 16K (SN 17207) 
3237, 4456, 4463, 4467 

2030 32K (SN 17426) 
3237, 6960, 7915, 4427 

1051- Nl 
1052- 8 

2365 — 13 (SN 30064) 

2520 — B1 
(2) 1442 — N1 

TO BUY 

1401 Tape and Disk System 
2821-2 

1311-2 

IBUVSELLIEASE 
360/20 

360 
30/40/50 

370 
145/155 

1130 
ECONOCOM 

Division of Cook Industries, Inc. 
2185 Democrat Road - P.O. Box 16902 

Memphis, Tennessee 38116 
901-396-8890 or 901-396-8600 

Cl 
Ml 

Hundreds 
of Satisfied 

' Users 

r 

Cflii “*'7 ■ 
but . 

'^^^89^440 

W y*leQ/e*/ell 
370& 360 EQUIPMENT 

Branch Offices: 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
PITTSBURGH, PA. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

CIS 
I CONTINENTAL INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

CIS PRESENTS ECONOMY 
IN IBM HARDWARE, and 
backs it up with an estab¬ 
lished reputation for service, 
dependability and a penchant 
for detail. No loose ends. Per¬ 
sonal contact with experience 
gathered in the field combine 
to bring you maximum econ¬ 
omy and razor sharp perform¬ 
ance. Talk to a CIS man now. 
You know he'll deliver! 

MIDTOWN PLAZA, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13210 (315)474-5776 

I 

UNIVAC 
UP TO 80% OFF I 

SPECTRA 70/45 

418-11 

9200 
CALL: (617) 227-8634 

We BUY any Computer 
Peripheral or Teletype 

Send tor FREE Price List 

AMERICAN USED 
CDMPUTER CORP. 

15 School St. 
Boston. MA 02108 

will buy 135, 145, 155, 165. 
Mod. 30, 40, 50, 65 CPU’s. 

will lease long-term 145. 

will sell its own core 
for 30, 40, 44. 50. 

65, 67, 75. 

(714) 557-9873 

1792 Kaiser Drive, 
Irvine, Calif. 92664 
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BUY SELL SWAP 

weClUV 

and sell 
IBM Computer Systems 

& Unit Record Machines 

NCR 31-32-33-395-400 
Burroughs - L Series 

84 Kennedy St. 
Hackensack, N.J, 
07601 
(201) 343-4554 

360/30- 
96K 

DOS/GRASP II 
6-2314, 6-2401-11 

1403-Nl, 2540, 1401 Compat 
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE 

OFF SHIFT-$35/Hr. 
8AM-6PM M-F 32K-64K 
Partition-$50/CPU Hr. 

Tridair Industries 
2300 Compton Blvd. 

Redondo Beach, Calif. 90278 
3 BIks from San Diego Fwy. 

Jim Appleby (213) 675-9141 

Time 
for 
Sale 

CONNECTICUT 

Ck CDMPUTEF^ISTIC s 
SUBSIDIARY OF 

UNIROYAL 

COMPUTER PROCESSING 

SERVICES 
360/65 • 1256K • OS 

HASP RJE 

360/50 360/40 360/30 

BATCH PROCESS 
Call Collect: 

Cal Gould (203) 573-3000 

George Errico (203) 573-2587 

ILLINOIS 

COMPUTER TIME . 
AND SERVICES 

$14.50 per hour for computer time 

on 360-20 with 16K and 2 -2311 

Disks. Systems design and RPG pro¬ 
gramming for accounting, inventory 

control, production management, 

and sales analysis at equally low 

rates. 
- Hysan Corp. 

919 W. 38th St. 

-Chicago, Illinois 60609 

(312) 376-8900 X14 

□S-MVT-HASP 
We will give flat price contracts 

on jobs regardless 
of how much running time is involved 

HF/II APT MPSX 

ICES BLISS CROSSTABS 

Pits PAYROLL SSP 

MPS PLAN SAS 

BMD 

PROJECT II 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

GENERAL LEDGER 

General Purpose Simulation System 
Continuous System Modeling Program 

Urban Transportation Planning System 360 

Block Time and Remote Batch 

Your Programs or Ours 

A Division of Statistical Tabulating Corp 

(312)346-7300 

Vern Brownworth 

TIME FOR SALE SOFTWARE FOR SALE SOFTWARE FOR SALE SOFTWARE FOR SALE 

ILLINOIS 

NEED TIME 
360/65 DOS 512 K 
with 7080 Emulator 

12 Tape Drives 
16 2314 Disk Drives 

On and Off 

Line Printers 
Interested in Selling Block Time 

Five or Seven Days a Week 
Located in Chicago Central 

Business District 

Excellent Physical Facilities 

Will Provide Office & Storage 

Call (312) 225-6800, Mr. Zimmer 

IBM 360/370 USERS: 

The Cost of 
Computer Time 
Just Wsnt Down 
Going through a Conversion? 

LET GOLDEN FIFTY 
MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOU. 

AND SAVE YOU TIME 
AND DOLLARS! 

1360/SOI 256K 2314 (9 spmdles). 
7- 3420.-M7. (9TRK 800'1600 0PI| 
1- 3420-3. (7 TRK 800 BPI). 2-1403N2 

360/50 512K 2314 Ospindles) 
8- 2401-M6. (9 TRK 800/1600 BPI). 
2- 140361 
OfFLINE PRINTER -CPU TELETYPE 
TAPE control UNIT (1600 6Pli 1403N1 

l360/50l 512 or 256K Rales 
8 A M -8 P M I 8 P M -8 A M. 

Weekdays $65/Hour SSS/Hour 
Weekends $45/Hour I S45/Hour 

OFFLINE PRINTER RATES 
7 DAYS A WEEK-ALL HOURS $20 HOUR 

ENJOY THE PRIVACY OF MODERN OFFICES SUPPLIED 

FOR DEBUGGING PROGRAMS AND RESEARCH 

Ample Storage Space Provided 

Hank 
CALL: Starkey 

or Dan Grey 
3^2/583-5410 or 5411 

COMPUTER SERVICE DIVISION 
5320 N Kedzie Ave • Chicago. III. 60625 

NEW JERSEY 

S/360/50/40/30 
1287 

2671 Paper Tape 
Reader 

ALL SHIFTS 
Call; Roy Einreinhofer 
Popular Services, Inc. 

(201) 471-2577 

CALIFORNIA 

360/30-65K 
New Modern Facility 

1 BIk From San Diego 

Fwy in Long Beach, Ca. 

4-1600/800 BPI 120 KB 

Tape Drives 
4-2314 Disk Drives 

140 3N1 • 2540 • 2 Sel Ch 

$50/45/40 
Signal Data Processing 

(213) 426-0516 

Chuck McGlinchey 

NEW MEXICO 

; CATALR \' 
MAKES THE DOS \ 

■> RELOCATABLE 
^LIBRARY USABLE... 

EVEN FOR COBOL 
Catalogs any compiler output 

without using object decks, 

\ tope drives, or complex JCL 

^ S 39 y 
V Marcus Powell Associates /1 
\2694 Doidge Avenue Pinole. Co 94564^ 
\ 415 - 758 - 6080 ^ 

Is $960 Too Cheap? 
How About S62/Month? 
That’s all we charge for our SUPER/ 
PAY Payroll System. A very compre¬ 
hensive system ordered by over 30 
top firms In the past year, who liked 
SUPER/PAY’s features as well as 
price. 

-All COBOL — 48K or above 
-Variable or fixed Input 
-Olsk or tape-IBM or others 
-State and local taxes 
-DOS or OS 
-Unlimited deduction & earnings 
-Vacation and sick leave acetg. 
-Skill & education profile 
-Outstanding documentation 
-30 day free trial 

Try the system as others have and we 
know you will like It. Ask about our 
General Ledger Accounts Payable & 
Receivable available on the same 
plan. 

Call or Write Today 
Oatalease Corporation 

6430 Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90028 

(213) 461-4888 

CATS-A/R 
OPEN ITEM 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Features include; 
*Bi II ing 
•Automatic Cash Application 
’Inventory Interface 
•Multi-company Systems Schedule 

Under control of the CATS 
MASTER Systems Controller, pro¬ 
vided FREE with the license of 
any of the CATS programs. Also 
available are; Accounts Payable- 
Cash Requirements, Accounts Re¬ 

ceivable-Retail System, and Inven¬ 
tory Recordkeeping. 

For information contact; 
Tom Leopard, President 

COMPUTER WARES, INC. 
P O Box 3120S. Birmingham 
Ala 35222 - Phone 205/595-0511 

asystance 
THE FINEST GENERAL 

LEDGER AND 
FINANCIAL 

REPDRTING SYSTEM 
AVAILADLE 

Featuring; 

• Conventional Report Generator 

• Graphic Report Generator 

• Matrix Report Generator 

• Responsibility Reporting 

• Flexible Budgeting Module 

• Multiple Currency Version 

to accommodate foreign 

subsidiary accounting 

asystance 

2610 Wycllff Road 
Ralatgh, North Carolina 27607 
(919) 782-7300 

Naw York: (212) 586-5977 

AUTOCODER & SPS 
TRANSLATED 

AUTOMATICALLY 
to BAL & PL/1 

THE TDTfiLTRBM system 
. . . The most economical, practical 
and quickest method of converting to 
the 3rd and 4th generation. 

3 SERVICES OFFERED: 

1. 1400 Object to clean source de- 
compilation 
1400 Clean source to BAL transla¬ 
tion 
1400 Clean source to PL/1 trans¬ 
lation 

Contact: W. Small, President 

2. 

3. 

CPU MANAGEMENT 
ADVISORY CORP. 

853 Broadway, N.Y. 10003 
(212) 777-7722 

LOOKING FOR 

SOFTWARE? 
Free Software Search and 
Package Appraisal Service 

Our job is to help you locate the 
software packages which best 

"KEY PUNCH” 
SERVICES 

Fast, accurate and economical 
data entry services. Will deliver 
on 9 channel 800 BPI tapes. 
Send sample source docu¬ 
ment and volume and turn¬ 
around time requirements for 
quotation. CompuSys Inc. 
P.O. Box 11104, Albuquerque 
NM 87112. (505) 266-7977. 

meet your needs. There is no 
charge to you for this service. 
Write on your company letter¬ 
head or call; 

Systems Exchange Co. 

1034 Colorado Ave. 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 

(415) 328-5490 

MMS 
GENERAL 

LEDGER 
is hard at work 

for over 60 
of the biggest 

US corporations'' 
TO FIND OUT 

WHAT THEY KNOW 
THAT YOU DON’T, 

CALL: 
Boston 617-272-2970 
New York 212-972-9540 
Chicago 312-256-2250 
Atlanta 404-255-0039 

Los Angeles (213) 437-3301 

Software 

International 

Corporation 

279 Cambridge Street 

Burlington, Ma. 01803 
•so are Accounts Receivable. Ac¬ 
counts Payable, Inventory Man¬ 
agement packages. 

How can one 
Computerized 
Personnel 
System 
accomplish 
so much? 

Here's what YOU can get 
from ONE 

Information Science system; 

SALARY Administration 

BENEFITS Administration 

and Statement 

► LABOR RELATIONS 

(including Seniority) Features 

► MEDICAL AND SAFETY 

Administration 

► Full retrieval - includes 

GENERAL RETRIEVAL 
SYSTEM (GRS) for quickly 

requesting custom reports in 
English. 

► Easily interfaced with your 

PAYROLL SYSTEM 

It's possible to accomplish all this 

AND MORE because Information 

Science has specialized in person¬ 

nel information and payroll sys¬ 

tems for 8 years. We have more 

than 160 clients to our credit. 

I/Ve have designed more successful 
Computerized Human Resource 
Systems than any other company 
in the world! 

Send to Dept. CW-4 for System 

Information 
Science 

Incorporated 
New City, New York 10956 
914/634/8877 

Computer world 

Sales Offices 

Vice President — Sales 

Neal Wilder 

Sales Administrator: 

Dorothy Travis 

COMPUTERWORLD 

797 Washington Street 

Newton, Mass. 02160 

(617) 332-5606 

Northern Regional Manager 

Robert Ziegel 

COMPUTERWORLD 

797 Washington Street 

Newton, Mass. 02160 

(617) 332-5606 

Mid. Atlantic Regional Manager 

Donald E. Fagan 

COMPUTERWORLD 

225 West 34th Street 

Suite 1511 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

(212) 594-5644 

Los Angeles Area: 

Bob Byrne 

Robert Byrne & Assoc. 

1541 Westwood Blvd. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90024 

(213) 477-4208 

San Francisco Area: 

Bill Healey 

Thompson/Healey Assoc., 

1111 Hearst Bldg. 

San Francisco, Calif. 94103 

(415) 362-8547 

Japan; 

Yoshi Yamamoto 

Nippon Keisoku Inc. 

P.O. Box 410 

Central Tokyo, Japan 
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AROOIMAUT 

lIMFORMATIOIM SYSTEMS. IIMC. 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
PAYROLL/PERSONNEL 

TAX BREAK |P/R TAX MODULE) 
P.O. BOX 112 WALNUT CREEK. CA. 94596 

Honeywell Quarter Earnings Soar 50 %, 
HIS Performance Strong^ Analysts Told 

By Ken Shonk 
Of the CW Staff 

WALTHAM, Mass. - Honey¬ 
well’s executive officers dis¬ 

played a strong sense of satisfac¬ 
tion with the company’s first 
quarter earnings report at a re¬ 
cent meeting of analysts here. 
All divisions improved their posi- 
tions, reported President 
Stephen F. Keating. 

The information systems side 

CALL FREE 
800-453-5323 

No matter what business you're in or where you are in the continental 
United States, a toll-free phone call will bring you complete information about 
our fast-selling data communication terminal, the UNIVAC® DCT-500. 

UNIVAC DCT-500 Data Communication Terminal 

'-il-UNIVAC 
Only when our customers succeed do we succeed. 

A family of low-speed 

modems for the user 

or OEM. Here are 

eight models ... 

many others 

to choose from. 

Series 330—Replacement for 103A, 
103F, 103E, 113Aand 113B. Automatic 
answering with CBS or CBT DAA. 
16 modems in a 19" rack. 
Colored display panel indicates 
4 controls and 2 data functions. 

Model 150A —Acoustic coupler 
for TTY only.^147 

Model 150P —Built-in acoustic 
coupler for Series 33 ■■ ^ 
Teletype. § £ ^ 

Model 302A—Acoustic coupler TTY 
and EIA interfaces. 

Model 302D—replacement for 
103A. Automatic answering with CBS or 
CBT DAA. TTY motor starter, initiate & 
respond to long space disconnect 
and 10 minute activity 31 
disconnect.. 

Model 302F—replacement for 103F. 
Private line and 1000A, C 
CDT DAA applications. 

Model 310—PC modem for OEM. 
Originate, acoustic/DAA, 
carrier detect, 4V2 xSVz xVa "... | ^ ^ 

Model 320—PC modem for OEM. 
Answer/originate, acoustic/DAA, carrier 
detect, integral power 
supply. 4y2x10y2x%".iDw 

Auto answer $ 
modem. 

Private line ^ 
modem . . 

170 

150 

3,185 
Complete cabinet, 
display and $ 
16 Modems 

or $73.00/month. 
(5-year lease with purchase option) 

Also a complete line of other data communication 
equipment including frequency division multiplexers, data channel 
expanders, data channel concentrators. Teletype terminals, etc. 
Write for specs today. 

See us in Booth 2016, National Computer Conference 

ComData Corporation 
7544 W. OAKTON ST. □ NILES, ILLINOIS 60648 □ 312/692-6107 

TORONTO, CANADA □ 416/773-4161 

of Honeywell enjoyed a stronger 
first quarter than expected and 
Keating said indicators for the 
remainder of the year are strong. 

However, he cautioned, “Don’t 
expect earnings to increase in 
the remaining quarters of the 
year over a year previous at the 
same rate earnings improved this 
first quarter of ‘73.” 

Clancy Spangle, executive vice- 
president and chief of Informa¬ 
tion Systems, stated he expects a 
strong year for Honeywell. 

“Acceptance of the Model 
6000 has turned into a flood of 
orders,” he said, “and the 2000 
Series has experienced strong or¬ 
dering. The value of the 50 and 
100 Series systems was also 
greater than that of any previous 
year, and the company turned a 
profit in the minicomputer sec¬ 
tor.” 

First quarter earnings for 
Honeywell, Inc. were up 50% to 
$16.9 million from SI 1.2 mil¬ 
lion in the year-ago period. 

“We think we’re in a fairly 
strong position to take advan¬ 
tage of the upturn in the de¬ 
mand for computer systems and 
services,” he said. 

Outlook for 1973 

The outlook in ’73 points to¬ 
ward a better year than ’72 ac¬ 
cording to Spangle. “Revenues 
should increase 12% to 15% for 

the year with the growth rate in 
the U.S. running 10% to 12% 
and 15% to 18% outside the U.S. 
with all of Europe except Italy 
showing high growth rates.” 

The large number of Wimmex 
contract billings contributed to 
the strong first quarter, officials 
said. During the quarter 19 of 33 
contracted systems were 
shipped. 

Interest income was up 40%, 
company officials disclosed. Al¬ 
so, the yield of the 2000 Series 
systems hit its target of 18% to 
20%, and the yield of the 6000 
Series was much higher than ex¬ 
pected since fewer 600s were 
returned than anticipated and 
most 400s and 600s were re¬ 
shipped, they said. 

“We’re just coming out of a 
period of product line integra¬ 
tion, and we’re spending $110 
million on R&D. 

“Our present R&D approach,” 
noted Spangle, “is that all new 
designs should be applicable to 
as wide a use as possible, and 
that we’ll come out with a new 
line when it is necessary to hold 
existing customers.” 

The breakdown on R&D bud¬ 
get expenditures at present is 
35% for software, a small 
amount on advanced research, 
and the remainder on hardware 
engineering and development, he 
said. 

Microdata, Interdata Improve 
Quarter Earnings and Revenues 

Two minimakers. Microdata 
Corp. and Interdata, Inc., both 
turned in sharply improved per¬ 
formances in recent quarters. 

Interdata wound up the record 
quarter ended March 30 with 
earnings of $272,500 or 13 cents 
a share compared with $210,700 
or 11 cents a share in the year- 
ago period. 

The 1972 figure includes a 
$146,800 special credit. In 
1973, the special credit 
amounted to $43,600. 

Revenues rose 35% during the 
period, to $3.8 million from 
$2.8 million in the year-ago 
quarter. 

The improved earnings resulted 
from a combination of increased 
volume and new production effi¬ 
ciencies, according to President 
Daniel Sinnott. 

More at Microdata 

At Microdata, revenues rose 
54% in the quarter ended Feb. 
28, to a total of $2.3 million 
compared with $1.5 million in 
the year-ago period. 

Earnings, including a $136,000 
special credit, reached $283,985 
or 17 cents a share compared 
with $138,704 or 11 cents a 
share in the 1972 period, when a 
$71,934 special credit was in¬ 
cluded. 

Performance for the six 
months also improved, with 
revenues rising to $4.2 million 
from almost $2.7 million a year 
ago, while earnings totaled 
$522,565 or 35 cents a share 
compared with $253,524 or 20 

cents a share. 

Special credits for the periods 
were $245,000 in 1973 and 
$124,696 in 1972. 

President Donald W. Fuller 
noted that component scarcity 
and in some cases poor quality 
of components delivered, has 

caused some additional manu¬ 
facturing costs and delivery 
schedule problems during the re¬ 
cent pffiod. 

Haze/fine Boosts 
First Period Net 

GREENLAWN, N.Y. - Orders 
for Hazeltine Corp.’s 2000 video 
display terminal nearly tripled 
over those of the 1972 first 
quarter, and shipments almost 
doubled, the firm reported re¬ 
cently. 

Earnings for the quarter ended 
March 31 rose to $441,000 or 
22 cents a share from $134,000 
or 7 cents a share in the year-ago 
period. 

Revenues climbed to $17.9 
million from $11.6 million in 
the same 1972 quarter. 

The company effected a 50% 
increase in first quarter mar¬ 
keting, engineering and related 
expenditures to support the con¬ 
tinued growth of its Industrial 
Products Division, which makes 
terminals, automatic editing 
equipment and color film ana¬ 
lyzers. 

Shipments Rise 20% 

The division’s shipments for 
sale and rental amounted to over 
$4.4 million, a 20% rise over the 
1972 quarter. 
The Government Products 

Division’s revenues and earnings 
increased significantly, the firm 
said. 

Overall backlog rose to $88 
million from about $82 million 
in the year-ago period. The In¬ 
dustrial Products Division’s por¬ 
tion of the backlog increased to 
$11 million from $4 million a 
year ago and $7.8 million at 
year’s end. 
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TRADE*QUOTES. 

Computerworld 

Stock Trading Summary 
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compiled, computed 
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TRADE*OUOTES , INC 

Cambridge. Mass 02139 

CLOSING PRICES THURSDAY. MAY 3. 1973 

-PPICE- 
1973 CLOSE 

RANGE MAY 3 

(1) 1973 

SOFTI.ARE N EDP SERVICES 

ADVANCED COMP TECH 

APPLIED DATA RES, 

applied LOGIC 

automatic data PROC 

BRANDON APPLIED SYST 

COMPUTER DIMENSIONS 

COMPUTER dynamics 

COMPUTER NETUORK 

COMPUTER SCIENCES 

COMPUTER TASK GROUP 

COMPUTER technology 

COMPUTER USAGE 

COMRESS 

COMSHARE 

CORDURA CORP 

DATATAB 

EDP RESOURCES 
elect comp prog 

ELECTRONIC DATA SYS. 

INFORMATICS 

I.O.A. data CORP 

KEANE ASSOCIATES 

KEYOATA CORP 
LOGICON 

management DATA 

NATIONAL CSS INC 

national info SRvCS 
ON LINE systems INC 

PLANNING RESEARCH 

PROGRAMMING METHCIDS 

programming N SYS 
RAPIDATA INC 

SCIENTIFIC computers 

SIMPLICITY computer 

ths computer centers 

TCC INC 

TYmSHArE INC 

united data center 
university COkPUTING 

URS SYSTEMS 

1- ? 

3- 4 

2- 3 
6S- 94 

1- 1 

1 1/2 
3 

1 3/4 

74 S/8 

S/8 
4 1/2 

S/H 

WEEK 

NET 

CHNGE 

- 1/8 

0 

0 
► 7 1/4 

0 

►1 
- 1/4 

PERIPHERALS 

ADORE. SSOGRAPH-mulI 
advanced memory SYS 

AMPEX CORP 

ANDERSON JACOHSOi'J 

beehive medical elec 
BOLT,hERA NEK N Nt:"' 
HLINKFR-PAMO 

CALCOMP 

CAMPRIOGF MEMORIES 
CENTRONICS DATA COmP 

CODEX CORP 

COGNITRONICS 

COMPUTER COMNUN. 

COMPUTER EUUIPMENT 

COMPUTER machinery 

COMPUTER Transceiver 
computest 

CONRAC CORP 

data products CORP 
DATA RECOGNITIOfi 

DATA technology 

OI/AN controls 
electronic MEM 

FABRI-TE'K 

GENERAL COmPiiTER SYS 

general electric 
HA/ELTINE CORP 
INForeX INC 

information dispi.ays 

information INTL INC 

LUNDY ELECTRONICS 

management assist 

MlLGO ELECTRONICS 
MOHAWK DATA SCI 

ODEC COMPUTER SYST. 

OPTICAL SCANNING 

PERTEC CORP 
Photon 

POTTER InSTR'umENT 
precision INST. 

RECOGNITION EQUIP 

SANDERS ASSOCIATES 

SCAN DATA 

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 

SYCOR INC 

TALLY CORP. 

TEKTRONIX INC 

TELEX 
WILTEK INC 

SUPPLIES 

BALTIMORE BUS FORMS 

BARRY WRIGHT 
DATA DOCUMENTS 

DUPLEX PRODUCTS INC 
ENNIS BUS. FORMS 
GRAHAM MAGNETICS 

graphic CONTROLS 

WEEK 

PCT 

CHNGE 

-7.6 

0.0 

0.0 

.10.7 

0.0 

*28.5 
-28.5 

2- S 1 1/2 0 0.0 
6 3 1/2 + 3/4 ♦ 27.2 

1- 2 1 ■ n 0.0 
2- 3 1 7/8 - 1/8 -6.2 
S- 9 5 3/4 - 1/8 -2.1 
)- 2 3/8 0 0.0 

5- 9 5 1/2 - 1/4 -4.3 

6- l‘=- 7 3/8 * 3/8 *5.3 
3- 4 2 1/4 - 1/4 -10.u 

1- .3 1 1/4 0 0.0 

1- 2 1 1/4 0 0.0 
3S- 37 1/4 ♦ 1/2 ♦1.3 
3- 6 2 b/e - 1/2 -16.0 

1- 1 3/4 0 0.0 

5- 4 3 0 0.0 
7- 12 6 7/8 - 5/8 -8.3 
4- 7 4 5/8 - 1/8 -2.6 
2- 5 2 - 1/8 -b.B 
B- 4] 26 ♦1 1/4 ♦ 5.0 

1- 2 I 1/8 0 0.0 
13- 17 12 3/4 - 1/8 -0.9 

3- 7 3 3/4 0 o.u 
22- 24 22 ♦ 1/4 ♦ 1.1 

1- 1 7/8 0 0.0 
13- 24 13 - 3/4 -5.4 

1- 2 1 - 1/8 -11.1 
2- 4 3 1/8 + 7/6 ♦ 38.8 
3- 4 2 7/8 - 1/8 -4.1 

1- 1 1/2 0 0.0 
7- 12 7 - 1/8 -1.7 

5- 4 1/2 ♦ 1/4 ♦S.H 

H- 1 1 6 7/8 - S/8 -8.3 
4- n 4 b/R ♦ 3/B ♦8.8 

ILS 6. SUBSYSTEMS 

IF- 34 18 3/8 ♦2 1/4 ♦ 13.9 

12- 23 13 1/4 - 3/4 -b.3 
4- 7 4 3/4 - 1/8 
4- h b - 1/2 -9.0 
G- 10 0 1/2 u 0.0 
B- 12 7 3/4 - 1/2 -fa. 0 
(S- 1*^ 13 3/4 -1 3/8 -9.0 

9- 13 9 1/2 + 3/B ♦4.1 
10- IS 9 1/2 ♦ 3/B ♦4.1 
13- 28 22 1/4 -H . 

11- 14 11 1/2 * 1 ♦ 9 . b 
1-. 3 2 0 0.0 
2- 4 1 3/4 - 1/4 -12.5 

2- 3 2 1/2 ♦ 1/4 ♦11.1 

B- 13 H 1/4 _ • 1/4 ♦3.1 
(S 2 - 1/8 -b.R 

J- s 4 3/4 u 0.0 
Iri- 32 19 1/4 -1 1/8 -5.5 
3- 4 3 0 O.U 

3 1 1/2 0 0.0 
d- 5 -2 1/2 - 1/4 -9.0 

4 2 3/8 0 0.0 
3“ 6 4 1/4 ♦ 3/8 ♦ 9.6 
S- s 3 1/4 ♦ 1/2 ♦ 18.1 
h- 9 5 1/2 - 1/2 -8.3 

sy- 7h 60 1/8 - -3/4 -1.2 
7- 9 7 ♦ 1 /4 ♦3.7 

12- 23 lb 1/4 ■> 1/4 ♦1.6 

1- 2 1 0 0.0 
11- IB 11 ♦ 1/4 ♦^.3 
4- 9 4 3/4 « 1/8 ♦ 2. r 
1- 1 3/H 0 0.0 

17- 2H 18 3/4 ♦ 1/2 ♦2. 1 
5- 13 4 3/4 -1 1/8 -19.1 
3- ^ 3 1/4 - 1/4 -7.1 

2- 7 3 1/2 0- 0.0 
b- rt 5 1/4 » 1/4 ♦ 5.0 
3- 7 3 3/4 (SUSPENDED) 
4- 9 5 ♦ 3/8 ♦ 8.1 

3 1/2 >1 + 40.0 
4- H S 1/2 + 1 1/4 ♦ 29.4 

8- 18 B 1/? - 1/2 -5.5 

2- 6 2 1/8 - 1/8 -5.5 
17- 34 19 1/2 *1 1/2 + 8.3 
9- 13 11 3/4 - 3/4 -6.0 

3- 14 3 3/4 -1 1/2 -28.5 

34- b3 35 ♦1 1/8 ♦3.3 
4- 6 3 7/B - 1/8 -3.1 

13- 18 12 0 0.0 

; 6. ACCESSORIES 

5- 9 7 1/4 0 0.0 
8- 13 8 1/4 * 1/8 ♦ 1.5 

18- 22 19 1/2 ♦ 1/8 + 0.6 
8- 10 7 3/4 0 0.0 
fa- R 5 3/* 0 0.0 

13- 20 12 5/8 - 3/8 -2.8 
10- 12 9 7/8 - 1/8 -1.2 

-PRICE- 
1973 CLOSE WEEK WEEK 

RAN6F MAY 3 NET PCT 
( 1) 1973 CHNGE CHNGE 

3M COMPANY 7b- 89 79 3/4 - 3/8 -0.4 
MOOPE C0«P LTLj bb- 60 57 1/4 -1 7/8 -3.1 
MASh-UA COPP 4P- 58 47 ♦2 1/4 ♦5.0 
PEYNOLOS 6. REYMOLti 43- bl 44 - 1/8 -0.2 
standard REGISTEk 16- 20 17 1/2 0 0.0 
tab products Co 14- 23 14 0 0.0 

UAkCO 19- 23 18 7/8 - 3/8 -1.9 
yiAtsASH magnetics 6- 7 6 0 0.0 
vvALLACE PUS FORMS ?]- 26 20 3/4 - 1/4 -1.1 

computer systems 

BURROUGHS CORP 215- 245 225 7/8 ♦6 1/4 ♦2.8 
COLLINS RADIO Iri- 26 18 - 1/2 -2.7 
CONTROL DATA CORp 42- 62 47 1/2 ♦ 1 7/8 ♦4.1 
data general CORi^ 32- 131 37 1/2 ♦ 3 3/4 ♦11.1 
OJGITAL COMP CONThOL 3- 6 2 7/8 - 1/8 -4.1 

digital eouipment 73- lOS 83 ♦2 1/4 ♦2.7 
ELECTRONIC ASSOC. 5- 9 5 1/4 - 1/8 -2.3 

ELtCTROMC ENgIMEEv. 8- 1 1 7 3/4 0 0.0 
FOXRORO 24- 32 24 -1 1/8 -4.4 
GENERAL AUTOMATION 26- 55 31 1/2 ♦1 ♦ 3.2 
GRI COMPUTER COKP 1- 3 1 1/8 0 0.0 
HEwLETT-PACKAkD CO 77- 95 78 -4 3/8 -5.3 

HONEYrtELL INC 105- 139 110 1/2 ♦ 5/8 ♦0.5 
I PM 40■^- 457 424 ♦14 1/4 ♦3.4 

InTEPOATA Inc 7- 13 10 1/4 0 0.0 
mEmOREX 8- 19 7 - 1/8 -1.7 
PTCRODATa COkP 6- 10 6 1/8 - 1/4 -3.9 
NCR 27- 34 34 ♦1 ♦3.0 

RAYTHEON CO 26- 34 27 7/8 ♦1 ♦3. 7 
SPERRY RAND 38- 50 40 7/8 ♦ 1 ♦2.8 
SYSTEMS ENG. LAPS 4- 8 3 7/8 - 1/8 -3.1 

VARIAN ASSOCIATES 13- 20 13 1/8 - 1/4 -1.8 

wAnG LAHS. 17- 34 16 7/8 -1 7/8 -10.0 
XEROX CORP 141- 169 152 3/4 ♦3 3/4 ♦2.5 

leasing COMPANIES 

BUOTHt COmPUTLB ?- 5 2 3/8 0 0.0 
BBtSNAHAN COMF. 1- 2 2 ♦ 1/8 ♦6.6 
COMDISCO INC 11- 17 10 ♦ 7/8 ♦ 9.5 

COMMEBCfc GBOUP COhP 4- 4 3 3/4 0 0.0 
COMPUTEH EXCHANGE 1- 1 3/4 ♦ 1/8 ♦ 20.0 
COMPUTEW INVSTBS GKP 3- a 3 1/8 - 1/4 -7.4 
COMP. INSTALLATIONS ?- 2 2 0 O.U 

DPE INC 6- 9 6 1/2 0 0.0 
DATRONIC rental 3 2 3/8 0 0.0 
DCL INC 2- 3 2 1/2 ♦ 5/8 ♦33.3 
OE ARBORN-STORH 16- 26 16 3/8 0 0.0 
DPA. INC. b- 8 5 1/8 0 0.0 
granite mGT 3- 6 2 3/4 - 1/4 -8.3 
GREYHOUND computer 4- 6 4 - 5/8 -13.5 

ITEL 6- 12 6 3/8 - 7/8 -12.0 
LFASCO CORP 9- 18 10 5/8 ♦ 1/8 ♦1.1 
LEASPAC CORE 3- H 2 3/4 -2 3/4 -50.0 
LECTRO MgT INC 1- 2 3/4 - 1/8 -14.2 
ROCKwOOD computer 3 1 1/2 - 1/4 -14.2 

SYSTEMS CAPITAL 7- 15 6 3/4 -1 1/4 -15.6 
u.s. leasing 24- 36 25 - 1/4 -0.9 

:H: N=NEw YORK EXCHANGE J A = AMERICAN exchange 

l=national exchange ; 0= OVER- -THE-COUNTER 
p=phil-balt-wash 

■-C PRICES APE BID PRICES AS OF 3 P.M. OR LAST BIO O-T 

(1) TO NEAREST dollar 

COMPUTER STOCKS TRADING INDEX 
Computer Systems -Software&EDP Services 

■Peripherals & Subsystems .Leasing Companies 

■Supplies & Accessories -CW Composite Index 

125 
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65 
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45 
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15 
10 
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TEKTRONIX 
Four Months Ended March 3 

1972 
$.45 

49,122,000 
Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Earnings 

a-Includes $835,000 
treated as special credit. 

1973 
$.57 

59,541,000 
4,658,000 a3,683,000 

previously 

UNITED DATA CENTERS 
Year Ended Dec. 31 

1972 al971 
Shr Ernd $.35 . 
Revenue 7,799,552 b$6,704,075 
Disc Op   446,537 
Spec Item c200,000 d236,145 
Earnings 490,974 (1,527,725) 

aRestated to reflect operations of 
Dynafacts, Inc. acquired on Jan. 14, 
1972, on a pooling-of-interests basis. 
b-From continuing operations. 
c-Credit; tax-loss carryforward credit 
less writedown of investments. 
d-Debit; includes costs related to 
abandoned public offering by 
acquired company, loss on 
disposition of data centers and 
writedown of investments, less tax 
credit. 

DATAMETRICS 
Year Ended Oct. 31 

1972 1971 
Shr Ernd $.10 $.19 
Revenue 865,253 1,034,706 
Earnings 46,946 75,148 

ANALYSTS INTERNATIONAL 
Six Months Ended Dec. 31 

1972 1971 
Shr Ernd $.09 $.08 
Revenue 1,447,500 954,700 
Tax Cred 8,000 28,000 
Earnings 72,000 68,600 

DATA 100 
Year Ended Dec. 31 

1972 1971 
Shr Loss a$3.33 b$4.22 
Revenue cl3,082,000 3,884,000 

Loss a5,958,000 b5,043,000 

cumulative effect of 
accounting principle. 

a-Reflects 
change 
b-Reflects retroactive application of 
change in accounting principle. 
c-Includes $3.1 million in sales to 
Randolph Computer Corp. 

METRIDATA COMPUTING 
Year Ended Dec. 31 

Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Tax Cred 
Earnings 

1972 
$.79 

4,336,000 
128,000 
296,000 

1971 
$.62 

2,735,000 
104,000 
225,000 

TUCSON DATA CENTER 
Year Ended Oct. 31 

Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Earnings 

a-Restated. 

1972 
$.25 

486,445 
. 33,440 

al971 
$.11 

470,372 
14,339 

Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Tax Cred 
Earnings 

MENTOR 
Six Months Ended Dec. 31 

1971 
$.10 

1972 
$.03 

2,099,240 
19,000 
39,995 

995,262 
37,500 
79,004 

I.O.A. DATA 
Three Months Ended Dec. 31 

1972 1971 
Shr Ernd $.05 $(.01) 
Revenue 941,751 821,417 
Earnings 41,520 (9,053) 

Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Tax Cred 
Earnings 

COMTEN 
Year Ended Dec. 31 

1972 
$.11 

6,482,340 
108,000 
219,177 

1971 

$8,227,601 

(66,509) 

DATATAB 
Year Ended Dec. 31 

Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Earnings 
3 Mo Shr 
Revenue 

1972 
9 t 

5,248,519 
177,083 

.02 
1,325,247 

1971 
$.19 

4,229,490 
157,520 

.08 
1,224,618 

BRADFORD COMPUTER 
& SYSTEMS 

Three Months Ended March 31 

1973 1972 
Shr Ernd $.18 $.15 
Revenue 11,645,908 4,887,622 
Tax Cred 9,690 116,820 
Earnings 704,024 501,516 

COMPUTERVISION 
Three Months Ended March 31 

Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Tax Cred 
Earnings 

1973 
$.14 

3,366,000 

303,000 

1972 
$.07 

1,183,000 
51,000 

127,000 

Shr Ernd 
Revenue 
Spec Cred 
Earnings 

a-Adjusted 

ECRM 
Year Ended Dec. 31 

1972 
$.59 

5,389,505 
150,300 
604,102 

1971 
a$.ll 

1,842,489 
42,000 

100,451 

for eight-for-one stock 
split in November 1971. 



Hazeltine Introduces a New Era in 
Terminal Economy: Announcing 

The Hazeltine 1000. 

uHEO 

Hajertl"* 
lOOO 

mo 
12-month rental, maintenance included. 

The low, low priced Video Display Terminal is here—and naturally 
it’s Hazeltine. If you’d likethespeed,flexibility and silence provided 
only by a CRT, then you’ll love the Hazeltine 1000. 

Full teletypewriter compatibility, 960-character display (80x12), 
your choice of transmission speeds up to 9600 bps as well as 
parity generation and checking. Options include upper/lower case, 
answerback and an auxiliary 
EIA output. All at a price that 
fits easily into your budget. 

And of course standard 
equipment includes the 
unmatched performance 
and reliabilityyou’ve 
come to expect of every 

product bearing the 
Hazeltine name. 

Delivery is 
only sixty days, 

so call now for a demonstration. 

Hazeltine Corporation 
Computer Peripheral Equipment Greenlawn, N Y. 11740 

[5163 549-8800 Telex 96-1435 

EAST: NEW YORK (212) 586-1970 □ BOSTON (6173 5 88-8700 
EDISON, N J. (2011 828-5678 
PHILADELPHIA (2151 676-4348 
PITTSBURGH (4121 343-4449 

MIDWEST: MINNEAPOLIS (6121 854-6555 □ CHICAGO (312) 986-1414 
CLEVELAND (216) 752-1030 □ DETROIT (3131 355-3510 

SOUTH: DALLAS (214.1 233-7776 □ ATLANTA (4041 458-9360 
HOUSTON (7131 622-0551 

WASHINGTON, D C. (7031 979-5500 

WEST: SAN FRANCISCO (4151 398-0686 □ DENVER (3031 388-8844 
LOS ANGELES (2131 553-1811 


